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ABSTRACT
The Identification of
Outdoor Adventure Leadership Competencies for
Entry-level and Experienced-level Personnel
(May 1981)
Lawrence H. Buell, B.S., Springfield College,
M.S., The Pennsylvania State University,
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Richard Konicek
Statement of the problem . The lack of leadership competency is one
of the most critical aspects of conducting Outdoor Adventure programs.
There is a demand for the field to identify essential and important
leadership competencies which can serve as the basis for quality and
safety standards of performance. The purpose of this study is to
identify knowledge, skill and behavior competencies for entry-level
and experienced-level Outdoor Adventure personfiel.
Procedures . Selected print and non-print Outdoor Adventure mat-
erials created between January 1, 1970, and June 30, 1980, were content-
analyzed to determine leadership competencies. Following extensive
pilot surveys which were studied and revised by more than 60 present
leaders in Outdoor Adventure Education the Outdoor Adventure Leadership
Competency Survey was established.
The competencies were organized into 12 competency categories:
V
1) Philosophical Foundations, 2) Leadership, 3) Counseling, 4) Program
Planning, 5) Outdoor Skills, 6) Environmental Awareness, 7) First Aid
and Safety, 8) Administration, 9) Facilities and Equipment, 10) Profes-
sionalism, 11) Evaluation, and 12) Trends and Issues.
The 4-response choice survey (essential, important, desirable, and
not important) contained 235 competencies and was distributed to 300
Outdoor Adventure professionals in United States and Canada. One hun-
dred twenty surveys were returned, equally representing three groups of
Outdoor Adventure professionals: 1) educators/trainers, 2) leaders/
instructors, and 3) directors/supervisors. The raw data was analyzed
through descriptive statistics to indicate central tendency of the re-
sponses and through statistical measures of association to demonstrate
relationships among survey respondents and responses. Mean scores were
used to rank order the competencies to determine priorities.
Findings of the study . Of the 235 Outdoor Adventure Leadership
competencies listed in the survey, 153 entry-level competencies and 193
experienced-level competencies were classified as essential or important.
The study recommended that these highly rated competencies be able to
be performed and/or demonstrated by leaders at the appropriate level.
Leadership and First Aid and Safety were the highest rated competency
categories for entry-level leaders.' The highest rated competency cate-
gories for experienced-level leaders were Leadership and Administration
and Supervision. No national certifications were rated by the respon-
dents as essential. The most common Outdoor Adventure program
format
vi
for entry-level leaders was the outinq sport of backpacking in wilder-
ness backcountry areas for short-term resident (2 to 4 days) programs
while using group building and chal lenge/adventure activities and ex-
periences. Experienced-level leaders used the same program format ex-
cept for long-term resident (5 or more days) programs. Competency
categories of Evaluation and Assessment, Professionalism and Trends and
Issues contained the least important competencies.
Conclusions . Professionals want high competency in knowledge,
skills and behaviors for both levels of Outdoor Adventure Leaders. There
are specific different needs of entry-level and experienced-level lead-
ers; for example, experienced-level leaders should possess competencies
in administration and supervision. The three groups of respondents
have a slight difference of opinion concerning what is essential and
important for Outdoor Adventure Leaders. The inventory of competencies
identified in the study, when combined with other competencies, can
serve as the basis for a comprehensive Competency-based Education pro-
gram which can recomnend specific standards of action and criteria of
performance for high quality Outdoor Adventure Leadership.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen an extraordinary growth in the use of the
outdoors for educational, recreational and human services programs.
Concerned leaders and teachers have found the outdoors to be a natural
way to arouse sensitivity, shape values, develop commitments and
strengthen personalities. Outdoor programs are also efficient vehicles
to expand cognitive understandings, learn practical living skills, and
develop a citizenry aware of the ecological dimensions of Planet Earth.
Part of the success of outdoor oriented programs can be attributed to
the operation of such institutions as Outward Bound, National Outdoor
Leadership School, Sierra Club, Appalachian Mountain Club, National
Scouting and numerous other summer and year round programs. The suc-
cessful results of these programs, particularly in the areas of human
development and environmental awareness, are generally accepted and
partially documented. For example, Kelly and Baer's extensive study of
improved behavior among selected juvenile delinquents after participat-
ing in Outward Bound experiences was the first in a series of docu-
mented evidences of success.^
Leadership is the single most ,critical aspect of conducting Outdoor
Adventure programs. Unfortunately, a corps of well trained and
Vrancis Kelley and J. David Baer, Outward Bound Schools as an
Alternative to Institutionalization for Adolescent Delinquent Boys
(Boston, Fandel Press, 1968).
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26xperienc6d individuals has not been developed to serve as Outdoor
Leaders who possess a balance of philosophical foundations, technical
ability, knowledge of the out-of-doors and actual experience and
training.
The problem of lack of leadership in the Outdoor Adventure field
is similar to that in the social and behavioral sciences. James
MacGregor Burns, in his definitive work. Leadership
, discusses the
crisis. As Burns views the problem:
We fail to grasp the essence of leadership that is relevant
to modern age and hence we cannot agree even on the stand-
ards by which to measure, recruit and reject it.... Leader-
ship is one of the most observed and the least understood
phenomena on earth.
2
Burns goes on to voice his concern, he sees no school of leader-
ship, either intellectual or organizational. As a result, there is no
basic foundation for knowledge and practice of the concept. Without
identified standards and knowledge, there can be no vital distinction
between types of leaders and their roles and expectations. While there
is still no school of leadership. Burns feels the "makings" for such a
school, with the vast reservoir of data, analysis, and theory can be-
come a reality. In the past, scholars have studied the concept of
leadership while working in separate disciplines and pursuing separate
problems. It is time for a more formal interdisciplinary approach to
the study of leadership, particularly in light of the innovations in
^James MacGregor Burns, Leadership (New York: Harper & Row
Publishers, 1978), p. 2.
3the areas of the Behavioral Sciences.^
Specifically, there is a need to reassess the demands of Outdoor
Adventure leadership and to improve its quality and quantity. Leo
McAvoy, in Leisure Today: High Adventure Leisure Pursuits and Risk
Recreation agrees with this view:
The growing demand for challenging outdoor opportunities has
created a need for highly qualified activity leaders as well
as individuals who can administer a total outdoor recreation
program which may include numerous staff and varying types
of activities.
4
The UNESCO-UNEP International Program for Environmental Education
at its intergovernmental conference in Tbilisi, USSR in 1977 further
expressed the demand for improved leadership:
The training of qualified personnel is considered to be a
priority activity. This holds good both in initial and in-
service training, for the purpose of familiarizing teachers,
...and researchers with environmental -linked subject matter
and educational and methodological processes.
5
Dr. Betty van der Smissen, president of the American Camping
Association, in her nationally recognized statement on Legal Aspects of
Adventure Activities sees the issues to be competency and professional-
ism. van der Smissen holds that:
One must be a reasonable and prudent professional.... One is
required to be a profes si onal . You must have the competency
required for the role you have accepted. If you hold yourself
^Ibid., p. 3.
\eo McAvoy, "Outdoor Leadership Training," Leisure Today: High
Adventure Leisure Pursuits and Risk Recreation (Apri 1 1 978) : 18.
^UNESCO-UNEP Environmental Education Newsletter, "National Train-
ing Activities in Environmental Education," Connect Vol . IV, No. 2
(June 1979): 2.
4out to be qualified to instruct or lead rock climbing, then
you are saying that you know the proper procedures for rock
climbing. What is professional conduct? It is knowing the
'best practices' of the profession and being up-dated on the
latest developments as to technique and procedure.^
The issue of competency and performance levels for outdoor leaders
has become a national concern, both from within the profession and from
within the agencies and organizations employing outdoor program ser-
vices. The national Association for Experiential Education (AEE), a
professional organization representing many Outdoor Adventure Leaders,
felt that it was such a pressing issue that a portion of its "Advanced
Issues Session" in 1977 was dedicated to leadership competency. Pre-
sently there are standing committees or task forces on leadership and
leadership development in most of the major outdoor programming organ-
izations, such as the American Camping Association, the Appalachian
Mountain Club, and the American Youth Hostels.
There exists, at this time, no single collection of information on
the knowledge, skill and behavior competencies required by either the
entry-level or the experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leader. The
findings of this study will make a significant contribution toward
improving the quality of Outdoor Leadership and Outdoor Adventure Pro-
grams by identifying basic competencies demanded by Outdoor Adventure
Leaders. The results will also serve as the basis for establishing
Outdoor Adventure Leadership performance criteria.
^Betty van der Smissen, "Legal Aspects of Adventure Activities,
Journal of Outdoor Education Vol . 10 (1975): 2.
5Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to identify and prioritize selected
Outdoor Adventure Leadership skill, knowledge and behavior competencies
for the entry-level and the experienced-level of professional perfor-
mance.
To achieve this purpose, analysis of the content of selected Out-
door Adventure print and non-print materials to identify specific com-
petencies was necessary. The identified competencies, representing
12 categories of Outdoor Adventure Leadership were then presented in a
survey format to 3 groups of professionals, representing 1) leaders/
instructors, 2) educators/trainers, and 3) directors/supervisors. The
survey respondents identified the degree of importance of 235 selected
leader competencies found in Outdoor Adventure. The survey also pro-
vided a profile of each respondent, which was incorporated into the
final results of the study.
Questions to be Answered by the Study
This study seeks to answer questions associated with Outdoor
Adventure Programs and Outdoor Adventure Leadership:
1) What competencies should be possessed by Outdoor Adventure
leaders working in Outdoor Adventure programs?
a) What competencies should be possessed by the entry-
level Outdoor Adventure Leader?
b) What competencies should be possessed by the exper-
ienced Outdoor Adventure Leader?
2) How did the three groups of Outdoor Adventure professionals,
leaders/instructors, educators/trainers, and directors/
supervisors compare on their ranking of importance of the
6competencies?
3)
What principles and practices of Competency-based Educa-
tion are applicable to Outdoor Adventure Leadership?
Justification for the Study
There are certain pressures upon the Outdoor Adventure profession
which necessitate the development of some form of standardization and
performance criteria. Some of the specific pressures include:
1 ) Parents, teachers, counselors, and agency administrators
who are demanding high quality standards and competencies
in all aspects of Outdoor Adventure programs.
2) Human service, recreation, and educational organizations
which use outdoor oriented programs are demanding that
quality and safety be maintained in programs and leader-
ship.
3) Insurance companies and lending institutions which are de-
manding that minimum standards be developed to lessen the
chance of lawsuits.
4) Management of Environmental Use Areas from wilderness back-
country to urban parks, which are stating that there is a
need for a core of basic leadership standards for the use
and preservation of natural and cultural areas.
5) Legislators and regulatory agencies who welcome standard-
ized performance criteria as they develop legal restric-
tions.
To date, there has been no comprehensive assessment of the degree
of importance of selected Outdoor Adventure Leadership competencies by
a cross section of professionals active in the field. Basic core com-
petencies must be identified in order to pursue the next phase of a
competency-based education approach, which is the establishment of per-
formance criteria guidelines.
7Del imitations
This study includes only:
1 ) Selected print, produced and/or stated materials created
between January 1, 1970, and June 30, 1980, which relate
to Outdoor Adventure Programs and/or Leadership (see
screening criteria Ch. III).
2) Survey respondents endorsed by a Panel of Advanced Outdoor
Adventure Professionals created solely for use in this
study (see Panel of Advanced Professionals, p. ).
3) Opinion of selected Outdoor Adventure personnel (Survey
Respondents) working in the field as: a) educate r s/
trainers, b) leaders/instructors, or c) directors/
supervisors.
4) The analysis of one-hundred and twenty (120) survey re-
turns frOT American and Canadian professionals involved
in Outdoor Adventure Programs and Services represented by:
a) forty leaders and/or instructors with groups;
b) forty educators and/or trainers of Outdoor Adven-
ture leaders;
c) forty directors and/or supervisors of programs .
Definitions
The following terms are specifically defined for use in this
study:
1) Behavior . Action and conduct for specific occasions and
circumstances.
2) Competency. A statement of knowledge, skill and behavior ^
deemed necessary for successful performance of occupational
and professional functions.
3) Competency-based Education. The process which places em-
phasis on the acquisitioTTand performance of skills and
abilities for tasks designated as necessary for occupa-
tional and/or professional functioning.
4) Competency-based Outdoor Adventure L eadership.
Leadership
based upon empirical demonstration and accomplishment
of
8the required knowledge, skills and behaviors for a prudent
professional functioning in Outdoor Adventure Programs and
Services.
Competency Category . A self-contained set of knowledge,
skill and behavior competencies clustered together because
of common characteristics and qualities.
6) Competency Survey . A detailed list of competency statements
arrived at from a review of existing values, content and
methods in any given body of knowledge, skills and/or
behaviors.
7) Definitions Associated with the Competency Survey . The
following definitions are for the four categories which re-
flect the respondent's opinion regarding the relative im-
portance of an Outdoor Adventure Leader to be competent to
perform a specific competency.
a) Essential . An absolutely indispensable competency
that each prudent professional should possess and
demonstrate.
b) Important . A substantially significant competency
potentially necessary for one to function as a pru-
dent professional.
c) Desirable . A recommended, but not necessary, compe-
tency in order for one to function as a prudent pro-
fessional .
d) Not Important . Not significant and necessary for a
prudent professional.
8) Entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leader . Specifically trained
person whose Outdoor Adventure knowledge, skills and be-
haviors are developed to the degree that the leader can as-
sume responsibility for program leadership in an agency or
organization. The entry-level professional will most
often perform his/her leadership functions under the guid-
ance and direction of other professionals with higher
levels of competency and experience.
7
9 ) Experienced Outdoor Adventure Leader . A person who pos-
sesses a high level of competency and experience in the
program areas he/she leads. A thorough background of
^These definitions are taken from the official OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
LEADERSHIP SURVEY. The objective difference between entry-level and
experienced-level is the actual three years of experience in-the-field
which presumes a more mature judgment and broader perspective of lead-
ership, instructorship and program facilitation.
9training in the skills and knowledge demanded and actual
experience in face-to-face leadership. The ability to
integrate skill, knowledge and experience as a basis for
good judgment and sensitive leadership. For purposes of
this study, this leader should possess three years of
full-time equivalent experience.
7
10) Experiential Education
. Education in which the learner
directly experiences the concept. The learning is actively
involved with direct experience which integrates the cogni-
tive, affective and psycho-motor domains of learning.
11) Knowledge . A range of information that has been perceived,
discovered or inferred from study, experience and/or in-
struction.
12) Outdoor Adventure Education . The process of encountering
and solving, in an out-of-doors or simulated out-of-doors
setting, exciting and daring physiological, psychological
and sociological challenges and stress which lead to per-
sonal and group awareness and growth. The process in-
cludes individual and group initiative and action, living
and learning skill acquisition, and environmental aware-
ness, understanding and action.
13) Outdoor Adventure Program and Service . Outdoor Adventure
Program is the actual activity and experience conducted in
an out-of-doors or simulated out-of-doors environment with
participants. Outdoor Adventure Services include all of
the support procedures, strategies and logistics which
allow programs to occur.
14) Performance Criteria . Empirically demonstrated and ac-
compl i shed knowledge, skill and/or behavior necessary for
successful action and function while on-the-job situation.
15) Skill . Proficiency of a technique, procedure and/or strat-
egy; particularly those actions that require the use of
hands, body and/or equipment.
Limitations
This study is limited in that:
1) Selection of Outdoor Adventure Leadership Competencies is
limited because:
a) The analysis of the print and non-print materials
10
was conducted in light of the reviewer's frame of
reference. The author's, speaker's, or presentor's
true meaning and inference within the text or mes-
sage could not be determined.
b) The selection of the initial competencies had an
inherent aspect of subjectivity even though there
was objectivity designed into the screening pro-
cess.
c) There was no procedure for quality control of the
print and non-print materials selected to be analy-
zed for the competencies other than being published
and distributed to professionals, or in the case of
a person, one employed in the field.
d) There was not an exhaustive search to determine all
published Outdoor Adventure literature published
between January 1, 1970 and June 30, 1980.
2) There were forty American and Canadian Pilot Respondents
and only one hundred and twenty Study Respondents,
equally representing the three professional categories
of educator/trainer, leader/instructor, and director/
supervisor.
3) There was not a proportional representation of resoondents
from all geographic sections of United States and Canada.
4) It is suspected that the majority of the 120 respondents
had a limited perception of Competency-based Education.
This limitation could have influenced their understanding
of the survey.
5) There was limited information about the randomly sampled
respondents, other than that they were involved in Outdoor
Adventure programs and/or services and that they were en-
dorsed by the study's Panel of Advanced Professionals.
Chapter I, Introduction and Statement of the Problem
,
identified
the significance of the study and established its boundaries. Chapter
II, the Review of the Related Literature , will identify the theoretical
base of the study by summarizing the research literature related to
Outdoor Adventure Leadership. In addition to giving an overview of
related literature. Chapter II will focus specifically on Adventure
Education, Outdoor Leadership and Competency-based Education.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Chapter I established the focus of the study by posing the ques-
tions to be addressed, by identifying a justification for the study,
and by establishing its boundaries. Chapter II will outline the phil-
osophical and theoretical basis of the study through a review of sel-
ected research and literature related to Competency-based Outdoor
Adventure Leadership.
Because the literature specifically related to Competency- based
Outdoor Adventure Leadership is so limited, the review of related lit-
erature focused upon specific components of the study. This Chapter is
divided into five sections. Section A presents an overview of the lit-
erature, Section B focuses upon Adventure Education, Section C discuss-
es Outdoor Leadership, Section D describes Competency-based Education,
and Section E reviews Similar Research. A review of literature related
to the procedures of the study is presented in Chapter III.
Section A: Overview of the Literature
While there exists a substantial amount of writing and research in
the areas of Outdoor Education, Environmental Education, Camping and
Recreation, it has been only recently that literature related to Out-
door Adventure has started to appear. The following overview of liter-
ature will identify some of the major collections of recently completed
11
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works.
In order to develop an overall view of research completed in the
Outdoor Adventure Program and Leadership areas research reviews and
compiled bibliographies were studied.
Compiled bibliographies, such as Research in Outdoor Education:
Summaries of Doctoral Studies (1978), Outward Bound Reference Volune
(1977), A Review of Research Related to Environmental Education (1978),
An Annotated Bibliography of the Literature and Research on Outward
Bound and Related Programs (1976), Dissertations and ECO Education
(1975), A Review of Research Related to Outward Bound and Related Edu -
cational Programs (1974), and Bibliography of Theses and Dissertations
in Recreation, Parks, Camping and Outdoor Education (1970) showed few
studies directly related to Outdoor Adventure and Outdoor Adventure
Leadership.
Studies which focus upon the area of Adventure are relatively re-
cent, with most of the major works appearing since 1975. Minoru lida
was one of the first to review the "state of Adventure oriented pro-
grams" when he presented a paper which discussed over sixty research
reports at a national research workshop on Research Camping and Envi
-
ronmental Education , held in 1975 at Pennsylvania State University,
lida categorized his review into the general areas of self-concept,
personality, anxiety and fear, social interaction, achievement, motiva-
tion and school performance, recidivism (delinquent adolescent), and
other variables of leadership, outdoor living skills,
environmental
awareness, and attitudinal changes. In lida's review
leadership was an
13
acknowledged factor, particularly in the accomplishment of the neces-
sary sociological, psychological and physiological changes in partici-
pants.^ No study focused exclusively upon Outdoor Adventure leadership,
although one study, that of Baker, did focus upon the change in lead-
ership behavior and attitudes affected by participants in basic courses
at National Outdoor L-eadership School (NOLS).^
In 1976, R. Timothy Poliak, with the support of North Carolina
Outward Bound School, compiled an annoted bibliography of research and
writing in Outdoor Adventure Education. The Bibliography of the Liter-
ature and Research on Outward Bound and Related Programs primarily
focuses upon the Outward Bound and adaptive Outward Bound programs.
Poliak cites 112 studies, books, and pamphlets, with only 2 directly
related to Outdoor Adventure Leadership as a profession, Meyer's Out-
ward Bound Instructor's Handbook and Outward Bound's National Safety
Pol icy . Bumpus and Hanson's Evaluation: Linfield Out-of-Doors Phases
I-III
,
like many other Adventure assessment writings contained in
Poliak's work, focused upon leading as a personal characteristic, not
3
as a professional endeavor.
Since the formal creation of the Outdoor Adventure concept with
lida Minoru "Adventure-Oriented Programs--A Review of Research,"
Proceedings of Research, Camping and Environmental Education (Univer-
sity Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University, 1975), pp. 220-241 ..
^Edward D. Baker, "Change in Leadership Behavior Attitudes Ef-
fected by Participation in Basic Courses at the National Outdoor Lead-
ership School" (Master's Thesis, The Pennsylvania State University,
1975).
^Timothy R. Poliak, An Annotated Bibliography of the Literature
and Research on Outward Bound and Related Programs (North Ca rol i na
.
North Carolina Outward Bound School, 19/6).
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Kurt Hann in 1938 in Great Britain Outward Bound has been a leader in
initiating and documenting Outdoor Adventure programs and services.
Arnold Shore compiled Outward Bound: A Reference Volume in February of
1977. Shore's purpose in this volume was:
...to provide access to the research literature of Outward
Bound, as well as present a state of the literature, analyze
key issues and topics, and present related research litera-
ture.^
Shore's work presents an overview of the studies with a selected pre-
sentation of specific findings, issues and research. More depth was
granted specific studies as Shore focused upon the categories of educa-
tion, psychology, corrections, as well as such topics as legal matters,
the American Indian, Mountain Climbing, and Ecology. Of the 80 re-
search and general Adventure writings reviewed by Shore only 2 related
directly to Leadership as used in this study. Pooley's Assessment of
Men for Job Placement at Outward Bound Schools specifically focuses on
concerns of leadership and instructorship. Pooley's work is fairly
general and philosophical, yet it does serve to focus upon the problems
associated with Outdoor Adventure Leadership. Leaf's Staff Report:
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School -Lyman School for Boys Overlanders
Project relates specifically to leadership. According to Shore:
...the report can be read as a treatise on what it means to be
an Outward Bound instructor. Though obviously not intended
for this purpose, the report sets forth a tone which is marked
by singleminded honesty, dedication to principles, pride, and
a toughness mediated by a perspective always clearly set on
^Arnold Shore, Compiled, Outward Bound: A Reference Volume
(Greenwich, CT: Outward Bound, Inc., 1977), p. vii.
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the goals of Outward Bound. It is a fine if indirect state-
ment of the effects of Outward Bound on its instructors.^
The compiled works of lida* Poliak, and Shore, which at times over-
lap each other, are the three major attempts to present the status of
Outdoor Adventure research and writing. The review of all three indi-
cates that much of the focus of the early research in this field was
upon individual and/or group dimensions of Outdoor Adventure experience
and activities. These three bibliographies demonstrated that leader-
ship, specifically competency- related leadership, was not a common
focus of the field through 1977.
While Outdoor Leadership has not been a common focus of Outdoor
Adventure writings, it has been in the literature of camping. Dr. Judy
Meyers, speaking at a 1975 conference on Research, Camping and Environ -
mental Education
,
reviewed 93 studies which focused on categories of
staff selection, staff manuals, college camp counselor courses, leader-
ship technique, and leader effect on camper outcomes. The studies,
which date as early as 1927, were primarily conducted in the 1950's and
1960's and serve as the basis of present leadership concepts. Meyer's
review identified no studies which focused directly upon Competency-
based Outdoor Adventure Leadership.^
Presently, the most comprehensive study dealing with Outdoor
Adventure Leadership and Programming is Cousineau's 1977 doctoral
^Ibid., p. 119.
^Judith C. Meyers, "A Summary of Resident Camp Leadership Re-^
search," Proceedings of Research, Camping and Environmen tal Educatjoji
(University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University, 1975), pp. 349-62.
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dissertation entitled A Delphi Consensus on a Set of Principles for thp
P_evelopment of a Certifica tion System for Educators in Outdoor Adven-
ture Programs . The Cousineau study, which will be reviewed later in
this chapter, is particularly relevant to this study because it did
pioneering work in identifying attitudes toward Outdoor Adventure
Leadership and Programs.^
The documentation of Outdoor Adventure parallels the tremendous
growth in the field over the last decade. As indicated in this initial
overview of the literature, only recently has literature begun to ap-
pear which can serve as the foundation for selecting appropriate Out-
door Adventure values, content and methods.
Section B: Adventure Education
The willingness and the necessity to expose oneself to challenge,
thrill, excitement, danger and adventure in the out-of-doors were part
of daily life in early America. Since the advancement of modern tech-
nological society, people have become removed from some of the inherent
adventure of living. Now, however, a trend in education, recreation
and human services is showing a dramatic increase in outdoor adventure
related activities and experiences.
A variety of theories show justification for the renewed interest
in Adventure. One proposition is that "as societies become more com-
plex and interdependent, individuals lose a sense of independence and
^Claude Cousineau, A Delphi Consensus on a Set of Principles for
the Development of a Certification System for Educators in Outdoor Ad-
venture Programs" (Ed.D. dissertation. University of Northern Colorado 1977).
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free expression."® Another view is that routine living and too many
amenities may dull one's emotions."^ Abraham H. Maslow saw a need for
people to become integrated, more perceptive and more actualized. He
referred to these necessary qualities for a healthy individual as
"Peak Experiences." Certain Outdoor Adventure activities and exper-
iences are characteristic of "Peak Experiences."^®
Still another view holds that the sedentary life-style, so preva-
lent today, must be countered by an integrated view of living known as
"holistic." Such a view advocates the interrelationship and interde-
pendence of the cognitive (rational), affective (emotional), and
psycho-motor (physical) aspects of living.
Whatever the justification for Outdoor Adventure related programs,
the concept is accepted and being practiced at an ever increasing rate.
A major special publication of the Journal of Health, Physical Educa -
tion and Recreation in 1978 attests to the energing popularity of the
approach in its collection of essays entitled "High Adventure Leisure
Pursuits and Risk Recreation." Joel Meir, Director of Studies in
Recreation at the University of Montana, in this special edition, sug-
gests how comprehensive the use of Outdoor Adventure can be:
®George E. Wei ton, "Natural Freedom and Wilderness Survival,"
Leisure Today: High Adventure Leisure Pursuits and Risk Recreation
(April 1978): 5-6.
®John C. Miles, "The Value of High Adventure Activities," Leisure
Today: High Adventure Leisure Pursuits and Risk Recreation (April
1978): 3-4.
^®Abraham H. Maslow, "Cognition of Being in the Peak Experience,"
Journal of Genetic Psychology 94 (1959): 43-66.
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in many^fiel'd^
^Ij'ograms would offer unlimited possibilities
Nettleton, at a conference in Australia, stated:
...adventure within the framework of outdoor pursuits is
potentially the most dynamic form of education currently
available. 12 ^
Outdoor Adventure Education, the tenn most commonly used to define
such activities and experiences, focuses upon individual and group en-
deavors which contain elements of challenge, excitement, risk, thrill,
stress, and danger. Outdoor Adventure is closely aligned with the
fields of Experiential Education, Outdoor Education, Environmental
Education, Camping and Outdoor Recreation, and draws from these areas
much of its philosophical foundation, as well as content and methods.
There are many accepted definitions of the term Adventure Educa-
tion, including:
Adventure Education is the popular term used to describe col-
lectively those programs of a stressful nature which occur in
an educational setting and which are based upon the Outward
Bound model .13
A planned program of situational adventure experiences devel-
oped to provide optimum growth and learning opportunities for
individuals and groups. 1
A
^^Joel F. Meier, "Is the Risk Worth Taking?" Leisure Today: High
Adventure Leisure Pursuits and Risk Recreation (April 1978): 1-^.
1 ?
Brian Nettleton, "A Philosoptiy of Outdoor Education," guoted in
Stewart E.S. Jackson, "Certification of Outdoor Educators: The Queens-
land Problem Examined" (Graduate Diploma, School of Education at the
Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education, Australia, 1979), p. 3.
^^David E. Woods and C. James Gill is, Jr., Adventure Education
(Washington, D.C.: National Education Association, 1979), p. 5.
^^Ralph R. Kylloe, "The Development and Evaluation of a Ropes
Course Certification Program for Instructors (Ed.D. dissertation pro-
posal, School of Education, Boston University, 1980), p. 5.
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education which proposes supplementary opportun-ities for adventurous encounters with the natural environment
and personal growth experiences through intimate group pro-
The definition developed by this author specifically for use in
this study is:
...the process of encountering and solving, in an out-of-doors
or simulated out-of-doors setting, exciting and daring physio-
logical, psychological and sociological challenges and stress
which leads to personal and group awareness and growth. The
process includes individual and group initiative and action,
living and learning skill acquisition, and environmental
awareness, understanding and action.
In order to perceive the breadth of this field, this author has
reviewed selected Outdoor Adventure literature and determined four
broad goals into which 88 identified objectives (see Appendix A) could
be placed. The four general goals identified in the reviewed litera-
ture are: 1) individual growth and development, 2) group cooperation
and interdependence, 3) acquisition of living and learning skills, and
4) awareness, understanding and action toward the natural and cultural
environments.
The following print materials were analyzed to identify the objec-
tives: Outward Bound and Higher Education
,
High Adventure Leisure
Pursuits and Risk Recreation
,
An Annotated Bibliography of Literature
and Research on Outward Bound and Related Programs
,
Senior Seminar: A
Curriculum Booklet
,
Leader's Guide to the 24-Hour Experience
,
Evalua -
tion Effects of Outward Bound , Research, Camping and Environmental
Education
,
Outdoor Education
,
A Content Analysis of Selected Literature
^Cjousineau, "A Delphi Consensus on a Set of Principles for the
Development of a Certification System for Educators in Outdoor Adven-
ture Programs," p. 8.
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to Determine Core Concepts Defining the Term Environmental Education
,
Outdoor Recreation in America
, and Interpreting Environmental Issues .
Justification for Outdoor Adventure Programs started to appear in
the late 1960's when the approach was being integrated into a number of
secondary schools, institutions of higher education and community and
human services organizations. The early research efforts seemed, for
the most part, superficial and inconclusive. Arnold Shore, in a defin-
itive reference volume on Outward Bound and related approaches, con-
cludes that:
...the research literature of Outward Bound is weak. It has
focused on disciplinary issues (self-concept, self-esteem) to
virtual exclusion of their relationship to programmatic issues
(length of course, mix of activities, and nature of instruc-
tion). There have been few attempts to link outcome measures
with program components and very little statistical analysis
in this sense as opposed to statistical reporting. ^6
Outdoor Adventure is a comprehensive concept and thus is being
used in a variety of sociological, psychological, and physiological
ways. While in-depth research is lacking, there are many sound re-
ports and writings which can serve as a foundation for the field. The
following selected studies and writings represent a sample of support
for the approach.
In 1975 Smith, Gabriel and Anderson, at the request of National
Outward Bound, conducted one of the most extensive studies related to
self-concept . Using the variables of self-assertion, self-esteem,
acceptance of others, and self-awareness the investigators, in a time-
series format, developed and administered the Inventory of Outward Bound
^^Shore, Outward Bound: A Reference Volume, p. 3.
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Effects to 600 subjects. From the statistics, it was concluded that:
1) Outward Bound effects, in a positive way, participant's self-
assertion; i.e., sense of confidence, leadership and activity involve-
ment; 2) participant's level of self-esteem is affected; and 3) that
the Outward Bound experience has a positive effect on the participant's
acceptance of others.^
^
Sel f-actual ization
,
a quality of beinq more fully functioning and
leading a more enriched life, was researched by van der Wilt, et al
.
The study administered the Personal Orientation Inventory to 20 sub-
jects, 10 men and 10 women, of the Minnesota Outward Bound School, as
part of the orientation before their trip. Follow-up study results
showed that the Outward Bound experience contributed significantly to
18
the self-actualization of the women participants.
The value of Outdoor programs as a therapeutic tool for juvenile
delinquents, academically low achievers and emotionally disturbed
adolescents is shown in such research as that of Howard, Rakiecki, and
Collingwood. Howard observed overall positive change in level of self-
19
esteem as the result of survival training at Brigham Young University.
Rakiecki 's study evaluated a drug abuse program which used outdoor
pursuits; it showed improved self-image, particularly in physical-self
^^Mary Smith, Roy Gabriel, and Ronald D. Anderson, Final Report :
Project to Design Evaluation of Outward Bound (Bureau of Educational
Field Services, University of Colorado L1973J), p. 27.
^^Robert B. van der Wilt, and Ronald A. Klocke, "Self-actualiza-
tion of Females in an Experimental Orientation Program," Journal of the
National Association of Women Deans and Counselors 34 (1971): 125-129.
^^Gary R. Howard, "The Effects of Outdoor Survival Trainino on
Self-Concept," unpublished field project. Prove, Utah: Brigham Young
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20and social-self. Collingwood derived that high risk youth made sig-
nificant and positive gains in physical fitness, body image, self-
concept and self-acceptance.^^ In another significant study, Kelleyand
Baer found that people involved in outdoor programs improved in social
attitudes as measured by the Jesness Inventory. Significant changes
occurred in personality traits of value orientation, autism, alienation
manifest aggression, asocial ization and repression.
In focusing upon the group cooperation of Outdoor/Environmental
Programs, there is significant evidence to support that:
...the informal and close contact with participants in wilder-
ness, and cooperation and mutual trust resulting from the
stress activities may contribute to establishing better and
more meaningful social interactions. 23
In a report from Senior Seminar Program
, Mitchell High School, Colorado
Spring Public Schools, Fornander documented a significant change in
feelings of teacher warmth toward students and consideration of
University, 1970.
on
David A. Rakiecki, An Evaluation of Penncrest School District's
Reaching Outward Program (Meadville, Pennsylvania: Penncreat School
District, L1975J).
^Hhomas R. Collingwood, "Survival Camping with Problem Youth,"
Rehabilitation Record 13 (1972): 22-25.
^^Francis J. Kelley and Daniel J. Baer, Outward Bound Schools as
an Alternative to Institutionalization for Adolescent Delinquent Boys
(Boston, Massachusetts: Fandel Press, 1968).
^^lida Minora, "Adventure-oriented Programs— A Review of Research,"
Proceedings of Research, Camping and Environmental Education (Univer-
sity Park, PA: Pennsylvania Stke University, 1975), p. 230.
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others. Ratliff, in a 54-item questionnaire using a five-part Sanan-
tic Differential Scale with 93 high school students, concluded that
participants in Outdoor Programs developed more meaningful relation-
ships with teachers, related better to other racial groups, and devel-
oped closer relationships with other students involved in the program
than those students who did not participate in such programs.
Section C: Outdoor Leadership
Leadership is the single most important aspect of conducting
Outdoor Adventure Programs. As was pointed out in the introduction of
this paper by McAvoy, van der Smissen, and UNESCO, proper training and
development of qualified leaders is a top priority. Canada has taken
a lead in establishing the basis for Outdoor Leadership certification.
Glyn Bessix, co-coordinator of Outdoor Recreation, Department of
Culture, Recreation and Fitness, Nova Scotia, in a letter to the
Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario, states that:
Outdoor Leadership development is an incredibly hot issue in
North American right now. Some states are legislating, making
it very difficult for programs to continue. . .26
^^Gary Fornander, "Report of the Mitchell Senior Seminar" (Master's
Paper, University of Colorado, 1974).
^^Stanley L. Ratliff, "Senior Seminar 1972," An Evaluation of an
Experimental /Learning Program at East High School, Denver, Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado: School of Education, University of Colorado, 1972.
^^Glyn Bessix, personal letter, quoted in Stewart E.S. Jackson,
"Certification of Outdoor Educators: The Queensland Problem Examined
(Graduate paper in Educational Administration in the School of Educa-
tion at the Darling Downs Institute of Advanced Education, 1979),
p. 50.
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In order to understand the status of Outdoor Leadership, it is
important to review some of the basic principles and practices of the
art and science of Leadership.
Little research is required to support the need for leadership in
all phases of human endeavor. One of the most significant areas in
need of leadership is education, which needs persons with effective and
ethical leadership capabilities. Russell Gregg supports this need:
Today. . .education ranks as one of the largest activities of
society and is considered by many people as the most important
one. The future development of any significant aspect of
society depends upon the availability of intelligent manpower
developed through education. The more essential education be-
comes to society the more important is its devel opment.27
The need for leadership involves a very complex series of issues
among the leaders, the participants, the total group, and the program
characteristics. Four factors influencing the need for leadership are
shown in Figure 1.
Leadership: Personality
and Experience
OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
Goals of the Group,
Leader and Agency
Followership: Needs
and Expectations
Environmental and
Social Circumstances
Fig. 1. Factors Influencing Outdoor Leadership
^\uvern I. Cunningham and William Gephart, ed., "Leadership: The
Science and the Art Today," Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual
Phi DelU
Kappa Symposium on Educational Research (New York, New York, 1971),
p. 273.
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Dankwart A. Rustow, in Philosophers and Kings: Studies in Leader-
shi£, states that "the need for leadership is proportionate to the dis-
tance between the circumstances and the goals. This view is very
relevant to Outdoor Leadership because uncontrollable circumstances,
such as weather, terrain and accidents, influence the need for guality
leadership.
In addition to the four factors previously stated, Danforth states
certain conditions or circumstances which must be present before lead-
ership can exist:
1) there must be a group of two or more people
2) there must be goals or common tasks to be pursued
3) there must be different responsibilities assigned to or
understood by the various group members.
Outdoor Adventure programs dictate that a series of designated and
assumed leaders be established. There is a full range of duties and
responsibilities which leaders must be able to perform as the group
progresses toward its major goals and objectives. Many views of lead-
ership exist; for example, the word "leader" or "leadership" often is
used to mean fastest, strongest, highest ranking or most experienced.
Bearing the title "leader" does not necessarily make a person a quality
leader. There must be a common denominator which is the essence of
leadership and which gives leadership its meaning and worth; that
common denominator is the ability to assist others to not only identify
goals but to help them to become accomplished or achieved.
^^Dankwart A. Rustow, Philosophers and Kings: Studies in Leader
-
ship (New York: George Brazilla, Inc., 1970), p. 20.
^^Howard G. Danforth, Creative Leadership in Recreation (Boston:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1970), p. 84.
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Outdoor Leadership is both an art and a science. The blend of the
required specific skills and the necessary personal and interpersonal
understandings places Outdoor Leadership in both categories. The ra-
tional/objective aspect is blended with the sensitivity/subjective as-
pect.
The following definitions show the wide range of focus of the term
"Leader" or "Leadership":
The individual selected by the group as best qualified to re-
present its wishes in a particular situation A leader has
the responsibility not only of carrying out the decisions of
the group, but also of helping to shape those decisions by
reason of his/her knowledge, skills and experience. 30
Leadership is a process of stimulating and aiding groups to
determine or to accept common goals and to carry out effec-
tively the measures leading to the attainment of those goals."^
...a quality, or a combination of qualities, which gives an
individual the ability to work effectively with groups in a
process of joint planning, decision-making, or program ser-
vice.32
A leader is someone who has a vision of a possible reality
and the ability to impart that vision to others, bring them
into vision, and thereby bring about change. 33
Leadership for the purpose of this study is defined as follows:
Leadership is a process which assists an individual or a group
to identify goals and objectives and to achieve them. The
^^Valentine Bloom, Camper Guidance: A Basic Handbook for Coun-
selors (Martinsville, Indiana : American Camping Association, 1961),
pp. 13-14.
^^Danforth, Creative Leadership in Recreation , p. 84.
^^Richard Kraus, Recreation Today: Program Planning an d Leader-
ship (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1966), p. 54.
^^Rev. Charles Newbury, "How We Educate for Leadership, Proceed^-
ings Centennial Convocation (Locust Valley, NY: Friends Academy,
January 22, 1977), p. 2.
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Leadership process is further defined by the need for some
specific action, decision or initiative by one or more persons
acting in the leadership role. Outdoor Leadership means that
the setting and program focus are directly related to the na-
tural or cultural environment.
Theories of leadership . The fields of Education, Recreation and Human
Services have advanced several theories of leadership. The trait
theory assumes that there is a set of common traits and characteris-
tics which, when developed, will allow an individual to serve as a
leader in most situations. The situation approach states that a
leader's behavior may vary from one situation to another and that
different situations require different leadership behavior. According
to the behavior approach
,
a leader is expected to maintain a certain
type of leadership throughout a program or task. The shared-function-
of-the-group approach proposes that for different situations, differ-
ent leaders will emerge to help the group carry out a task.
Research in leadership strategies seems to indicate that the
leadership theory most generally accepted is the shared-function-of-
the-qroup theory . The central theme of this theory is that various
leaders will assume responsibility for different situations that the
emergence of these leaders will depend upon the relationship between
the specific training and experience of each potential leader and the
specific tasks that face the group. This theory seems logical in most
situations such as group discussion, work project, or task completion,
but it is only part of the requirements for leadership in Outdoor
Programs. Paul Petzoldt, founder and former director of National Out-
door Leadership School (NOLS), makes it very clear that "every group
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that ventures into the wild outdoors should designate a leader.
Obviously, then. Outdoor Adventure Leadership must function on
many levels. The continuum of leadership styles goes from autocratic
through democratic, to laissez-faire
. The differences between these
three styles of leadership is in the placement of the decision making
function. In the autocratic method, this function resides with the
assigned leader; in the democratic method it resides with the group;
and in the laissez-faire method, with the individual. While each of
these three styles of leadership may be present during an Outdoor
Adventure Program, it is imperative that the person serving as the
leader be willing and able to provide autocratic leadership when situ-
ations arise which can endanger the health and general welfare of an
individual or the group.
A series of studies by Lewin, Lippitt, and White focus upon the
impact of autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire leadership styles
on boys in four community clubs. The study allowed each boy to be ex-
posed to each style for six weeks. The results supported the thesis
that each leadership style produces a different set of behaviors. For
example, the democratic leadership style produced greater initiative,
a higher functional level, and a willingness to work as members of the
group. The autocratic leadership style lessened the spontaneity and
creativity of the boys, while the laissez-faire style restricted
^^Paul Petzoldt, The Wilderness Handbook (New York: W.W. Norton
and Company, Inc., 1974), p. 114.
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enthusiasm and sense of purpose.
Implications of leadership
. The way that an individual perceives other
human beings will determine his/her leadership style and strategy. For
example, according to Danforth, if a leader believes that people are
the victims of their environment and that behavior is determined by
only environmental forces, the leader will usually seek to develop
skill through manipulation of the power forces including coercion,
force, and power. If a leader perceives leadership from a behavioral
perspective, he/she will encourage people to understand themselves and
take control of their own destiny.
Research supports the human behavior approach to leadership and
serves as the basic model for most Outdoor Adventure Leadership strat-
egies. Leadership is affected by how people perceive themselves, the
degree of self-enhancement sought by the various individuals and the
amount of motivation the people have toward the fulfillment of their
goals.
Leadership and followership . Good followership is just as important as
good leadership. A good follower possesses the ability to accomplish
tasks working with the group through cooperation, teamwork and
group action. Being a follower must be understood and valued:
The vast majority of our children now in our schools and
youth agencies, 99 percent of them, needs to be trained for
Lewin, R. Lippitt and R. White, Patterns of Aggressive Be-
havior in Experimentally Created Social Climates," Journal of Social
Psychology 10 (1939): 271-299.
^^Danforth, Creative Leadership in Recreation, p. 36.
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the really tough job of being 'followers of the future,'
which is the role most of them will take. 37
The American Camping Association defines followership as:
...ability to serve in a democratic group situation under
leadership of a member of that group but still retain the
capacity to suggest, criticize and evaluate, as well as serve
in the project. 38
Additional qualities of followership include stressing the impor-
tance of the individual, accepting a lesser role in order that the
group reach its goals, and open conmuni cation among leaders and fol-
lowers. When in such a role, quality leaders must respect the prin-
ciples of followership.
Leader and instructor . There is a significant difference between the
role of leader and role of instructor. The leader, as defined in this
paper, is concerned with both the goals and objectives of the group
and the needs and interests of each individual within the group. The
instructor, on the other hand, is activity- or subject-oriented; his/
her job is to teach a skill or technique. The instructor's primary
job is to improve the skill of the individual and will often use posi-
tion, experience, and authority to convey the skill.
Occasionally, when instructing a skill, the leader will take on
the role of instructor. The skill or competency being taught is not to
be viewed as an end in itself, but rather as a vehicle or tool in ac-
complishing an important individual and/or group goal or objective.
^^Ben Sol Oman, ed.. Leadership of Youth (New York: Leadership
Library, 1954), p. 1.
^^Bloom, Camper Guidance , p. 14.
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Leader as model . Leading by role model is a significant aspect of
leadership. In the leadership situation, personal habits and interests
are easily picked up by followers. The leader sets the atmosphere and
the tone of the group. Everything a leader "says, does and is will be
carefully observed by campers." For young people, a major character-
istic is that of "hero worship," thus, the leader has a great respon-
sibility when attracting youth and, as a result, becomes accountable
for their welfare.
Leadership, techniques, strategies, and styles . Once the goals and
objectives of the group and/or the individuals have been identified the
leader must plan, organize, and implement the adventure program and
related experiences by selecting from a wide range of techniques,
strategies and styles.
The methods and approaches used by Outdoor Leaders are identified
as the procedures of initiating and accomplishing: 1) the maintenance
and enhancement of the individual and the group, and 2) the goals and
objectives of the program.
The techniques of Leadership are the fundamental skills, insights
and understandings which must be exhibited during the program, and
which will aid in making the experience more pleasurable, safe, and
meaningful. Leader strategies are the actual plans of action employed
to accomplish the objectives. Strategies can be objectively measured,
whereas styles of individual leadership are more subjective and
^^Viola A. Mitchell, Julie D. Roberson and June W. O'Bley,
Counseling (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1976), p. 64.
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variable.
Goodwin Watson did extensive research to identify the principles
and strateqies of leaders. He developed fifty propositions, supported
by research, on which educators and leaders should base their programs.
Four of the important propositions which are the basis for strateqies
are:.
1) Behaviors which are rewarded (positively reinforced) are
more likely to recur. This principle is the basis for
changing behavior and establishing positive reinforcement.
2) Reward (reinforcement) to be most effective in learning
must follow almost immediately after the desire behavior.
Direct experience learning, particularly skill competen-
cies, is a logical format to introduce this principle.
3) Individuals are more likely to enter wholeheartedly into
any practice if they have meaningful participation in the
selection and planning of the project; meaningful parti-
cipation by members of the group can enhance self-
concept.
4) Expectations of the teacher or leader can significantly
affect the growth of the participants. Outdoor Programs
can greatly affect participant outcome because of close
24-hour living circumstances.
Communication is a vital component of Outdoor Leadership. Vogan,
in her dissertation on Criteria for Evaluating Condition Changes in
Teacher-Student Relationships in Outdoor Education, found that one
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strategy which enhanced relationships was "openness" in conversation.
In an evaluation of the National Youth Corp Conservation Camps, it
Watson, "What Psychology Can We Trust?" in Readings in Learn
-
ing and Human Abilities , ed. R.r'. Ripple (New York: Harper and Row,
1964), pp. 323-32b.
^^C.L. Vogan, Criteria for Evaluating Condition Changes Affecting
Teacher-Student Relationships in Outdoor Education (Ph.D. disserta-
tion, Michigan State University, 1970).
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was found that the staff's willingness to communicate ideas, share in-
formation and openly discuss problems resulted in increased subject
matter knowledge, acceptance of others, and enhanced self-concept.^^
As leadership becomes more objectively assessed, the identifica-
tion of specific strategies will gain importance. Strategies, sup-
ported by such behavioral sciences as Humanistic Psychology, will aid
in the demystification of the concept and improved leadership.
In the process of implementing sound leadership strategies the
individual leader must understand several dimensions of the human being.
There are accepted physiological, sociological and psychological char-
acteristics of individuals which must be understood from a developmen-
tal perspective. The leader should know: 1) the age-group character-
istics, 2) the socio-economic characteristics, and 3) the fundamental
biological drives and desires. Understanding these characteristics
will aid the leader in interpreting behavior.
Style is the particular expression, execution or performance
characteristics of a specific leader or organization. Its focus is
more upon the way something is said or done than upon the substance.
Each Outdoor Leader, possessing unique personal characteristics, will
develop a leadership style.
Because of the subjective nature of style there has not been ex-
tensive research completed in the area. Several significant studies,
W Marans, B.L. Driver and J.C. Scott, Youth and the Environ-
ment: An Evaluation of the 1971 Youth Conservation Corps (Ann
Arbor:
University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research, 1972).
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however, are worthy of notation.
Hendley C. Dimock, a leader in Organized Camping, studied three
different leadership styles in three resident camps. Dimock found that
a camp director's style of leadership greatly influenced the methods
used by the staff. The camp with the authoritarian style director was
reflected by a staff which became dominating, prejudiced, rigid, and
uncooperative. The camp with the participatory or democratic style
director evolved an atmosphere which resulted in a cooperative staff
which was willingly involved in decision making and program planning.
The third camp was operated primarily in a laissez-faire style; the
study showed little change in attitude of staff or of methods of opera-
tion when using this style of leadership.^^
Another study of style conducted by Shuster found that counselors
scoring high on the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory tended to use
a democratic leadership approach. Those who scored lower seemed to
have less rapport with their campers. Campers seemed to respond better
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to counselors who had scored higher on the Attitude Inventory.
The field of Human Psychology has started to make generalizations
about personal characteristics; as a result, a series of studies has
been developed which show leadership style to be a major factor in the
effective and efficient administration of human service programs. With
^^Hedley C. Dimock, Administration of the Modern Camp (New York:
Association Press, 1948), pp. 26-27.
^^A.A. Shuster, "The Relationship Between Varying Scores on
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory and Patterns of Behavior: Both
Perceived and Enacted in Recreation" (Ph.D. dissertation. University of
Illinois, 1968).
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a more objective view of leadership style, the concept can be used in
strengthening quality leadership.
As can be seen by the previous brief descriptions of selected Out-
door Leadership concepts and strategies there have been only meager
attempts to improve the quality of Outdoor Leadership. The low status
given. to Outdoor Leadership is well expressed in the- preface of Meier,
Morash, and Wei ton's new book. High Adventure Outdoor Pursuits: Organ-
ization and Leadership :
Some aspects, such as programming, have received extensive
amounts of exposure in the literature, and others, such as
leadership, have received very little. The past ten years
has seen much written on the philosophy of high adventure
programs but the 'state of the art' has neither investigated
various models on leadership and supervision, nor discussed
administrative and management problems.
The content of this study in Outdoor Adventure Leadership has
drawn from existing Outdoor Adventure literature. One of the objec-
tives of this study, as expressed by Meier, Morash and Wei ton, is to
improve the process of Outdoor Adventure Leadership training and prac-
tice.
Section D: Competency-based Education
Competency-based Education is the educational process which places
emphasis upon the required knowledge, skills and behaviors designated
as necessary for educational, occupational and/or societal functioning.
Specifically, competencies are the attitudes, understandings, behaviors
^^Joel Meier, Morash, and George Wei ton. High Adventure Outdoor
Pursuits: Organization and Leadership (Salt Lake City, Utah: Brighton
Publishers, 1980}, preface"
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and skills that facilitate individual intellectual, social, emotional,
and physical growth.
Hall and Jones in Competency- based Education: A Process for the
Improvement of Education view Competency-based Education as a:
...set of specific learning objectives stated so that the ac-
complishment by the learner can be observed in the form of
specific learned behavior (skill) or knowledge. Minimum
levels of achievement of these objectives are established as
criteria of success. 46
Hall and Jones go on to state that the goal of Competency-based Educa-
tion is the development of learners, of programs that promote learning,
and of instructors who can and do teach.
Once a specific body of knowledge has been identified the learner
is presented the content in one or more learning approaches. The
learning approaches are the actual educational techniques and methods
used to assure that the learner understands and can demonstrate the
competency. The individual learner's performance is the key source
of evidence of mastery of the competency. The comoetency "must be seen,
heard or actually touched to be measured. The entire essence of the
Competency-based Education approach is not knowledge for knowledge's
sake, but knowledge for action's sake.
There are three generally accepted major concepts of Competency-
based Education: 1) accountability', 2) individualized learning, and
^^Gene E. Hall and Howard L. Jones, Competency-based Education: A
Process for the Improvement of Education (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1976), p. 10.
^^Paul S. Pottinger, Joan Goldsmith and Guest Editors, Defining
and Measuring Competence (Washington: Jossey-Bass, Inc., Publishers,
1979), p. vii.
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3) learning objectives.
Huston and Howsam. In one of the first major works on Competency-
based Education, viewed accountability this way:
The learner knows that he Is expected to demonstrate the
specific competencies to the required level and In the agreed-
upon manner. He accepts responsibility and expects to be held
accountable for meeting the established criteria. 48
Individualization or personalization of learning Is:
...a response of Competency- based Education to the dehumaniz-
ing tendency In society and In traditional educational pro-
grams.
...Competency-based Education Is Intended to facili-
tate a variety of learning experiences to meet the Individual
learner's needs, preferences, and abilities. Thus, learning
Is self-paced, and achievement Is the most Important variable,
not the time Involved In learning. 49
Learning objectives are the statements describing the desired out-
comes from any study, action or experience, and are obtainable In quan-
titative terms. They can be measured to determine the degree of suc-
cess In reaching the desired ends. One of Outward Bound's position
papers views objectives as "telling what the learner Is to be like as a
result of the learning experience." Characteristics of learning
48
W.R. Houston and R.B. Howsam, ed.. Competency-based Teacher Edu -
cation: Progress, Problems, and Prospects (CMcago: Science ftesearcli
Associates, Inc., 197^), p. 4.
49
Jerry D. Kelley, et al.. Therapeutic Recreation Education:
Developing a Competency-based Entry-level Curriculum (Urbana, iTTinols:
Recreation ancf f’arks l^esources-bepartment of Leisure Studies, 1976),
p. 42.
^%ob McKean, et al.. Toward Defining Measurable Objectives in the
Affective Domain for Experiential Education Programs (Denver. CoToracro:
Colorado Outward bound School, 1975), p. 4.
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objectives are that:
1) They must be stated in terms of performance, and in behav-
ioral and assessable terms.
2) They must be accompanied with a specific criteria-level
which is evidence of mastery. 52
3) They must be made public beforehand to the teacher and
the student. 53
Why is there a need for Competency-based Education? Competency-based
Education has developed as a process in modern education as a result
of a series of complex social and historical factors. From the thrust
for improved science education resulting from the Soviet Union's
"Sputnik" to the new demand for accountability in work and education
demonstrate the rising popularity in Competency-based Education.
The Illinois Community College Project to develop a Competency-
based Entry-level Curriculum for Therapeutic Recreation Education iden-
tified five roots of the present Competency-based Education movement:
1) The new exploration of space which demanded new scientific
and technological education.
2) The growing awareness of the inadequacy of existing educa-
tional programs to meet the needs of many racial, ethnic,
socioeconomic, and special needs pooulations.
3) The economic conditions and increased international econom-
ic competition which have directed attention to and stimu-
lated productivity and accountability in education.
4) The rapid technological developments, which on one
hand
^^Houston, Competency-based Education , p. 7.
^^R.B. Howsam, Performance Based Instruction: Some Basic
Concepts_
(New York: MacMillan Education Cooperation, 1974), p. 8.
^^Hall and Jones, Competency-based Education , p. 67.
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have produced advances in education planning, operation
and evaluation, and which, on the other, have perpetuated
dehumanization of the education process.
5) The agreement that the philosophical foundations of Compe-
tency-based Education are in experimental ism, which em-
phasizes application of the scientific method to the pro-
cess of education. 54
Specifically, the most important reason for Outdoor Adventure
Education entering the field of competency is the public and private
demand for accountability in professional training. A competency-based
approach will increase the assurance that leaders will perform accept-
ably in their chosen or assumed roles. If an Outdoor Adventure Leader:
...knows that he is expected to demonstrate the specific com-
petencies to the required levels and in the agreed-upon manner
he accepts responsibil ity and expects to be held accountable
for meeting established criteria. 55
What kinds of competencies are there? There have been several compre-
hensive classifications of competencies. One taxonomy of competencies
which combines the work of others in the field is that of Hall and
Jones who identified the following five categories of competencies:
1) Cognitive competencies , which specify knowledge, ' under-
standing and awareness.
2) Affective competencies , which relate to values, attitudes,
interests, and appreciation.
3) Performance competencies , which require the demonstration
of behaviors.
4) Consequence or product competencies , which require the de-
monstration of the ability to bring about a change in
others.
^\elley. Competency-based Entry-level Curriculum , pp. 41-42.
^^Houston, Competency-based Education , p. 4.
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5) Exploratory or expressive competencies
, which orovide ex-
periences that may have value for prospective teachers
even though specific expected outcomes from the experi-
ences may not be identified or identifiable in advance.
Cognitive and consequence (product) competencies are the most
common, particularly in school programs and professional school curri-
culums. Performance competencies are important in the development of
psychomotor and technical skills and abilities. The most misunderstood
and rarely used of the competencies are the affective and exploratory
(expressive) competencies. Because affective competencies are so dif-
ficult to identify and assess empirically they are frequently deleted
from competency programs. Exploratory (expressive) competencies are
the most difficult competencies to identify because the focus is upon
the experience of the learner and usually do not have pre-established
objectives and identifiable evaluation criteria.
How are competencies identified? There are a variety of sources and
techniques used to identify the "specific body of knowledge, skills and
behaviors" which comprise a Competency-based program. (For the pro-
cedures of identification of Outdoor Adventure Leadership competencies
see Chapter II, Section A.) There are at least eight sources of compe-
tencies, including:
1) Existing lists of competencies, such as textbooks, train-
ing manuals, and competency catalogues.
2) Recently completed research which identifies key competen-
cies as a by-product of selected research.
3 ) Curriculum content information found in textbooks.
^^Hall and Jones, Competency-based Education , p. 48.
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laboratory manuals and teacher quides.
4) Professional input from practitioners active in the field.
5) Expert opinion of practitioners, writers and/or theorists
who possess a comprehensive view of the field.
6) Content analysis of print and non-print materials found
within the field.
7) Input from participants
,
leaders and teachers, parents
and guardians, and a variety of public and private organ-
izations and institutions.
8) Theoretical constraints which serve as the basis for pro-
grams which are based upon specific theories and assump-
tions.
How to develop competencies . While it is not within the scope of this
study to develop strategies for developing competencies it is important
to have an understanding of the next step in competency development
after the identification of a specific body of knowledge, which is the
focus of this study.
Strategies for developing the competencies must be founded upon
sound educational and socio-psychological theory, such as the CONE OF
57
EXPERIENCE articulated by the National Audubon Society. -
The CONE OF EXPERIENCE (see Figure 2) suggests that the learner
learns most effectively when many senses are involved in the learning
process; for example learning through audio-visual input is less effec-
tive than through direct purposeful experience. Since Competency-based
programs are concerned with empirically demonstrated performance of
know-
ledge, skill and behaviors, the CONE OF EXPERIENCE does serve
as a qood
^^Joseph J. Shomon, Manual of Outdoor Conservation Education
(New
York: National Audubon Society, 1964), p. 32.
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basis for instructional approaches.
Fig. 2. Cone of Experience
How to implement a competency program . There are numerous approaches
and techniques for structuring Competency-based learning proarams.
Some of the more common methods include: 1) self-pacing learning
modules, 2) learning resource centers, 3) faculty teams, 4) field
experience, 5) individualized instruction, and 6) print and non-print
facil 1 ties.
In addition to the structured time and space associated with the
competency program there must be other conditions present for effective
^®Hall and Jones, Competency-based Education , pp. 12-14.
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competency acquisition. According to Weigand in Developing Teacher
Competency if the role of education is to develop students who are ra-
tional, inquiring individuals there should be five conditions present
for the learner:
1) freedom to learn;
2) time to explore;
3) freedom to make mistakes;
4) freedom to achieve closure at his/her own pace; and
5) freedom to be judged on more than just verbal ability.^^
Time necessary to accomplish the competencies is not important.
Unlike the traditional view of education curricula where time units
dictate knowledge acquisition, the Competency-based process holds that
"90 percent of the competencies can be learned by 90 percent of the
students, 90 percent of the time."^^ The time that it takes an indi-
vidual to acquire the competency has little bearing on ability to per-
form. In McClelland's landmark study on college performance and
careers, it was found that test scores, college grades and career per-
formance inventories could not reliably predict a person's performance
61
once he/she enters an occupation.
How to recognize a competent person . There are two levels of
^^Weiaand. ed.. Developing Teacher Competencies (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., l97l], p 37/V-^
^^Hall and Jones, Competency-based Education , p. 72.
^^D.C. McClelland, "Testing for Competence Rather than for Intel-
ligence," American Psychologist 28 (1973): 1-14.
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accountability for accomplishment of competencies. There is student
accomplishment when he/she actually demonstrates the performance of the
pre-stated objective and there is the responsibility of the instructor
or teacher to see that the student learner actually performs the compe-
tencies. Assessment efforts have primarily focused upon the learner,
rather than the instructor or teacher; student ineptness usually can be
directly traced to instructor or teacher approach and style.
Competency must be seen, heard or actually touched. Comoetency is
not what a person is, but what a person does or knows. There are many
ways to measure competency, including: writing, speaking, demonstrat-
ing, role playing, recording, and in-the-field simulations. In a compe-
tency program, learners are evaluated in a criterion- reference system
where student achievement is not compared to other students' achieve-
ment but against the prestated objectives. The popular norm- reference
assessment in which students are compared to each other is not relevant
to a competency program in which success is achieved when the learner
meets the required objective. In the'"yes-not yet" approach to evalu-
ation, "total failure is infrequent because students are given more
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than one chance to learn."
The American Camping Association (ACA) in their National Standards
for Camps states that leader competency is evidenced by:
1) possession of current certification or registration;
2) specialized training within a three-year period; and
^^Hall and Jones, Competency-based Education , p. 72.
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3)
previous specialized experience attested by documented
references.D3
The American Camping Association (ACA) goes on to identify five
other characteristics of competency which reflect a total performance
of knowledge, skills and abilities and not just learned information:
1) understand needs of the activity and participants;
2) has skills specific to the activity;
3) assists the individual to learn the activity;
4) is familiar with the natural environment; and
5) is skilled in the use and care of specialized equipment.
A different approach for competency assessment is that used by
Antioch University's Institute of Open Education where the learner is
asked to assess the learner's own level of competency. The eight spec-
ific questions used by Antioch include:
1) identify her goals for her interactions with clients, with
colleagues, with superiors;
2) identify the needs she would like to fulfill by the acti-
vities of her role;
3) specify the ways in which she plans to increase her profes-
sional capabilities;
4) indicate the steps she plans to take to achieve these goals
in the next five years;
5) indicate the issues she would like to have addressed in an
assessment process;
6) discuss the areas in which she would like to have con-
structive feedback concerning her job performance;
^^American Camping Association, Camp Standards with Interpretations
(Bradford Woods, Indiana: American Camping Association, 19/9;, p. 27.
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7) specify the competencies which she identifies as necessaryfor the successful completion of her job; and
8) indicate her strength in relation to each competency and
her desired areas of growth in relation to each compe-
tency, ob
In addition to not getting the proper initial or entry-level
training to be competent in one's endeavor, a 1976 Fortune magazine
study identified three causes of failure of professionals to provide
competent services:
1) failure to stay current in their field;
2) failure to make personal day-to-day adjustments to prac-
tice; and
3) failure in one or more fundamental areas needed for com-
petent practice.
Limitations of Competency-based Education . One of the major limita-
tions of Competency-based Education is the difficulty in identifying
and assessing those personal and professional traits and qual ities which
are not easily observable and enter the realm of subjectivity, such as
items of judgment, sympathy, moral reasoning and personal attitudes.
Klemp's study on success in the world of work holds that beyond
observable criteria there are three broad dimensions of job performance
which relate to competency but are rarely included in licensing examin-
ations and technical training manuarls. They include:
1) cognitive process abilities;
2) interpersonal skills; and
^^Pottinger, Defining and Measuring Competencies , p. 29.
^^Ibid., p. 28.
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fi7
3) motivation.
Two othor compotoncios difficult to moasure includo comnuni cation
skills and sensitivity and positive attitude toward people in general.
The American Camping Association (ACA) in one of their first pub-
lications of Outdoor Programs using the Competency-based approach,
A Competency-based Manual for Camp Staff Training
, acknowledges the
fact that there are more than just observable criteria:
There are other prerequisites not covered in these modules
which it is assumed all trainees will possess prior to the
beginning of field training. These are primarily skills
which include mature judgment, consistent behavior, sincer-
ity, and effective communication.^®
There are additional restrictions of Competency-based programs,
such as cost in labor and materials, additional time for preparation
of modules and their assessment, competency identification, and the
readiness of the learner to function in the relatively new approach.
This section has provided an overview of Competency-based Educa-
tion and answered many of the specific questions about the approach.
Since the focus of this study is on Outdoor Adventure Leadership compe-
tencies it is important to understand the various philosophical con-
cepts, content and methods of the Competency-based Education process.
Chapter V will make specific recommendations for applying the results
^^G.O. Klemp, "Three Factors of Success in the World of Work: Im-
plications for Curriculum in Higher Education," paper presented at the
Annual Convention of the American Association of Higher Education,
Chicago, March 1977.
^^Dennis A. Venton and Elizabeth M. Farley, A Competency-based
Manual for Camp Staff Training (Bradford Woods, Martinsville, Indiana:
American Camping Association, 1979), p. 3.
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of this study to a Competency-based program.
Section E: Similar Research
It has been demonstrated in other sections of this chapter that
there exists little primary research in the area of Competency-based
Outdoor Adventure Leadership, yet there are several studies and publi-
cations which have influenced this study and do serve as models. There
are four parts to Section E: 1) Early Competency-based Education stud-
ies, 2) Outdoor Adventure competency handbooks and program guidelines,
3) Outdoor Adventure related studies and projects, and 4) studies with
similar procedures and focus.
Early Competency-based Education studies . One of the earliest studies
in Outdoor Leadership competency was Harriet Berger's 1958 dissertation
entitled A Plan for Developing Competencies for Leadership in School
Camping and Outdoor Education for Elementary Education Students.
Berger's study focuses primarily on curriculum oriented Outdoor Educa-
tion and identifies teacher skills and abilities necessary to facili-
69
tate such programs.
In 1973, Holt expanded on the competency theme by questioning 102
administrators and 840 teachers on competencies needed to teach in the
out-of-doors. Holt's study concluded that teachers did not have the
competencies necessary for successful participation in residential
^^Harriet Berger, "A Plan for Developing Competencies for Leader-
ship in School Camping and Outdoor Education for Elementary Education
Students," (Ed.D. dissertation, New York University, 1958).
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Outdoor Education programs.
While Competency-based Education has become a central theme in
public education, it is only recently that other professions have
started to incorporate such principles into their programs. One alter-
native higher education program, the College of Human Services in New
York City, which was founded upon the principle of professional compe-
tency for human service workers is based upon a series of eight general
competencies which reflect Human Service skills and abilities, as well
as knowledge and values. The eight competencies are:
1) Become an effective learner and potential professional ac-
cepting the responsibility for identifying your learning
goals and finding appropriate resources for achieving them.
2) Establish professional relationships at the worksite. . .with
co-workers and citizens.
3) Work with others in groups. . .helping to establish clear
goals and achieve optimum results.
4) Function as a teacher. . .helping people to define and ac-
hieve appropriate learning goals.
5) Function as a counselor. . .helping people to resolve pro-
blems in a manner that promotes their growth and indepen-
dence.
6) Function as a community 1 iaison. . .working with people and
resources of the community to meet community needs.
7) Function as a supervisor. . .taking the responsibility for
teaching, encouraging and enabling other workers to make
the best use of their abilities on behalf of citizens.
8) Act as a change agent, planning, researching, and
promoting
^^illabelle Holt, "Identification of the Competencies Needed by
the Classroom Teacher in Programs of Resident Outdoor
Education,
(Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio University, 1973).
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programs. . .to improve Human Service delivery.^^
Outdoor Adventure Competency handbooks and program guidelines . One of
the most comprehensive efforts in Competency-based Outdoor Leadership
was developed by the American Camping Association entitled A Competency^
based Manual for Camp Staff Training . The manual developed 22 modules
in 4 major series: 1) Camp Director Series, 2) Camp Management Series,
3) Camp Counselor and Program Specialist Training Series, and 4) Camp
Staff Training Series. The Camp Staff Training Manual was the result
of a 1976 research grant at the University of Kentucky entitled Project
REACH, from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped to develop a
competency-based training program and a 1979 three-year training grant
by the American Camping Association entitled Project STRETCH. One of
the purposes of Project STRETCH was to test the value of the REACH
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materials for all camp directors.
The Mountain Leadership Program of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland was established in the mid-1950's when increased use of the out-
doors for recreation and education began to raise issues of safety and
participant welfare. It is important that the United States review the
process carried out in the United Kingdom, for we are now entering a
similar period of increased popularity in outdoor programs.
The basic focus of the United Kingdom program is as follows:
^^Gerald Grant and David Riesman, The Perpetual Dream: Reform and
Experiment in the American College (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1978), p. 39U.
^^Venton and Farley, A Competency-based Manual for Camp Staff
Training
,
p. vii.
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...mountain leadership training is established as the normal
reguirement for those taking parties of young people on to
the hills. Along with comparable qualifications in the other
major outdoor pursuits, a Mountain Leadership Certification
is seen as evidence of the minimum technical standard reason-
ably to be expected of those teachers, youth leaders or other
adults who wish to accept the responsibility for the care of
young people in potentially hazardous situations on mountains.'^
The basic format of the United Kingdom Leadership program in-
cluded: 1) an approved resident course in basic training, 2) a period
of at least one year for practical experience, and 3) a residential
week of assessment. Assessment of practical experience, such as cri-
tiquing by experienced trainers while at a resident center and a docu-
mented log of every expedition, are central to the evaluation process
of the approach.
In an attempt to design a certification program encompassing a
core of general Outdoor Skills a group of Nova Scotia Outdoor Program
personnel joined together to coordinate efforts and resources to im-
prove Outdoor Leadership. The program idea was very complete and did
overcome some of the weaknesses encountered by previous Outdoor Leader-
ship schemes.
The Outdoor Leadership Program was designed to bring together Out-
door Adventure Leaders in a day-long av;areness seminar to determine the
status of their competencies. Feedback from this initial seminar, con-
ducted by "Master Outdoor Leaders," was presented to the enrolled lead-
ers in order to prepare them for a series of weekend modules of core
^^Eric Langmuir, Mountain Leadership: Official Handbook of the
Mountain Leadership Training Boards of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland (Edinburgh, Scotland: Scottish Sports Council, 1973), p. 3.
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skills and leadership strategies.
Following the initial assessment of the leader's competency,
a clearinghouse was established to promote communication and
coordination among outdoor recreation education groups and
to collect and disseminate material. 74
The student trainee would receive recognition for completing each
weekend module, but he /she would still have to pass a major final eval-
uation of skills and abilities to secure the certification. The basic
components of the Nova Scotia Outdoor Leadership Plan are as follows:
1 ) Basic Core Skills:
a) navigation;
b) winter survival;
c) campcraft skills;
d) environmental ethics and concerns; and
e) wilderness emergency procedures.
2) Outdoor Leadership:
a) outdoor teaching methods;
b) problem solving;
c) small group dynamics; and
d) trip planning.
3) Specialized Technical Skills:
a) canoeing;
b) rock climbing;
c) cycling;
d) cross country skiing, etc.
4) Experience:
a) practical experience;
b) leadership experience;
c) community service; and
^\arry Spears, "Nova Scotia Outdoor Leadership Development Pro
qram " final report presented by Centre of Leisure
Studies, Acadia
Unlv^rsnJ, Wolfville, Nova Scotia. Canada, 1979.
(Mimeonraphed)
. p
11.
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d) helps ensure quality in final graduates.
A newer organization created to prepare competent Outdoor Leaders
is the Wilderness Education Association.
The ultimate goal of the Association is to promote educated
use of our wildlands and thereby insure the conservation of
the wilderness. The training of leaders and educators will
have a tremendous effect on the general public, by enlight-
ening them on the proper usage of the wilderness.
The American Camping Association (ACA), the professional associa-
tion of resident, day and trip camping, has taken the lead in identify-
ing standards of performance for most aspects of program, administra-
tion, facilities, and staff. In the area of personnel standards the
American Camping Association states that:
One of the unique features of a camp is the vital leadershio
role demanded of its personnel. Camp personnel are expected
to assume many responsibilities, deliver a wide range of ser-
vices, and complete numerous tasks in an environment of con-
stant close human interaction with quality results. This de-
manding unique role requires personnel qualifications, work
patterns, special training, and a living and working environ-
ment which recognizes the uniqueness and facilitates it. The
personnel criteria to meet these requirements. . .are the re-
sult of experience and review of research in the areas of
personnel management, selection, training and moral of camo
staff. 77
In February of 1980, the American Camping Association facilitated
a national Task Force of Outdoor Adventure personnel to update Trio
Camping Standards and to bring them in line with the recent develop-
ments in the Outdoor Adventure field. The objective of the Task Force
^
^Ibid
.
,
p. 36.
^^Wilderness Education Association, Statement of the Purpose of
the Association, Alta, Wyoming via Driggs, Idaho, 1978.
^^American Camoing Association, Camp Standards with Interpreta-
tions, p. 21.
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was:
...to refine a report presented to the Board by their Fall
1978 meeting, including more specific identification of the
purpose and objectives (of Outdoor Leadership), development
and implementation procedures, and evaluation techniques to
be used within the program (Trip Leader certification) and a
timetable to accomplish these tasks. 78
The work of this Task Force resulted in: 1) a rewriting of the
trip standards with specific focus upon high adventure leadership,
equipment, program, and environmental impact; and 2) the creation of a
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specific model curriculum for Outdoor Leadership Training.
Many local and regional groups and organizations have developed
their own leadership guidelines and procedures. Such groups include
Senior Seminar, the National Scouting programs, the American Canoe
Association, American Youth Hostels, Junior Maine Guide, and Mountain
Safety Research.
Beyond the organization- initiated guidelines and standards several
local, regional, and national legislative bodies have proposed or
passed laws which directly affect the practice of Outdoor Adventure.
The National Youth Camp and Safety Act of 1977, the Occupational Safety
Health Association laws (O.S.H.A.) of the Department of Labor, and the
1979 Maine State Trip Leader's Permit are examples of the development
of laws and standards which will affect the field.
^^American Camping Association, "Introduction: Trip Leader and
Trip Standards Development Workshop," pre-meeting correspondence for
Task Force on Trip Leadership and Trip Standards, American Camping
Association, Bradford Woods, Martinsville, Indiana. January 25-28,
1980. (Mimeographed.), p. 2.
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One of the earliest attempts in the United States to bring differ-
ent interest groups together to discuss the guidelines for the educa-
tion and training of wilderness leaders was at a workshop sponsored by
the Yosemite Institute in May 1977. The rationale for the effort was
the pressure that Environmental management bureaus were showing because
of lack of qualified party leaders with groups using their lands. A
major recommendation of the workshop was to establish an outline of
qualifications for a group leader entering the back-country.
The specific guidelines were as follows:
1 ) age- legal age ;
2) working knowledge of core skills : tool craft, ropecraft,
health and safety, cookery, map and compass, gear and
shelter, environmental awareness, and group leadership;
3) organizing skills : pre-trip, during trip including al-
ternative plans;
4) working knowledge of the ' wilderness ethic '
;
5) trip leadership qualities : communication skills, charac-
ter, and teaching skills;
6) physical ability to perform effectively including stress/
pressure situations;
7) possess 'horse sense' under stress or in emergency;
8) working knowledge of mountain medicine, emergency first
aid, search and rescue, and preventive and safety planning;
9) working knowledge of the mode of travel to be used, i.e.,
canoe, backpack, etc.; and
10)
specialized skills as required for the trip : rock climb-
ing, snow climbing, soelunkinq, desert skills.®^
^^Yosemite Institute, Proceedings of Guidelines for the Education
and Training of Wilderness Ueaders: A Workshop (Yosemite, California,
1977), p. 9.
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With the rise in Outdoor Adventure, more and more organizations
are individually or cooperatively increasinq efforts to prepare their
staffs properly. Outward Bound and National Outdoor Leadership School,
two of the most popular outdoor adventure programs in the country, have
each developed staff training manuals. Meyer, Ustin and Bryant's
Instructor s Handbook for North Carol ina Outward Bound School was one
of the first such handbooks to be distributed publically in 1973. The
Outward Bound safety policy is continually updated to meet staff, par-
ticipant and program needs.
Many of the procedures of the National Outdoor Leadership School
were written in The Wilderness Handbook by NOLS founder and former
director, Paul Petzoldt. According to Petzoldt:
...in 1965, I started the National Outdoor Leadership School
in Lander, Wyoming, to train leaders capable of conducting
all-round wilderness programs in a safe and rewarding
manner. 82
Outdoor adventure related studies and projects . One of the most defin-
itive research projects designed to identify Outdoor Adventure Compe-
tencies was a dissertation by Claude Cousineau entitled A Delphi Con -
sensus on a Set of Principles for the Development of a Certification
System for Educators in Outdoor Adventure Programs . The study surveyed
97 practitioners by using a three-round modified Delphi Questionnaire
which assessed 47 principles or standards. Resoondents were asked to
^^Dan Meyer, Arlene Ustin and Peter Bryant,
"The Instructor's
Handbook: North Carolina Outward Bound School " (Morgantown, North
Carol ina : North Carolina Outward Bound School, 1973).
^^Petzoldt, The Wilderness Handbook, p. 13.
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reconsider their initial responses after reviewing the overall results
of all other responses.
The conclusions of the Cousineau Study stated that:
1) The total population of the respondents indicated a desire
for a certification system to improve the quality and the
safety of outdoor educational experiences...
2) They recognized that competency consists of a variety of
components, some of which must be evaluated in an objective
manner, and others in a subjective manner. All components
must be quantifiably measured.
3) They favored a diversity of background preparation...
4) They supported the concept that in order to become certi-
fied, one would have to meet a minimum standard in each
area of competency. In some cases, a deficiency in one
area could be compensated by superiority in others.
5) They agreed that areas of competency in Outdoor Adventure
should be the following:
a) recognized level of achievement in specific outdoor
skills;
b) successful completion of courses and/or workshops in
outdoor skills;
c) experience as a participant and as a leader of Outdoor
Adventure programs, as well as a leader in other areas
of education or recreation;
d) desirable personality traits for outdoor adventure
leadership;
e) minimum age;
f) physically fit;
g) skill in wilderness first aid, life savino and rescue
techniques; and 0^
h) skill in aquatic life saving.
Beyond identifying selected Outdoor Adventure Leadership standards,
Cousineau' s study is the first attempt to get professionals to identify
their own standards of practice. The significance of this orocess to
^^Cousineau, "A Delphi Consensus on a Set of Principles for the
Development of a Certificate System for Educators in Outdoor
Adventure,
p . V i i
.
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the Outdoor Adventure Field is poignantly expressed in Cousineau's
concluding remarks:
Certification is not a pleasant course of action to have to
exercise. It is, in the opinion of this investigator, an
inevitable phenomenon that one must face. The present social
conditions (i.e., accountability, safety conscientiousness and
malpractice (lawsuits) will force us to be 'officially' compe-
tent whether we like it or not. 84
Dr. Robert Rogers, Associate Professor at Laurentian University,
Sudbury, Ontario, with support from the Council of Outdoor Educators of
Ontario, presents a rationale for leadership development in Outdoor
Adventure experiences. Rogers, in Leading to Share, Sharing to Lead
,
states that the single most important attribute of an Adventure Leader
is, "objective judgment." Rogers defines objective judgment as:
...the ability to divorce one's self from the role of the par-
ticipant while participating with the group. Being able to
see beyond the exhilaration of the activity to the totality of
the experience—and thus to appreciate and evaluate the non-
technic
ience.^
In order to make objective judgments, "the leader must possess
prior knowledge and experience of those forces which influence the out-
door adventure activity."®^ The forces which act during these experi-
ences are classified by Rogers under six common headings or "building
blocks of leadership":
1) environmental forces;
1 forces which are acting during the technical exper-
^^Ibid., p. 160.
®^Robert J. Rogers, Leading to Share, Sharing to Lead (Sudbury,
Ontario: Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario, 1979), p. 3.
®^Ibid., p. 4.
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2) physiological forces;
3) psychological forces;
4) safety forces;
5) sociological forces; and
6) technical forces.®^
Following the first stage of leadership development, the "building
blocks," Rogers continues into the second stage of leadership develop-
ment:
...a stage absolutely essential for the development of objec-
tive judgment— ' vetted' practical experience as a leader in
training. It is during this phase that the critical develop-
ment of the leader takes place.... Two essential ingredients
of this process are maturation and time.^°
The final stage or the "readiness and co-requisite" phase is de-
signed to place the leader in an entry-level position. Beyond place-
ment, the potential leader must be assessed in the following four
areas: 1) chronological maturity, 2) participant experience, 3) tech-
oq
nical motor skill, and 4) apprentice leadership experience.
A doctoral dissertation by Ralph R. Kylloe focuses upon the cert-
ification of Ropes Course instructors. Kylloe' s study. The Development
and Evaluation of a Ropes Course Certification Program for Instructors
poses the "question of safety and quality of leadership being provided
90
to Adventure programs." The study analyzes one of the most popular
^^
Ibid .
^
^Ibid
., p. 21.
^^Ibid., pp. 24-26.
^^Kylloe, "The Development and Evaluation of a Ropes Course Certi-
fication Program for Instructors," p. 1.
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program areas in Adventure Education, Ropes Courses. Practitioners,
experts in the field, and program participants are questioned to deter-
mine a "common body of knowledge and skills that should be known and
practiced by individuals who conduct experiences on a ropes course."
Once field tested, the Competency-based study will serve as the basis
for a training program and certification of Outdoor Adventure Leaders.
Studies with similar procedures and focus . In reviewing research com-
pleted and publications in the field there were two studies significant
to the development of this study: Vocational Education Competencies
Identified for Local Leaders of Occupational Education
,
Darrel 1 L. Ward
and Therapeutic Recreation Education: Developing a Competency-based
Entry-level Curriculum
,
Kelley, et al
.
Ward's study focused upon two important questions related to pre-
paring quality leaders in Occupational Education: 1) What competencies
must be possessed by leaders in Occupational Education? and 2) How can
the essential competencies for Occupational Education best be provided?
Using a four-point rating scale of essential, important, desirable or
not important, 143 Oregon and 40 national leaders shared their opinions
on each of 50 Occupational related competency statements; respondents
were also asked to identify the method they thought most appropriate to
develop the competency. The data were ordered by mean rating, as well
as Chi Square tested to determine the significant difference between
the Oregon and National samples. The Spearman Rank Correlation
Coef-
ficient statistic was used to determine the correlation between
the
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competency item ranking by the two study populations.^^
The study of a Competency-based curriculum for entry-level Thera-
peutic Recreation personnel was initiated as an Illinois Community
College Project. A random inquiry concerning the status of Therapeutic
Recreation preparation in two-year institutions in Illinois and around
the nation revealed a dearth of existing curriculum preparation mater-
ials. The purpose of the Project was to:
...develop and evaluate a two-year Community College training
program that would prepare entry-level personnel for the field
of Therapeutic Recreation for the ultimate delivery of services
to handicapped children and youth. 92
The Competency-based Therapeutic Recreation entry-level has a particu-
larly good section on the concepts of Competency-based Education and
its implication for curriculum development. Using a similar rating
form as that of the Ward study on Occupational Education the Illinois
study did both descriptive and differential statistics in order to
identify the most important competencies and analyze the study popula-
tions.
While the content of the Ward and the Illinois Connunity College
studies were different they both served as models for procedures of
analyzing the ratings of competencies. The studies were particularly
important in identifying effective'methods of conveying large amounts
of data to the reader.
^^Darrell Lin Ward, "Vocational Education Competencies Identified
for Local Leaders in Occupational Education" (Ed.D. dissertation,
Oregon State University, 1971).
^^Kelley, Competency-based Entry-level Curriculum , p. 3.
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Chapter II, .Review of the Related Literature , has focused upon
five categories of related research and literature: 1) Overview of the
Literature, 2) Adventure Education, 3) Outdoor Leadership, 4) Compe-
tency-based Education, 5) Similar Research. The review confirmed the
fact that very little research and development have been carried out in
applying Competency-based Education to Outdoor Adventure. As the pop-
ularity of Outdoor Pursuits increases and the thoroughness of pre-
service and in-service training of Outdoor Adventure Leaders expands,
the quality of the literature will grow and provide a more sophisticated
base from which to structure future programs and services.
Chapter III, Procedures, will outline the specific techniques and
strategies used in developing the research model. Specifically, the
next chapter will identify the process of developing the valid survey
and outline techniques of data analysis.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
The Review of Related Literature
, Chapter II. focused upon the
general information in the field, as well as specific relevant litera-
ture on Adventure Education, Outdoor Leadership and Competency-based
Education. It established the philosophical and theoretical foundation
of the study. Chapter III, Procedures
, will outline techniques and
methods of: 1) selection of subjects, 2) collection of the data and
3) treatment of the data.
This study utilized content analysis and survey techniques to de-
termine selected competencies for Outdoor Adventure Leadership. The
three population groups surveyed consisted of: 1) educators and
trainers, 2) leaders and instructors, and 3) directors and supervisors.
The study focused upon the relative importance of selected Outdoor
Adventure Leadership Competencies for two levels of leadership, entry-
level and experienced-level. The identified degree of importance of
each competency, rated on a four-point scale (essential -important-
desi rabl e-not important), were rank ordered overall and within cate-
gories for both levels of leadership. The results gained from each of
the three population groups surveyed were also compared overall and
within categories.
The following procedures were used to: 1) develop the Competency-
based Outdoor Adventure Leadership Survey, 2) analyze the opinion of
survey respondents, and 3) determine the conclusions of the study. The
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procedures are divided into four sections. Section A presents the
techniques of Content Analysis used in developing the survey. Section B
describes the final survey composition. Section C discusses the selec-
tion of the study populations and Section D outlines data analysis pro-
cedures.
Section A: Content Analysis
In order to identify specific knowledge, skill and behavior compe-
tencies in a given field, an analysis of existing content must be
carried out. Content Analysis, the Social Science research technique
which uses objective and systematic methods of synthesize and general-
ize communications, is used in this study to identify frequently stated
competencies. Paisley saw Content Analysis as:
...a phase of information-processing in which communication
content is transformed through objective and systematic appli-
cation of categorization rules, into data that can be summar-
ized and compared. 1
The use of Content Analysis is appropriate to the problem of de-
termining the range of Outdoor Adventure Leadership Comeptencies within
the field of Outdoor Adventure. When a general overview of content is
demanded:
...content analysis is a multi-purpose research method devel-
oped specifically for investigating any problem in which the
content of communication serves as the basis of inference.
^J.A. Paisley, "Studying 'Style' as Deviation from Encoding Noms,"
in The Analysis of Communication Content: Developments in Scienp'fic
Theories and Computer Techniques, eds. G. Oerbner, et a I., (New York:
Wiley, 1969), p.
^01 e R. Hoi St i. Content Analysis for Social Sciences and
Humani-
ties (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., lybyj, p. 2.
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This approach is significant and basic to the study of Outdoor Adven-
ture Leadership Competencies because the content of the competencies
must be identified before any analysis can be performed.
The competencies, the statements of knowledge and the skill and
behavior deemed necessary for successful performance of Outdoor Adven-
ture Leadership professional functions can be identified from a range
of sources. (See Section on How Competencies are Identified in Chapter
II.)
The sources of the competencies for this study are selected print
and non-print Outdoor Adventure and Outdoor Leadership materials. The
print materials include research studies, books, periodicals, pamphlets,
descriptions of functioning programs, unpublished manuscripts, confer-
ence proceedings, and committee reports. The non-print sources of
competencies include content of discussions with participants, leaders,
and administrators involved in Outdoor Adventure Programs and Services.
Screening criteria for sources to be analyzed for content . Because of
the extensive amount of Outdoor related material in existence general
screening criteria had to be established. One general criterion was to
delimit the study to published or spoken communications created between
January 1, 1970, and June 30, 1980. The material screened was also
limited to those sources examined by this reviewer.
Specific screening criteria were developed to produce a body of
information in which the content was consistently concept oriented.
The specific screening criteria included the following:
1) Each source was primarily concerned with the concept of
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Outdoor Adventure and/or Outdoor Leadership.
2) Each source defined or interpreted the term Outdoor Adven-
ture Education.
3) The text of the source assigned 'adequate' depth to the
discussion of the concept of Outdoor Adventure and Outdoor
Leadership.
The sources were content analyzed to determine key words, themes
or items called indicators, which were then placed in categories. The
indicators were those items frequently stated or were the focus of a
section of the reviewed material. The process of Content Analysis used
in this study was to use the selected indicator, the word, the phrase
or the item, as the subject of the competency statement which was placed
into the OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY. The competency statements
are written in behavioral or measurable terms. One example of such a
statement is Competency #14 which uses "Standard of Care" as the indi-
cator. That indicator written as a competency statement is as follows:
Provide a Standard of Care necessary to supervise and lead the
program activities, as well as employ proper safety equipment
and procedures.
The development of competency categories, which are the "pigeon
3
holes" into which content units are to be classified, is central to the
technique of Content Analysis. According to Berelson, "Content Analy-
sis stands or falls by its categories."^ The categories must be clearly
formulated and well adapted to the content and the problem under consid-
eration. Because this study focused upon many aspects of Outdoor
^
Ibid
.
,
p. 95.
^Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Resear^
(Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1952), p. I4/.
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Adventure and Outdoor Leadership communications the categories are
standardized. Since this study is directed toward one general theme,
that of Outdoor Adventure Leadership, the standardization of categories
can be used without loss of validity.
The categories identified for this study were developed in accord-
ance with specific guidelines, which stated that:
...categories should reflect the purposes of the research, be
exhaustive, be mutually exclusive, independent and derived
from a single classification principle.^
The 12 specific competency categories established in this study
are:
1) philosophical, historical and theoretical foundations;
2) outdoor leadership and instructorship;
3) counseling, human service and human development;
4) program planning and development;
5) outdoor skills and abilities;
6) environmental awareness, understanding and action;
7) first aid and safety;
8) administration and supervision;
9) facilities, equipment and supplies;
10) professionalism;
11) evaluation and assessment; and
12) trends and issues.
^Holsti, Content Analysis for Social Sciences , p. 95
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Section B: Process of Survey Development
Through the procedures of Content Analysis of selected print and
non-print Outdoor Adventure materials, 845 Outdoor Adventure Leadership
competencies were identified and placed in the 12 competency categories.
The identified competencies were placed in complete sentences as
competency statements and have served as the content for this descrip-
tive survey study. The purposes of Descriptive Survey research are:
1) to secure evidence concerning an existing situation or cur-
rent condition; and
2) to identify standards or norms with which to comoare pre-
sent conditions.
6
Since survey questionnaires can provide essential knowledge about
the nature of objects, events and persons it is an acceptable social
science research method and very appropriate for the problem of this
study. A well developed survey is not "a simple, quick method of in-
vestigation, but requires time, patience, ingenuity, and skill.
According to Clarke and Clarke in Research Processes in Physical
Education, Recreation and Health :
The purposes of the broad survey is to obtain responses and
reactions from a large number of individuals who could not be
interviewed personally within a short period of time and with-
out considerable expense.^
A mail survey questionnaire was the most feasible technique to get
^Carter V. Good, Introduction to Educational Research (New York:
Appl eton-Century-Crofts, 1963), p. 244.
^Ibid., p. 270.
®David H. Clarke and H. Harrison Clarke, Research Processes in
Physical Education, Recreation, and Health (Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), p. 102.
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the necessary response for this study from the 120 Outdoor Adventure
personnel from throughout North America.
The structured questionnaire used in this study is called the
"Closed Form"; it was designed so that respondents could check a parti-
cular degree of importance of specifically identified Outdoor Adventure
Leadership competencies.
Steps in developing the OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY. The
following five steps outline the progression in the development of the
study's Official Survey.
Step I: Competency identification . As a result of a thorough
content analysis of Adventure and Outdoor Leadership print and non-
print sources 845 knowledge, skill and behavior competencies were
identified. These competencies were the basis for the Pre-pilot
Survey
,
but were later reduced to 235 competencies used in the final
survey.
Step II: Pre-pilot Survey . The identified competencies were
compiled into competency statements or into competency lists and placed
in the appropriate 12 competency categories. The competency statements
using key indicators which represented the content of the selected
sources, were bound and circulated to the pre-pilot respondents. There
were 845 competencies in the Pre-pilot Survey.
The pre-pilot survey was circulated to 12 experienced profession-
als in the field who agreed to: 1) complete the survey
questionnaire,
2) make written comments on specific competency
statements, 3) respond
to the overall design and format of the survey, and 4)
participate in
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an oral discussion about the survey with this researcher. A review of
the Pre-pilot Survey by 6 of the experienced professionals resulted in:
1) a shortening of the survey length by deleting or combining
some of the 845 competencies to 556 competencies; and
2) a change in the wording or design of certain competency
statements that were ambiguous and/or inappropriate.
Step III: Conference presentations . The focus and the format of
the study was presented at three major Outdoor Adventure oriented con-
ferences. The conferences included: 1) the New England Environmental
Education Conference, October 1979, Lake Fairlee, VT, 2) the National
Association for Experiential Education Conference, October 1979,
Portsmouth, NH, and 3) the New England Regional Association for Exper-
iential Education Conference, April 1980, Townsend, MA. The purposes
for presenting at the Conferences was:' 1) to get reaction from the
practitioners on the concept of Competency-based Outdoor Adventure
Leadership, and 2) to enlist their feedback, input and support.
Approximately 145 educators/trainers, leaders/instructors, and
directors/supervisors involved in Outdoor Adventure programs and ser-
vices attended the three conferences. The content of the three work-
shops included: 1) need for specific Outdoor Adventure Leadership
training, 2) status report of regional and national training efforts,
3)
philosophy, content and methods of Competency-based Outdoor Adven-
ture Leadership, and 4) discussion and specific exercises on the
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY. Results of the three
conference
presentations were:
1) unanimous positive response to the study and
its intent.
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2) suggestions for changes in format and design; and
3) involvement in the study by conference attendees who agreedto taking the pilot or the Official Survey.
—
—Pilot Survey. The pilot or "tryout" phase of the survey
was designed to establish the validity and reliability of the research
instrument. The manual of the United States Bureau of the Budget
suggested that pretests be designed to solve such problems as:
1) relative effectiveness and costs of alternative guestion-
naires, instructions, and operating procedures;
2) acceptability and intelligibility of the questions from the
respondent's point of view;
3) possible misunderstandings of questions and procedure on
the part of the interviewers;
4) clarity and applicability of definitions and classifica-
tions;
5) completeness of questions for correct coding and interpre-
tations;
6) defects in the forms, maps, lists, instructions, etc.;
7) estimates of strata means and variances; and
Q
8) response rates.
The development of the study instrument, from Pilot Survey to Of-
ficial Survey, was as follows:
1 ) Selection of Pilot Survey Respondents . A Panel of Advanced
Outdoor Adventure professional s was created to review and
endorse the list of respondents for the first round or pi-
lot round of the Survey. The eight members' of the Panel
of Advanced Professionals was established to insure objec-
tivity in the selection of the subjects for the Pilot
Survey. (See Section C, Chapter III, for specific cri-
teria.) The panel endorsed a list of 90 professionals re-
presenting the 3 categories of Outdoor Adventure personnel.
^Good, Introduction to Educational Research, p. 281 .
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a) leaders/ instructors, b) administrators/directors, and
c) educators/ trainers. For further detail on specific
pilot respondent selection criteria, see Section C,
Chapter III.
Following endorsement by the Panel of Advanced Professionals
the 90 subjects were sent a) a letter of request for in-
volvement in the study, b) a description of the study, and
c) a return card stating their willingness to be involved
in the study. Seventy-four or eighty-two point two per-
cent of the pilot subject list returned cards declaring
their willingness to be involved in the study.
2) Analysis of the Pilot Survey . Seventy-four Outdoor Adven-
ture professionals were sent the thirty-six-page survey
containing five hundred and fifty-six competencies. The
objective of the Pilot Survey was to gain information
beyond just the respondents' answers. Particular emohasis
was focused into the areas of clarity, format and content.
Specific directions for the Pilot Survey requested that
respondents: a) complete the respondent profile and sur-
vey questionnaire, and b) respond in writing to specific
questions on clarity, structure, and content of the survey.
Thirty-six or forty-eight percent of the Pilot Surveys
were returned and analyzed to determine findings of the
pilot phase of the study. Findings of the Pilot Survey
included:
a) profiles of the respondents;
b) mean and mode scores;
c) rank distribution;
d) standard deviation— the average distance of each
item from the mean; and
e) analysis of variance—comparison of the difference
among the means of the three sample population
groups.
The analysis of the thirty-six Pilot Surveys confirmed that
such data analysis could be, performed on the final survey
without loss of validity and reliability.
The long and tedious pilot survey was very comprehensively
reviewed by the Pilot respondents and did result in spec-
ific changes which were incorporated into the official
survey. The major changes were:
a) shortening the length of many of the comoetencies
by reducing the redundancy; that is, by combining
similar competencies;
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b) deleting the "trite" and "popular jargon" terms;
c) continuing to focus the survey on a range of compe-
tencies from essential to not important;
d) focusing selected competencies uoon job responsibility
rather than upon job classification;
e) deleting the section of the survey which identified how
the competency should be developed, and including a
section noting on which level the competency should
be developed, entry-level or experienced-level; and
f) improving the design of the survey, such as developing
a series of one-page answer sheets.
Step V: Official Outdoor Adventure Leadership Survey . The final
or official form of the Survey resulted from direct input from the ore-
Pilot and Pilot phases of the study. The series of pre-testing and pro-
fessional reactions narrowed the Survey down to 235 comoetencies. The
revised directions, definitions, competency statements and respondent
profiles were bound into a lA-oage manual with a 3-paqe answer sheet
packet. The Official Survey was sent to over 300 subjects, of which
120 or 36 percent returned usable surveys. The Official Survey will
be further discussed in Chapter IV and Chapter V. (See Appendix B
for a complete copy of the Survey.)
Construction of the Survey . Each competency statement was devel-
oped from indicators identified in the content analysis of Outdoor
Adventure print and non-print material. The statement was arranged in
the survey so that each competency statement had the sentence stem:
"OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADER TO BE COMPETENT TO..." Since one of the
ob-
jectives of the competency survey was to identify Outdoor Adventure
Leadership competency priorities, the answer sheet provided
each respon
dent with a 4-response choice for each competency:
essential, impor-
tant, desirable, or not important. The 4-response
choice was
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incorporated on both the entry-level and experienced-level of profes-
sional leadership function.
Validity and reliability of the Survey . Validity and reliability are
two of the most important factors in quality research. This study
developed specific strategies for assuring a valid and reliable survey.
Val idity . A survey is valid if it measures what it is supposed to
measure.
The validity of a measuring instrument may be defined as the
extent to which differences in scores on it reflect true dif-
ferences among individuals, groups, or situations in the
characteristic which it seeks to measure. 10
There were three tests for validity in the survey: 1) pilot re-
spondents answering selected questions about the scope and focus of the
survey questions, 2) the process of content analysis and 3) random
sample of pilot respondents to retake the survey and answer questions
about the survey.
The validity of a survey is judged by identifying selected types
of evidence within the actual survey which confirms that which the
survey is judged to measure. Through a series of questions accompany-
ing the Pilot Survey, respondents were asked to answer the following
questions as a means of increasing the validity of the survey:
1) Is the question on the subject?
2) Is the question perfectly clear?
3) Does the question have extractive power? Will it be an-
swered by a large enough proportion of respondents to
^^Claire Selltiz, et al.. Research Methods in Social Relations
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1959), p. Ibb.
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have validity?
4) Do the responses show a reasonable range of variation?
5) Is the information consistent and in aoreement with what
is known, and expected?
6) Is the item sufficiently inclusive?^^
The validation of competencies is also inherent in the process of
identifying the competencies. Many of the competencies identified for
inclusion in this study had already been validated in programs and/or
research. Simply stated "most survey methods which are used for the
identification of competencies may also be employed for the validation
1
2
of competencies."
One of the major tests for validity was carried out throunh a ran-
dom sample of 12 pilot respondents who took the survey a second time
and voiced their agreement and/or disagreement with the additions and
deletions made on the Pilot Survey by all of the 36 pilot respondents.
The respondents in the validity phase confirmed the changes resulting
from the Pilot Survey. Except for minor technical changes in the Sur-
vey format and text, the random sample respondent unanimously endorsed
the Survey as measuring and stating Outdoor Adventure Leadership Comne-
tencies.
Pel iabil ity . Reliability focuses upon the internal consistency
within the survey. One method of determining reliability of a measure-
^^Douglas E. Scates and Alice V. Yeomans, The Effect of Question -
naire Form on Course Reguests of Employed Adults (Washington: American
Council on Education, 1950), p. 6.
^
^Kelley, Competency-based Entry-level Curriculum , p. 51.
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merit is stated below:
...when iridependent but comparable measures of the same thing
are contained, they will yield the same results to the extent
that the measurements are free from random or variable errors. ^
There were three tests for reliability specifically designed or
adapted for this Study: 1) bogus item questions, 2) random sample of
respondents to take the test a second time, and 3)' statistical reli-
ability coefficients of correlation.
The "bogus" item approach, used by Kelley, et al., in Therapeutic
Recreation Education: Developing a Competency-based Entry-level Curri-
culum
,
uses inconsistent or irrelevant survey questions which should
14
easily be noticed by attentive respondents. Any returned Survey con-
taining an obviously consistent high opinion rating for the "bogus"
statements was to be automatically removed from analysis. The compari-
son of the six "Bogus" items to all other items in the Survey was one
important contribution to the reliability of the Survey (see Table
4 ).
The 12 random sample Pilot Respondents, selected from the 40 Pilot
respondents, were asked to answer the Survey a second time. The re-
sults of the second completion of the Survey were analyzed and found to
be consistent with each respondent's first completed survey. The high
correlation between the answers of the first and second surveys taken
by the random sample of Pilot respondents demonstrated a consistency
in
the responses to the Survey, thus providing a further indication
of
^^Selltiz, Research Methods in Social Relations , p. 166.
^^Kelley, Competency-based Entry-level Curriculum , p. 68.
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rel iabil ity.
ComputBr run Co6ffici6nts of Corral a ti on wara tha primary maasura
of ral iabil ity. Tha Spaarman-Brown Formula (S-B) was tha basic statis-
tical test designed to measure reliability of survey data. The formula
is based upon slip-half correlations of odd-even numbered items. The
object of the formula is to measure the comparability of the two halves
of the Survey. The comparability is indicated to some degree by simil-
arity of means, standard deviations, item intercorrelations, skewness
of distribution, and, of course, content. Specifically, every fourth
competency statement was randomly selected out for correlation analysis.
Beyond the equal length Spearman-Brown Formula, specific tests for cor-
relation included, unequal length Spearman-Brown, Guttman Split-half
and the Coefficient Alpha index. See Chapter IV for specific results
of the correlation tests.
The Pilot Survey served to: 1) sophisticate statement construct,
2) demonstrate respondent patterns, and 3) assure that this Survey was
valid and reliable. The thoroughness of the Pilot Survey and the ap-
plication of the three tests for validity and reliability assured the
quality of the study's Official OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY.
Section C: Selection of the Population
The populations sampled in this study were selected by a series of
objective research techniques, primarly random sample and advanced pro-
fessional opinion. The two population groups selected were for the
Pilot Study and the Official Survey.
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Panel of Advanced Professionals
. In both the Pilot and the Official
Study Surveys a Panel of Advanced Professionals was created to endorse
the respondent groups. Criteria for selection to the eight-member
Panel included:
1) high performance criteria in a range of Outdoor Adventure
skills and abilities;
2) education and experience in leading and directing programs;
3) active membership in a recognized professional organiza-
tion; and
4) experience in the field for a minimum of eight years.
Selection of the Pilot Study respondents . Each member of the Panel of
Advanced Professionals was sent a list of 90 Outdoor Adventure person-
nel representing the categories of: 1) educators/ trainers, 2)leaders/
instructors, and 3) directors/supervisors to review and give correc-
tions, additions and/or deletions. The list of 90 originated from
attendance sheets at the three conference presentations and/or lists
of people active in Outdoor Leadership development. To be selected as
a respondent for the Pilot Study, the person had to have met a minimum
of two of the following criteria:
1) active membership in an Experiential Education, Outdoor
Adventure oriented professional ornanization;
2) experience in the field of Adventure Education for the
past five years as a participant and leader;
3) an expressed interest in the issue of Competency-based
Outdoor Leadershio; and
4) registration in an Outdoor Adventure Di rectory and/or on
the roster of an Experiential Education, Outdoor Education
or Environmental Education conference within the last
three years.
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Beyond the five identified criteria, participants in the study had
to possess a genuine interest in the project and a willingness to dedi-
cate the necessary time and effort.
The Panel of Advanced Professionals made several additions to the
list of respondents and made some minor corrections in selected names
and addresses. For the most part they endorsed the study's established
list of Pilot subjects.
Selection of the Official Survey respondents . A master list of 300
names of potential respondents was produced from a random samole of 3
sources. One hundred potential respondents were randomly samoled from
the following three sources:
1) the 1980 membership list of the Association for Experien-
tial Education (AEE);
2) the 1980 American Camping Association Parent's Guide to
Accredited Camos ; and
3) Outdoor Adventure personnel who expressed interest and
expertise in the area of Outdoor Adventure Leadership pro-
gram facilitation.
The Association for Experiential Education (AEE), with a 1980
North American membership of over 800 has as its guiding purpose:
...to provide both support and impetus to the development of
experience-based teaching and learning techniques and their
application to the traditional aims of education and human
development.^ ^
According to the Association's literature and focus of their annual
national conferences, the organization has a high percentage of Outdoor
^^The Association for Experiential Education, "Newsletter High-
lights," Voyaqeur 1 (October 1977): 1.
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Adventure personnel within their membership ranks. Many memebers, in-
cluding such established Outdoor Adventure Programs as Outward Bound
and National Outdoor Leadership School, view the Association for Exper-
iential Education as their professional organization.
A random rample of more than 800 1980 members of the Association
for Experiential Education produced 100 potential respondents.
The American Camping Association is the largest national profes-
sional organization representing Camping and Outdoor Education. One
service of the Association is to produce directories to assist the public,
particularly parents and human service organizations, to select quality
resident, day and trip camps. The annual directory identifies admini-
strators, clientele served, and programs offered. In order to be in-
cluded in the list, which woul d be random sampled, the camphadto offer
four of the following six Outdoor Adventure activities: mountaineering,
climbing and rapelling, trip camping, canoe tripping, backpacking or
caving. The 100 potential respondents were selected equally from the
four sectional guides: northeast, middlewest, west, and southwest.
A special request was made to one-third of the potential respon-
dents that they pass the survey on to one of the camp's Outdoor
Adventure leaders.
A third category of 100 potential respondents was selected from
those professionals who:
^
^American Camping Association, 1980 Parent's Guide to Accredited
Camps (Martinsville, Indiana: American Camping Association, 1980).
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1) voiced a specific request to be involved in the study via
letter or conversation;
2) attended one or more of the three conference presentations
on the Competency-based Outdoor Adventure Leadership Pro-
ject; and
3) possessed experience and training in the area of Outdoor
Adventure.
The list of potential respondents in this group represented a variety
of programs and services throughout North America.
A list of 300 potential respondents from the three sources was
presented to the Panel of Advanced Professionals whose task was to re-
view thelistsand alert this researcher to any persons they felt should
not be included in the Survey for any specific reason. Two panel
members had to have the same recommendation in order to have a name re-
moved from the list. The original study respondent list was unani-
mously endorsed by the Panel
.
Once endorsed by the Panel of Advanced Professionals , each poten-
tial respondent was sent a packet (see Appendix E) which contained:
1) a description of the study, 2) a cover letter requestina involvement
in the Study, and 3) a return postage-paid postcard indicating willing-
ness to participate in the study. Upon this researcher's receipt of
the postcard indicating their willingness to be involved in the study,
the respondent was sent the Official Survey packet. One hundred
twenty of the three hundred potential respondents or thirty- six percent
returned usable surveys. The cut off date for the return of Surveys
was July 1, 1980 and by that date the required number of Surveys had
been received for the leader/instructor group. The date was extended.
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however, until there was an equal number of usable returns in each
of the other respondent groups.
To assure that respondents represented one of the three levels of
Outdoor Adventure personnel, leader/instructors, directors/administra-
tors, and educators/trainers, each potential respondent was asked for
a forced answer of primary responsibility in Outdoor Adventure programs
and services.
The Respondent Profile was used as a guide to determine each re-
spondent's experience-level and background work in the field. Respon-
dents must have had two or more years in Outdoor Adventure programming,
or considerable experience in three or more of the thirteen leadership
training and experience profile categories.
Section D: Data Analysis Procedures
To fulfill the purpose of this study, "to identify and prioritize
selected Outdoor Adventure Leadership skill, knowledge, and behavior
competencies for the entry-level and the experienced-level of profes-
sional performance," statistical analysis was performed on the raw
data to answer the following questions:
1) What is the priority ranking or importance of each compe-
tency statement among all items and from within categories?
2) Is there a significant difference in opinion about what
competencies are demanded by the entry-level and the exper-
ienced-level Outdoor Adventure professional?
3) Is there a significant difference in opinion about the
competencies among the three population groups investi-
gated: a) leaders/instructors, b) administrator/director,
c) educator/trainer.
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4) What are the characteristics and frames of reference of
the respondents to the Survey?
Treatment of the data . Numerical data collected through the Survey
questionnaire was compiled by this researcher. The data was then
analyzed through the popular STATISTICAL PACKAGE FOR THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
(SPSS). SPSS is a "packaged program specifically designed to compute
those statistics typically used by Social Scientists."^ ^ The speed and
accuracy of the SPSS program allowed this researcher to make a more
in-depth analysis of the data.
Data was analyzed through descriptive and differential statistical
analysis. The following statistical procedures were conducted on the
data.
Descriptive statistical analysis . In order to indicate the cen-
tral value or tendency of a group of responses the mean and median were
determined. In statistical analysis, the average has two important
purposes:
1) a shorthand description of a mass of quantitative data ob-
tained from a sample; and
2) an indirect, but somewhat accurate, description of the
populations from which the sample was drawn.
Mean. The average response to a particular item.
M = arithmetic
z = "the sum of"
X = each of the scores in turn
N = number of measurements.
Median. The point on the scale of measurement above which are
^^William R. Klecka, Norman H. Nie, and C. Hadlai Hull, SPSS
Primer: Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Primer (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975), p. 2.
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exactly half of the responses and below which are the other half.
Mo^. The response that occurs the most frequently in the distri-
bution.
Raiik. Rank is the relative position of the competency statement
in the group. Rank was assigned to each competency within the total
competency survey according to its mean rating. Rankings of the compe-
tency items were compiled for the: 1) total population, 2) the levels
of professional performance, and 3) for each of the twelve competency
categories.
Standard deviation . Standard deviation indicates the degree of
dispersion or spread of a specific response from the mean in order to
define the distribution more fully. Formula:
/ z = "sum of"
a = — X = a deviation from the mean (X-M)
N = the size of the sample.
The descriptive statistical data of overall responses and of each
category's response is presented in the tables of Chapter IV and in
Appendices B and D.
Statistical Measures of Associations . Measures of Association
were used to demonstrate relationships between respondents and respons-
es.
In order to investigate the relationships among two or more survey
variables Crosstabulation and Chi Square Measures of Association were
1
R
used. Crosstabulation is a computer display of the distribution of
cases within the various variable categories. A typical Crosstabulation
^^Ibid., p. 218.
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was a display of responses given by respondent groups; for example, in
Competency Statement #1, 15 educators (37.5 percent) of a total N of
40 answered that the Competency was important. This analysis was done
on each question and on each respondent profile characteristic. Sel-
ected results of Crosstabulations are found in Table 9 in Chapter IV
and in Appendix D.
Another measure of association was the Chi Square Test . Chi
Square is a test of statistical significance of the probability that
the responses on the survey would have happened by chance when no asso-
ciation existed between the variables within the populations. The sig-
nificance level, a probability figure that the response could have
happened by chance (accepted research levels are .005, .01 or .001),
was usually high in the survey because there were only four response
categories. Chi Square raw scores with significance levels and degrees
of freedom for the top competencies are found in Table 6 and Appendix E.
Tabulation of respondent profile . A frequency of response for
demographic and Outdoor Adventure Experience information (Tables 1 and
2) was also analyzed by Crosstabulation. The number and percentage
statements for each respondent profile category provided important
background and frame of reference information on each respondent.
Chapter III, Procedures has outlined the techniques and methods of
1) content analysis, 2) survey development, 3) selection of study pop-
ulation, and 4) data analysis. Chapter IV, Presentation of the Find
-
ings
,
will identify the results of the survey and provide a discussion
of the findings.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS
The previous chapter outlined the procedures for selection of the
subjects, collection of the data and treatment of the data. This
chapter presents a profile of the study respondents and presents and
analyzes the results of the OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY.
The presentation of the findings is arranged in order to properly
answer the major questions raised by this study:
1) What competencies should be possessed by entry-level and
experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leaders working in
Outdoor Adventure Programs and Services?
2) How did the three groups of respondents: educators/
trainers, leaders/instructors and directors/supervisors,
compare on their rankings of the competencies?
The results are presented and discussed in four sections. Section
A presents the demographic and Outdoor Adventure experience profiles of
the respondents. Section B describes the reliability tests conducted
on the survey. Section C presents the results of the survey, and Sec-
tion D provides a discussion of the findings.
Section A: Demographic and Outdoor Adventure
Experience Profiles of Respondents
The 120 respondents representing equal groups of 1) educators/
trainers, 2) leaders/instructors, and 3) directors/supervisors were
selected by random sample from 3 sources. The 300 potential respondents
were selected from the 1980 Association for Experiential Education, the
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1980 American Camping Association's 1980 Parent's Guide to Accredited
9 group of Outdoor Program personnel who possessed expertise
and expressed interest in Outdoor Adventure Leadership. One hundred
and twenty (thirty-six percent) completed surveys were returned.
A fairly detailed respondent profile was returned with each sur-
vey and presented appropriate information on the characteristics of the
study sample (see Appendix 8).
Demographic profile of survey respondents (see Table 1). The demo-
graphic profile is divided into four categories of information: 1) age,
2) sex, 3) educational level, and 4) geographic location.
Age . Within the toal group nearly one-half (45 percent) were in
the 25-34 year age group; the other three categories were fairly equal
in age distribution. The director/supervisor category was noticeably
higher in age than the other two categories. It also should be noted
that 70 percent of the face-to-face leaders were under 35 years of age.
There were 22 (18.3 percent) non-responses to the age question.
There seemed to be some evidence that the non-responding subjects were
in the older age brackets for they consistently had high numbers of
years in the field, and at least 50 percent were in the director/
supervisor category, which had a consistently higher age level.
Sex. One- third of the respondents were women. Women were more
consistently in the leader-instructor category (42.5 percent). Women
were least represented in the director/supervisor category, which seems
consistent with national statistics on women in administrative positions.
Educational level. Eighty- three percent of the respondents had a
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Baccalaureate or Master's degree as the tenninal degree. There were
only seven Associate's degree respondents and they were all from the
leader-instructor category. Fifty percent of the Doctorate respon-
dents were employed in the education/trainer area, which seemed con-
sistent with the value of advanced degrees in higher education. The
majority (62.5 percent) of the director/supervisor category had Master's
degrees.
Geographic location
. New England was the largest represented
(37.5 percent) area, followed by the mid-West (21.7 percent) and the
mid-Atlantic (11.7 percent). This is a consistent proportion since
these three areas are well represented in camping and outdoor pursuits.
There was an equal representation from the other geographic areas.
Canada had no leader/instructor representation, but did have a near
equal number of director/supervisors and educator/trainers.
In summary, the respondents were two- thirds male, mainly from the
New England, mid-West and mid-Atlantic regions. Nearly 50 percent were
in their late 20' s or early 30' s and had earned Baccalaureate or
Master's degrees.
Outdoor Adventure experience profile of survey respondents (seeTable2).
There are five categories of information about the respondents in this
section: 1) years in Outdoor Adventure, 2) leadership skills and
abilities, 3) populations served, 4) program setting, and 5) program
time period.
Years in Outdoor Adventure . Slightly under one-half (44.5 percent)
of the respondents had been in the Outdoor Adventure field from 6-10
Outdoor
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Participating
in
the
Study
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years. Seventy (70 percent) of the leaders had been in the field for
1-5 years, while in the same category educator/instructors constituted
20 percent and director/supervisors were only 7.5 percent. Slightly
over one-half of the educator/ instructors and director/supervisors
had been in the field 6-10 years.
Outdoor Adventure Leadership skills and abilities . Nearly 90 per-
cent of the respondents to the survey considered themselves as having
either "Advanced Experience" or "Considerable Experience." The educa-
tor/instructors and director/supervisors consistently rated themselves
higher in leadership. Compared to the 60 percent for educator/instruc-
tors and the 47.5 percent for director/supervisors in the category
of "Advanced Experience," leader/instructors showed only 11 percent in
that same category. A majority of the leader/instructors viewed them-
selves as having considerable experience (52.5 percent).
Populations served . In overall comparison, slightly over one-
third (37.5 percent) worked with pre-adolescent populations. The
most prevalent group the respondents work with were adolescents (71.7
percent). Young adults, such as college-age students, were slightly
under the adolescent group at 66.7 percent overall. One-third (33
percent) of the respondents worked with Special Need populations, while
only 42.5 percent worked with adult populations.
In the specific respondent categories, a high of 85 percent
of the
director/supervisors worked with adolescent populations. Young adults
were a high of 85 percent for educator/trainers who
obviously worked
The most popular group worked with by
with the college-level groups.
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the leader/instructor were the adolescents (77.5 percent).
Program settings . The most popular settings for conducting Out-
door Adventure Programs by the respondents were Wilderness (69.2 per-
cent) and rural (51.7 percent). A significant high of 80 percent of
the educator/instructors worked in the wilderness setting, while a low
of only 25 percent of the 1 eader/ instructors worked in urban settings.
While it can be fairly well documented that a majority of Outdoor
Adventure program participants come from suburban lifestyles, only
32.5 percent of the respondents to this survey used that setting for
programs.
Program time periods . A high of 85.5 percent or 33 respondents
in the director/ supervisors category conducted programs in the long-
term resident situation (more than 4 days). In this same group, only
12.5 percent or 5 respondents used the class period to do Outdoor
Adventure programming. Educator/instructor respondents had the highest
use of the class period time block (55 percent). This same group of
respondents was found to have the highest use of all four of the time
periods: this finding is consistent with the education demand to ex-
pose Outdoor Adventure Leadership students to a range of program time
periods.
In summary, the majority of the respondents to this survey served
adolescent populations (71.7 percent) in wilderness program settings
(69.2 percent) for long-term resident programs (69.2 percent).
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Section B: Reliability Tests on the Survey
Reliability, the measure of internal consistency, is vital in sur-
vey construction. Three tests of reliability were performed in the
survey in this study: 1) random sample retake of the test by selected
respondents, 2) bogus competency statements, and 3) statistical tests
of reliability using coefficients of correlation. A general statement
on reliability and its related component validity is made in Chapter
III. This chapter will present only results of: 1) the statistical
tests of reliability and 2) the statistics of the bogus items.
Reliability coefficients . The reliability coefficients, which were
computed by Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
,
are
measures of equivalence for parts of the survey. When computed, high
coefficients mean that the survey would yield consistent results. Six
statistical tests were conducted on the OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
SURVEY; they include Equal -Length Spearman-Brown Formula, Unequal
-
Length Spearman-Brown Formula, Buttman Split-Half Test, and Alpha Tests
of Parts I and II (see Table 3).
All of the statistical tests for relability for this study used a
correlation of two sampled halves of the survey, with each half con-
taining 59 random-sampl ed competency items. The Spearman-Brown Formula
for comparing the two halves of the survey is:
1 r = correlation between any one measure-
’^nn
"
1 + (N - 1 )r ment operation and any other
N = number of measurement operations
^Selltiz, Research Methods for Social Relations , p. 183.
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The Guttman Split-Half test correlated the two halves of the sur-
vey and provided a coefficient which was a measure of the extent that
the two halves were equivalent, thus reliable. The Alpha test is a
similar test of correlation of parts of the survey.
The coefficients of 87 percent or better on the above tests assured
that there was a high correlation between the two halves of the survey,
thus a valid survey. Coefficient percentage is calculated on a .001
- 1.00 scale (see Table 3).
Bogus competency statements as a test of reliability . In order to
assure that respondents taking the survey thought through each compe-
tency statement, a series of six "bogus competencies" were randomly
spread throughout the survey. The bogus items, which were inconsistent
or irrelevant competency statements, should have been rated low if the
respondent was attentive while taking the survey. Two returned surveys
did not have consistently low scores on the bogus items, they they were
removed from the study. Table 4 displays the six bogus competencies
and their computed mean, mode, standard deviation and rank.
Because of low scores on the statistics, five of the bogus items
were confirmed as valid. The sixth bogus item, having to do with
"one-day certification of Outdoor Afiventure Leaders" did not have such
low results and could have been misinterpreted by the respondent, thus
that item was not used as a valid bogus item.
The above procedures, combined with the random sample retake of
the survey, proved the survey to be reliable.
Statistics
on
Bogus
Competency
Statements
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Section C: Results of the Survey
The results of the survey, which are the views of the respondents
as expressed in the survey, are presented in a series of tables and
statements expressing specific patterns of the raw data. Section C is
divided into the following parts: 1) essential entry-level and exper-
ienced-level competencies, 2) general overview of the competencies,
3) results by respondent groups, and 4) results by competency cateoories.
In order to classify Outdoor Adventure Leadership competencies by
respondent answers, descriptive statistics were used to express central
tendency of the responses. Measurements are mean, mode, and median.
Standard deviation and variance are expressed to indicate the degree of
dispersion from the mean of the responses within a specific competency
question. Measures of association among survey variables were investi-
gated through crosstabulation and Chi Square statistics.
The four possible verbal ratings for a competency statement were
translated into the integers from 1.00 to 4.00. These numerical ratinos
were then averaged which resulted in the means which can be identified
as representing the verbal ratings according to the scale in Figure 3.
4.00 —] Essential
3.50 J
1,40 “I^Not Important
i.ooJ
Fig. 3. Classification of Response Values
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Figure 4 presents the number of competencies in each of the
opinion categories.
Opinion Category
Entry-level Experienced-level
Competencies Competenci es
Essential 8 60
Important 145 133
Desirable 75 36
Not Important 7 6
TOTAL 235 235
Fig. 4. Competencies per Opinion Category
Competencies rated as ESSENTIAL and IMPORTANT were used to
answer the major question of the study:
What competencies should be possessed by entry-level and ex-
perienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leaders working in Outdoor
Adventure programs and services?
Because ESSENTIAL competencies are those which are absolutely in-
dispensible and IMPORTANT are those which are substantially signifi-
cant for Outdoor Adventure Leadership they are the major competencies
which should be possessed by leaders at both levels. Since DESIRABLE
is only a recommended and not a necessary competency statements with
such a classification are not considered a required competency for
Outdoor Adventure Leadership. Statistics and discussion of response
value is contained in Chapters IV and V and in Appendix D.
Essential entry-level and experienced-level competencies . Highlights of
the absolutely indispensible competencies for both levels of leadership
are presented in the following two parts.
Essential entry-level competencies . Eight competencies were
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classified by the respondents as ESSENTIAL for entry-level personnel.
The eight ESSENTIAL competencies range in mean from 3.74 to 3.50. The
eight competencies are soecifically identified in Table 5. Statistics
on the ESSENTIAL competencies are found in Table 6 and in Appendix D.
Safety and welfare of the participants in Adventure programs are
the major concerns and are well expressed in the top eight competencies.
Competencies ranked 1, 2, 7, and 8 make specific reference to First Aid
and Safety. The other competencies, such as "possessing the necessary
physical fitness," "limiting the activities to the capabilities of the
participants," and the leader's ability to "anticipate problems" are
specifically related to judgment as well as the ultimate safety and
welfare of the participants and are listed in the competency category
of Outdoor Leadership.
For the most part, consensus on ESSENTIAL entry-level competen-
cies was shown by respondents. Competencies which had a relatively
higher standard deviation (S.D.), thus a marked dispersion in responses,
were: 1) "prepare safety systems and procedures" S.D. .789, 2) "anti-
cipate problems" S.D. .633, and 3) "limit activities to leader's capa-
bilities" S.D. .621
.
Essential experienced-level competencies . Sixty competencies were
identified as indispensible for experienced-level personnel. Experi-
enced-level personnel are those competent leaders who possess
three
years of full-time equivalent experience in the field. The
60 ESSEN-
TIAL competencies range in mean from 3.95 to 3.50. Rank
order by means
of the ESSENTIAL experienced-level competencies
in found on Table 5.
Essential
Competencies
for
Entry-level
and
Experienced-level
Outdoor
Adventure
Leaders
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TABLE 6
Statistics on the Top Eight ESSENTIAL Competency Statements
Competency Category: VII
Competency: Design and
. First Aid and Safety
use appropriate First Aid Kit # 91
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.74 3.96
Mode 4 4
Median 3.87 3.97
Standard Deviation .572 .219
Variance .328 .048
Chi Square Sign- *
.563 °F • 6
ms
Sign. »
.591 F » 2
Rank Among all Items 1 2
Rank in Category 1 1
Rank Among Educators 1 1
Rank Among Leaders 1 2
Rank Among Directors 1 4
Competency Category: V . Outdoor Skill and Ability
Competency: #73d Knowledge/skill of First Aid and Group Safety
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.65 3.91
Mode 4 4
Median 3.76 3.95
Standard Deviation .529 .290
Variance 2.80 000
Chi Square
1.814
=
,360 ®F = 6
Rank Among all Items 2 4
Rank in Category 1 1
Rank Among Educators 2 6
Rank Among Leaders 3 1
Rank Among Directors 3 7 1
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Competency Category: II. Leadership and Instructorship
Competency: #34 Necessary Physical Fitness
Statistics Entry-1 evel Experienced-level
1
Mean 3.65 3.74
Mode • . 4 4
Median 3.80 3.86
Standard Deviation
.603
.527
Variance
.364
.277
Chi Square "T 4.73 71Si^n. = F = 4
T: 2.16 „ -T
Sign. * 7nfi ®F * ^
Rank Among All Items 3 11
Rank in Category 1 4
Rank Among Educators 3 13
j
Rank Among Leaders 2 15
Rank Among Directors 4 21
Competency Category: II. Leadership and Instr
Competency: Limit Activities to Leader's Capab
uctor ship
ilities (#12)
Statistics Entry-1 evel Experienced-level
Mean 3.63 3.93
I
Mode 4 4
Median 3.79 3.96
Standard Deviation .621 .264
Variance .385 oo
1
Chi Square Sign. !St8 = 6
^ •721
Sian. = .6974 °F = 2
Rank Among All Items 4 3
^
^
Rank in Category 2 2
Rank Among Educators 6 4
Rank Among Leaders 4 4
Rank Among Directors 2 6
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TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Competency Category: II. Leadership and Instructorship
Competency: #13 Anticipate Problems
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.55 3.96
Mode 4 4
Median 3.70 3.98
Standard Deviation
.633 .201
Variance .401 .040
Chi Square S1qn. = «F = 'I Sign. = !8]l6°f “ ^
Rank Among All Items 5 1
Rank in Category 7 2
Rank Among Educators 7 2
Rank Among Leaders 10 3
Rank Among Directors 7 1
Competency Category: II. Leadership and Instr
Competency: #14 Provide Standard of Care for P
uctorship
articipants
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.54 3.91
Mode 4 4
Median 3.67 3.95
Standard Deviation .607 .290
Variance .368
00o
Chi Square Sign. = °F = 4
.200
Sign. = .905 °F = 2
Rank Among All Items 6 5
Rank in Category 4 3
Rank Among Educators 8
3
Rank Among Leaders 12 6
Rank Among Directors 5 5
no
TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Competency Category: II. Leadership and Instructorship
Competency: #89 Apply Physical and Emotional First Aid
Statistics Entry-1 evel Experienced-level
Mean 3.53 3.88
Mode 4 4
Median 3.62 3.94
Standard Deviation .579 .379
Variance
.336 .144
Chi Square 4 94sign. . ;293 °F = 4 Sign. =
^
“F = 4
Rank Among All Items 7 6
Rank in Category 2 2
Rank Among Educators 5 5
Rank Among Leaders 7 5
Rank Among Directors 8 8
Competency Category: VII. First Aid and Safety
Competency: #92 Prepare Safety Systems and Procedures
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.50 3.56
Mode 4 4
Median 3.72 3.94
Standard Deviation .789 .041
Variance .622 .207
Chi Square
/ . 88
Sign. = '.247 »" = 6
9 93
Sign. = :i25 = 6
Rank Among All Items 8 8
Rank in Category 3
3
Rank Among Educators 9 8
Rank Among Leaders 14 14
Rank Among Directors 6 3
Ill
TABLE 6 (CONTINUED)
Competency Category: IV. Program Planning and Development
Competency: #68 Select and Implement Logistics
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 3.15 3.87
Mode 4 4
Medi an 3.22 3.92
Standard Deviation
.806 .341
Variance .650 .117
Chi Square Sign. = = 6 Sign. = 2" F = 2
Rank Among All Items 31 7
Rank in Category 1 1
Rank Among Educators 28 9
Rank Among Leaders 50 10
Rank Among Directors 29 2
Competency Category: Program Planning
Competency: #66 Staff Pre-planning
Statistics Entry-level Experienced-level
Mean 2.91 3.81
Mode 3 4
Median 2.97 3.92
Standard Deviation .889 .555
Variance .790 .307
Chi Square Sign. = 3.60 F = 6 c-
7.2j
Sign. =
.2!k ‘^F = 6
Rank Among All Items 70 9
Rank in Category 7 2
Rank Among Educators 10 63
Rank Among Leaders 7 82
Rank Among Directors 11 88
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Table 6 and Appendix D present the statistics for each of the 60 compe-
tencies.
In the 60 essential competencies, the First Aid and Safety cate-
gory dominated the list with 15 specific competencies, followed by
Leadership and Outdoor Skills with 10 each. These three top cate-
gories were followed by Program Planning (7), Facilities and Equip-
ment (5), Administration (4), Philosophy (4), Counseling (2), Environ-
mental Awareness (1), and Professionalism (1). The categories of
Evaluation and Trends and Issues had no ESSENTIAL competencies for
either level of leadership.
The top ESSENTIAL competencies primarily had to do with the safety
and welfare of participants. Specifically, in the first eight compe-
tencies, four were First Aid and Safety and four were Outdoor Leader-
ship. Being consistent with the theme of safety, nearly half (7) of
the next ranking competencies were in First Aid and Safety. The re-
maining ESSENTIAL competencies, numbers 16-60, were found to be in
a fairly equal distribution from all competency categories, except those
of Evaluation and Assessment and Trends and Issues.
In standard deviation analysis, the dispersion of the responses
from the mean, the variability of responses was highest in the follow-
ing five ESSENTIAL experienced-level competencies: 1) "secure licen-
ses and permission," S.D. .889, 2) "search and rescue techniques" S.D.
.820, 3) "participant's entry-level understanding of the activities"
S.D. .820, 4) "share living and learning skills with participants" S.D.
.801, and 5) "skill in backpacking" S.D. .766.
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General overview of the competencies . There are several groups of com-
petencies which are central to the Outdoor Adventure field. It is im-
portant to present the rating of well-known competencies on the survey.
Outdoor skills . One of the important areas of competencies which
cuts across several competency categories is Outdoor Skills. The
priority list of Outdoor Skills by rank and mean is presented in
Figure 5.
Outdoor Skill
Entry-level Experienced-level
Rank /Mean Rank/Mean
First Aid & Safety
Physical Fitness
Personal & Group
Equipment
Water Safety Procedures
Hiking and Trail
Techniques
Campcraft
Expedition Behavior
Food Preparation
Navigation and Route
Planning
On-the- trail Activities
Search & Rescue
Environmental Awareness
Survival
Ropecraft
Weather
Automobile and Van Use
Physiology and Nutrition
Special Mode of Travel
Tool craft
1/3.65 1/3.91
2/3.36 11/3.48
3/3.22 2/3.36
4/3.20 3/3.58
5/3.18 5/3.54
6/3.13 10/3.51
7/3.11 6/3.53
8/3.10 7/3.53
9/3.04 4/3.55
10/3.03 9/3.51
11/3.02 8/3.52
12/2.99 12/3.46
13/2.99 13/3.39
14/2.88 15/3.33
15/2.82 16/3.24
16/2.74 14/3.38
17/2.73 17/3.18
18/2.67 18/3.01
19/2.53 19/2.93
Fig. 5. Priority List of Outdoor Skills
There was much agreement among the entry-level respondents
and the
experienced-level respondents on priorities of Outdoor Skills.
Three
competencies, however, did have enough difference to note:
"nhysical
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fitness" was ranked number two by the entry-level and number eleven by
the experienced-level; "toolcraft" was ranked number nine by entry-
level and nineteen by the experienced-level; and "naviaation" is number
ten for entry-level and number four for experienced-level. Means on the
top Outdoor Skills were 3.65 for entry-level and 3.91 for experienced-
level; the low ranking competency, "mode of travel," had means of 2.67
and 3.01, respectively.
Figure 6 presents the 10 distinct priorities in "Outing Sports
and Modes of Travel ."
Outing Sports/ Entry-level Experi enced-
Modes of Travel Rank/Mean Rank/Mean
Backpacking 1/3.21 1/3.54
Hiking and Walking 2/2.98 3/3.19
Orienteering 3/2.96 2/3.28
Survival 4/2.96 4/3.23
Rock Climbing 5/2.72 5/3.09
Flat Water Canoeing 6/2.67 7/2.99
Mountaineering 7/2.66 6/2.01
Cross Country Skiing 8/2.53 9/2.86
Bouldering 9/2.50 12/2.88
White Water Canoeing 10/2.40 10/2.86
Fig. 6. Priority List of Outing Sports/Modes of Travel
There is a range in means from 3.21 for entry-level and 3.45 for exper-
ienced-level in "backpacking" to a 2.67 and 2.99, respectively for
"white water canoeing." Responses for both levels were very consistent,
the difference was in the means, which were significantly hinher for
the experienced-level of leadership.
Current certification categories . None of the current certifi-
cations in First Aid and Safety had ESSENTIAL means. The closest
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ESSENTIAL competency was "American National Red Cross Standard First Aid
and Personal Safety," which had a mean of 3.49 for experienced-level and
3.38 for entry-level. "American National Red Cross Cardiopulmonary Re-
suscitation (CPR)" was second with means of 3.32 and 3.13, while "Heim-
lich Maneuver or Abdominal Thrust," with means of 3.30 and 3.51 was
third in the certification of First Aid category.
Special certifications . Overall both levels did not rate the spec-
ial certifications very high. "American National Red Cross Flat Water
Canoeing" with a mean of 2.40, just barely in the IMPORTANT grouping,
was top ranked for experienced leaders; the too competency certification
for entry-level was "American Camping Association's Outdoor Leadership
Skills (OLS)" certification with a mean of 2.08.
Environmental settings . The most popular environmental settings
to conduct Outdoor Adventure programs were: 1) "backcountry wilderness
areas," 2) "mountain areas," and 3) "flatwater areas." The means of
those settings ranged from 2.90 for entry-level and 3.24 for experi-
enced-level for "wilderness areas" to 2.55 and 2.98, respectively,
for "flat water canoeing." The least popular places to conduct pro-
grams, according to this survey was "ocean areas," followed by urban
areas" and "suburban areas."
Societal settings . "Educational institutions" were the most com-
mon setting in which programs were conducted, as evidence by means of
2.56 for entry-level and 3.04 for experienced-level. The second
ranked
setting was "special needs" for entry-level (2.35) and "coranunity-based"
for experienced-level (2.80).
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_Age groups . According to respondents the most popular age groups
that the two levels of leadership be prepared to serve were: "Adoles-
cent," with means of 2.84 and 3.38, and ranks of 81 and 82. "Senior
Citizens" were the lowest for both levels.
Time periods . The least popular time period for both entry-
and experienced-levels was the "class period" of 40 - 60 minutes, means
were 2.34 and 2.76, respectively. There was a difference between the
low levels for the top time period; entry-level's top period was "Short-
term resident," while experienced-level's was "long-term resident" of
4 or more days.
Outdoor Adventure program categories . The ability to select,
organize, conduct and evaluate specific activities and experiences in
Outdoor Adventure programming categories was determined to be the
following ranking order (see Figure 7).
Program Category Entry-Level Experienced-level
Rank /Mean Rank/Mean
Group Building Activities 1/3.03 1/3.59
Chal 1 enge/Adventure Acti vi ti es 2/2.96 2/3.55
Outdoor Education and Environ-
mental Education
3/2.87 3/3.45
Outing Sports 4/2.71 4/3.15
Nature Oriented Activities 5/2.58 5/3.05
Environmental Interpretation 6/2.56 6/3.03
Fig. 7. Priority List of Outdoor Adventure Program Categories.
There are 133 competencies rated as IMPORTANT for experienced-
level leadership performance and 145 for entry-level. Imoortant com-
petencies, those with mean rating from 2.50 to 3.45, are those sub-
stantially significant and potentially necessary for one to function
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as a prudent professional.
For further analysis of the data refer to the following sections
of the study. Table 5 presents the 60 essential competencies with the
rank order of each. For a more detailed description of the first eight
competencies refer to the statistics in Table 6. The descriptive stat-
istics on the remaining 52 essential competencies can be found in
Appendix D. For rank order of all competencies in both levels, refer
to Appendix C.
Results by Competency category . Content categories are central to
the technique of Content Analysis. The 12 competency categories devel-
oped for this study were specifically designed to be the "pigeon holes"
into which the extensive content resulting from the analysis was placed
Viewing the categories can give further insight into the pattern of
the responses.
The results by competency category are presented in two formats.
Table 7 contains the mean of means of the 12 categories and Table 8
lists the three top ranking competencies in each category.
Mean of means within categories . Table 7 presents an overview of
the 12 categories by showing the mean of the means. A general under-
standing of the respondent group in each category can also be found in
Table 7.
This technique of analysis which averages the means from each com^
petency statement in the category found that category II, Leadership
was the top ranking for both entry-level (2.93) and experienced-level
(3.37). First Aid & Safety was the second most popular comoetency
Mean
of
Mean
Scores
by
Competency
Category
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category for entry-level with an average mean of 2.68, while Admini-
stration with an average mean of 3.27 is its counterpart in the
experienced-level of leadership. Most categories were consistent with
other results of the survey, except First Aid and Safety, Administra-
tion, and Evaluation and Assessment. While First Aid and Safety was
ranked second (2.68) for the entry-level leaders; it was eighth (3.02)
for the experienced-level; Administration was ranked ninth (2.40) by
entry-level and second (3.27) by experienced-level; and Evaluation and
Assessment was ranked eleventh (2.39) by entry-level and sixth (3.08)
by experienced-level. Trends and Issues was consistently the low
ranking competency with means of 2.09 and 2.69 in both levels.
The comparison of means for the two levels of leadership for each
competency demonstrates the difference in the means for the two levels;
experienced-level leadership mean consistently is found to be .50 above
the entry-level mean.
A view of a combined means for all 12 competency categories showed
that the entry-level mean was 2.53 and the experienced-level mean 3.06.
Thus by the overall standard of 2.50, the bottom line of IMPORTANT
classification, all categories combined produced a survey that was
considered important.
Three top ranking competencies in each category . The average of
the means of both entry- and experienced-levels of Outdoor Adventure
Leadership led to the determination of the three top competencies in
each category. These are presented in Table 8. The identification of
the three top ranking competencies by the combined mean method proved to
TABLE
8
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TABLE 8 (CONTINUED)
^Combination of Entry-level and Experienced-level Competencies deter-
mined by calculating the mean of the means of both levels.
^For complete text of the Competency Statement see full survey in
Appendix B.
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be consistent with the list of essential competencies found in Table 5.
Those two competency categories Professionalism and Trends and Issues
which contained no ESSENTIAL competencies were exceptions to this
rule.
Results by respondent group . Comparison of mean of means by category
reveals several interesting patterns. All three respondent groups,
educators/trainers, leaders/instructors, and directors/supervisors rank
Leadership (see Table 7) as the top competency overall. In the
entry-level area for educator/trainer, the order is Leadership (2.94),
Counseling (2.63) and First Aid and Safety (2.70); for the entry-level
leader respondent the priority of categories is Leadership (2.97) and
Counseling and Human Service (2.70); and for entry-level directors/
supervisors. Leadership is the too ranking category with a mean of 2.90,
while there is a tie between the second, third and fourth priorities
among Counseling, First Aid and Safety, and Facilities and Equipment,
with an equal mean of 2.65.
In the experienced-level, the educator/trainer respondent group.
Philosophical Foundations (3.24) and Administration (3.27) were the
second and third top-ranking competency areas by the combined mean
method. In the experienced-level, Teader/instructor group, the second-
and third-ranking categories were Administration (3.32) and Philoso-
phical Foundation (3.27). For the director/supervisor group of re-
SDondents, the second- and third-ranking competencies were Administra-
tion (3.28) and Facilities and Equipment (3.13), respectively.
The mean scores within the categories continued to be lower at the
The
Mean
and
Rank
of
the
Essential
Competencies
for
Entry-level
and
Experienced-level
Outdoor
Leadership
by
Respondent
Groups
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entry-level, which Is consistent with other findings of the study.
The mean overall for the entry-level educators/trainers was 2.53; for
leaders/instructors, 2.60; and for directors/supervisors, 2.49. Overall
mean scores for experienced-level by category was 3.03 for educator/
trainers, 3.02 for leaders/instructors, and 3.02 for directors/super-
visors.
Generally, the responses of the three respondent groups, educators/
trainers, leaders/instructors, and directors/supervisors (see Table 9)
were consistent with other findings of the study as shown in Table 5
and Appendix 0. The mean of the experienced-level group is consistently
higher than the mean of the entry-level group. The overall mean of the
entry-level groups is below the essential level or a mean of 3.50; the
experienced level is above the 3.50 level.
Some of the competencies have a relatively wide ranne of mean
responses among the three respondent groups. In the top 60 competencies
those which differed more than .33 of a mean point for entry-level area
are:
1) "staff preplanning": 2.95 Educator, 3.05 Leader, and 2.73
Directors;
2) "accident and health information": 3.65 Educators, 3.18
Leaders, and 3.38 Directors;
3) "battery of technical skills": 3.38 Educators, 3.08 Leaders,
and 3.38 Directors;
4) "supportive and helping relationship": 3.05 Educators,
3.55 Leaders, and 3. 28' Directors.
Essential competencies which differenced more than .33 of a mean
point for respondents within the experienced-level area are:
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1) "supportive and helping relationship": 3.30 Educators,
3.83 Leaders, and 3.55 Directors;
2) "search and rescue techniques": 3.55 Educators, 3.68
Leaders, and 3.33 Directors.
For further discussion of the results of the survey by respondent
groups refer to the discussion in Section D of this chapter and the
conclusions and recommendations in Chapter V.
Section D: Discussion of the Results
Discussion and interpretation of the results of the OUTDOOR ADVEN-
TURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY will focus upon the major insights and patterns
derived from the survey. The discussion will answer the two questions
raised by the study.
What competencies should be possessed by Outdoor Adventure Leaders? The
competencies which should be possessed by entry-level and exnerienced-
level Outdoor Adventure Leaders are those which are rated with means
interpreted to be ESSENTIAL (3.50-4.00) or IMPORTANT (2.50-3.49). As
defined by the study, the ESSENTIAL comoetencies are those which are
absolutely indispensible, while the IMPORTANT competencies are those
rated as substantially significant and potentially necessary for one
to function as a prudent professional. DESIRABLE competencies, those
with mean scores of 1.50-2.49, are recommended, but not necessary for
one to function as a prudent professional.
For use in this study, competencies rated DESIRABLE and NOT IMPOR-
TANT are not considered required competencies for an Outdoor Adventure
Leader. Thus, they will not be a central focus of the following
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discussion. While there will not be a focus upon these competencies
it should be understood that in certain proaram circumstances and pro-
fessional situations, competencies may have to change classification in
order for prudent leadership to prevail. It is not within the scope of
this study to identify those unique situations when a comoetency may
have to be reclassified.
In order to specifically answer the central questions of this study
there will be specific discussion about competencies required for entry-
level and experienced-level leadership positions.
Entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leadership competencies . The entry-
level Outdoor Adventure Leader is a leader, as defined in Chapter I, is a:
...specifically trained person whose Outdoor Adventure know-
ledge, skil 1 s and behaviors are developed to the degree that
the leader can assume responsibility for program leadership
in an agency or organization. The entry-level professional
will most often perform his/her leadership functions under the
guidance and direction of other professionals with higher
levels of competency and experience.
The entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leader will most often work on
the face-to-face level of program leadership in order to carry out the
goals and objectives of the participants, the sponsoring aoency and/or
the parents, guardians or counselors.
There are eight comoetencies identified as ESSENTIAL for the entry-
level Outdoor Adventure Leader (see Table 5). These absolutely indis-
pensible competencies are in the categories of First Aid and Safety and
Leadership and Instructorship.
According to the study the entry-level leader should be able to
"design and use a well equipped first aid kit" (1/3.74) and oossess the
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necessary knowledge, skill and behavior in first aid and personal /group
safety (2/3.65). The seventh and eighth ranked competencies are
similar to the first two; they deal with the ability to "apply proper
physical and emotional first aid" (7/3.53) and the ability to "develop
and implement appropriate safety systems and related procedures" (8/3.50).
The only First Aid and Safety competencies not accepted as IMPOR-
TANT were The American National Red Cross Water Safety Instructor (WSI)"
(197/2.27) and all ten of the national and/or regional level certifica-
tion or training programs, such as "National Nordic Ski Patrol" (217/
1.77), and "The American National Red Cross Flatwater Canoeing Instruc-
torship" (201/2.03).
While the respondents did classify First Aid and Safety as a very
important competency category, they did not, overall, feel that specific
certifications, such as "The American National Red Cross Standard First
Aid and Personal Safety" (11/3.38), "The American National Red Cross
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)" (17/3.32) were ESSENTIAL for entry-
level leadership. This response could be interpreted to mean that the
respondents felt that leaders could net the necessary first aid and
safety training and experience from a range of sources, rather than from
one nationally recognized program.
The fact that the majority of the First Aid and Safety competencies
are classified only as IMPORTANT is in contradiction of certain national
^The number to the left side of the slash mark is the overall rank
of the competency within the total 235 competencies. The three digit
numbers to the right of the slash is the calculated mean with values of
4.00-3.50, essential; 3.49-2.50, important; 1.50-2.49; and 1.00-1.49.
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standards, such as American Camping Association's Camp Standards and
the proposed Youth Camp Safety Act legislation which specifically re-
quires certain certification for leading specific activities.
It is also interesting to note that in the first four ESSENTIAL
First Aid and Safety competencies, the respondent group of educators/
trainers had a higher overall value (3.67) than did leaders/instructors
(3.59) and directors/supervisors (3.57). The higher educators/trainer
mean could be attributed to the fact that that group of professionals
must view the overall scheme of a training program, while leaders/
instructors and directors /supervisors must focus directly on day-to-day
operations. Educators/trainers are concerned with some future potential
use of the skill, while leaders/instructors and directors/supervisors
must make judgment upon actual performance in the field which may not
be truely attested by merely completing the certificate. The certifi-
cation is for completion of the course, not for performance level in
the real world.
The second most highly rated competency category was that of
Leadership and Instructorship. Leadership, which allows a person to
identify goals and objectives and accomplish them through Adventure
programs, is closely aligned with the First Aid and Safety category and
focuses upon the safety and welfare of the participants.
The highest ranking leadership competency is the ability for
leaders to "possess the necessary physical fitness to effectively handle
the safety and activity aspect of the program" (3/3.65).
The subsequent ranked Leadership and Instructorship competencies
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ar6 1) th6 ability to limit activitios and participant's involvement
to areas of the leader's actual capabilities" (4/3.63), 2) "anticipate
problems and act to prevent harmful situations from occurring" (5/3.55),
and 3) "provide a standard of care necessary to supervise and lead pro-
gram activities" (6/3.54).
There were four ESSENTIAL competencies and twenty-one IMPORTANT
competencies in the Leadership and Instructorship category. The only
competency in that category not classified as ESSENTIAL or IMPORTANT,
other than the bogus item, was the competency to "prepare behavioral ob-
jectives based upon the identification of participant, agency, and
leader needs and interests" (166/2.38). For this competency to be only
rated as DESIRABLE is a contradiction to both competency-based educa-
tion and sound program development. One possible reason for the low
rating given to behavioral objectives could be that the statement does
not make specific reference to program development; it also could be
interpreted as a reaction against the "in vogue" educational jargon of
the day.
It was significant to see the respondents agree on the IMPORTANT
Leadership and Instructorship competencies, particularly entry-level
competencies such as "understanding psychological, sociological and
physiological impact of activities" '(72/2.90), "step by step progres-
sion in leadership" (80/2.85), "manage psychological and physiological
stress" (60/2.96), and "appropriately employ the proper style of
leadership" (87/2.81).
The data revealed that the entry-level leader should possess
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understanding of the Philosophical, Historical and Theoretical founda-
tions of the field. Particularly IMPORTANT competencies in this cate-
gory are "rationale for using the outdoors" (34/3.15), "recognize
Outdoor Adventure Leadership as a process" (39/3.12), and "understand
the limitations of the field as well as the strengths" (51/3.05).
"Historical foundations" (224/1.71) and the understanding of "key per-
sons and movements in the field" (220/1.75) were seen only as DESIRABLE
competencies by respondents.
According to the results of the study, all of the Counsel inq. Human
Service and Human Development competencies were considered substantially
significant and potentially necessary for one to function as a prudent
Outdoor Adventure Leader. The importance of this competency category
is consistent with the two major goals of Outdoor Adventure programs:
1) individual growth and development, and 2) group cooperation and
interdependence (see Appendix A). Three of the higher competencies in
this category related to these goals are "respecting the differences be-
tween counseling and therapy and respecting one's personal qualifica-
tions so as not to endanger participants by exceeding his/her limita-
tions of training and experience" (14/3.35), "develop a supportive
and helping relationship with participants" (20/3.30), and "work with
individuals by becoming involved in the processes of listening, observ-
ing, questioning and acting" (32/3.15).
Thirty-one of the fifty-one competencies (61 percent) of the Pro-
gram Planning and Development competencies were indicated to be IMPOR-
TANT by the survey. Competencies to "select and implement logistics
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necessary to conduct a safe and successful program" (31/3.15), "plan
with precise policies and procedures" (35/3.14), and "select, organize,
and conduct and evaluate group building activities and experiences"
(49/3.03) were the most important competencies in the category.
The total population of respondents revel aed that for entry-level
leaders, the "backcountry wilderness" (71/2.90) environmental settings
were the place that "educational institution based programs" (140/
2.56) could work with "adolescent populations" (82/2.84) for "short-
term resident programs (2-4 days)" (88/2.80) and primarily conduct
"group building activities and experiences" (49/3.03).
Nine of the twelve (75 percent) of the Facilities, Equioment and
Supplies competencies were considered IMPORTANT for entry-level leaders.
The competencies identified were oriented toward the specific use of
equipment with participants.
The top competency in this category was again consistent with the
safety theme and had to do with "executing a safety check of all facil-
ities, equipment and supplies prior to program use" (9/3/43). Two
other IMPORTANT competencies had to do with "providing adequate main-
tenance of equipment, facilities and supplies" (42/3.08) and "use of
equipment and supplies in accordance with manufacturer's and/or pro-
fesionally recommended standards" (45/3.05). One of the highest risk
elements of any program is the transportation to and from the pronram
site. The "use of motor vehicle" (43/3.08) was of equal importance among
the three respondent groups.
The survey revealed that "knowing the environmental impact of
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Outdoor Adventure activities" (21/3.26) was the top competency in the
"Environmental Awareness" category. There was a very definite diver-
gence of opinion by the respondents on the vital competency of "foster-
ing within participants an awareness of Planet Earth which leads to
appreciation, understanding and action toward maintaining a quality
environment" (53/2.99). The directors/supervisors (100/2.68) had a
much lower value on this particular competency than did educators/
trainers (34/2.68) and leaders/instructors (40/3.18). It may be in-
terpreted that because of the directors' /supervisors' primary focuses
upon safety and welfare of participants and accomplishment of proaram
objectives, the environmental concerns have less emphasis.
The leadership competency to "serve as an environmental interpre-
ter" (155/2.44) was classified only as DESIRABLE and could detract from
the accomplishment of the major environmental competencies of "aware-
ness of Planet Earth."
The remaining IMPORTANT Environmental Awareness competencies are
balanced among leader oriented environmental concerns such as, "examine
his/her own environmental prejudices" (47/3.03) and participant concerns
such as, "assist in altering participant's attitudes, values, and
behaviors about the environment" (81/2.84).
Outdoor Skills, the one competency category which overlaps most of
the competencies in the survey, were all classified as IMPORTANT or
ESSENTIAL for entry-level. On close analysis of the means of the "Out-
door Skills" (see Figure 5, Priority Listing of Outdoor Skills), it is
shown that the top four competencies: 1) "first aid and safety" (23/
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3.65), 2) "physical fitness" (3/3.65), 3) "personal and group equioment
selection" (24/3.22), and 4) "water safety procedures" (26/3.20) were
consistently oriented toward the safety and welfare of the participants.
It seems that this rule does not apply to other important safety orient-
ed competencies in the Outdoor Skills category such as, "physiology
and nutrition" (98/2.73) and "weather" (86/2.82) which are ranked
much lower by the respondents.
The second group of Outdoor Skills in the survey had to do with
leadership and instructorship ability in Outing Sports and Modes of
Travel. The survey revealed that these competencies were consistent
with present practices in the field. The five leading Outing Sports
and Modes of Travel for entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leaders are:
"backpacking" (23/3.21), "hiking and walking" (58/2.98), "orienteering"
(62/2.96), "survival" (79/2.85), and "rock climbing and rappelling"
(107/2.72). The first four Outing Sports are ranked consistently
higher by the leaders who seem to respect their need to be able to
perform the skill in the field. In the area of "survival" there is a
dramatic difference of opinion among leaders/instructors (23/3.30),
educators/trainers (90/2.80), and directors/supervisors (139/2.45).
While it might be assumed that Administration and Supervision are
out of the realm of the entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leader the survey
revealed that the respondents felt that a majority (59 percent) were
IMPORTANT to this group of leaders. One of the IMPORTANT competencies
which can lead to creative and open staff relations is the leader's
ability to "accept, or challenge when appropriate, the policies,
plans.
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and programs delegated by top management" (89/2.78). The educator/
trainer group of respondents rated this comoetency slightly higher than
did the other respondents.
The remaining IMPORTANT competencies of Administration and Super-
vision focus upon assisting and supervising staff and the "legal liabil-
ity and insurance aspects of programs" (94/2.75). Competencies dealing
with money matters and fundraising are classified as DESIRABLE by all
three respondent groups.
The ability to "convey the philosophy, content and methods of Out-
door Adventure" (91/2.78) and the leader's ability to "keep abreast of
the field" (100/2.73) are the highest ranked competencies in the Pro-
fessionalism category. This category focused uoon personal and profes-
sional understanding of the field and not upon contributing directly to
the field through active membership in organizations or contributing
to mass media presentations.
Evaluation and Assessment competencies were not rated very high in
the IMPORTANT classification. "Final or product evaluation" (128/2.61),
"ongoing or process evaluation" (90/2.78), and "staff evaluation (130/
2.59) were the three highest- ranking competencies in this category. The
ability to "conduct needs assessment" (170/2.28) is rated as DESIRABLE
for entry-level leaders. It can be assumed that the IMPORTANT needs
assessment skills will be possessed by the supervisory leader, rather
than directly by the entry-level leader. Also in this category a very
low rating was given to "evaluation and assessment instruments (225/
1.68) such as the Tennessee Self-Concept or the sociometric question-
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naire.
There were literally no Trends and Issues classified as necessary
for entry-level leaders. The highest-rankinq competency in this cate-
gory was the possession of a "vision of the Outdoor Adventure profes-
sion that is more than a projection of the trends" (158/2.41).
In summary, the entry-level competencies reflect a definite con-
cern for the safety and welfare of the participants and the leadership
and instructorship strategies used to accomplish the goals and objec-
tives of programs and services. A balance among all competency cate-
gories except Trends and Issues was found. While a number of the entry-
level competencies could well be recoimended for increase in value
classification it is reassuring for this investigator to see the range
and variety of competencies determined to be ESSENTIAL and IMPORTANT
for entry-level Outdoor Adventure Leadership personnel. Further dis-
cussion of the results and their implications for the field will be
made in Chapter V under conclusions and recommendations.
Experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leadership competencies. The
experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leader according to this study is:
...a person who possesses a high level of competency and ex-
perience in the programs he/she leads. A thorough background
of training in the skills and knowledge demanded and actual
experience in face-to-face leadership. The ability to inte-
grate skill, knowledge and experience as a basis for good
judgment and sensitive leadership. For purposes of this
study, this leader should possess three years of full-time
equivalent experience.
It should be assumed that the experienced-level leader will possess
the majority of the entry-level competencies. While still workino on
the face-to-face leadership level, the experienced leader will most
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likely concentrate on higher level skills, abilities and understandings
particularly in the areas of organization, supervision and administra-
tion. Leaders with this experience will most often be in a situation
to supervise less experienced leaders, primarily those classified in
this study as entry-level.
The overall mean scores for the competencies for the experienced-
level leaders showed a marked increase over those of the entry-level.
Thus, there were a substantially higher number of ESSENTIAL competencies
(see Table 5) for the experienced-level leader. There were 60 ESSENTIAL
competencies for the advanced leader level, compared to 8 for the
entry-level
.
Like the entry-level, the Leadership and Instructorship category,
with an overall mean of 3.37, was the high priority category. After
the first category, the experienced-level had a different order of
competency rating than the entry-level . The order of competency cate-
gories for experienced-level after the top category is Administration
and Supervision (2/3.27), Philosophical, Historical and Theoretical
Foundations (3/3.21); Facilities, Equipment and Supplies (4/3.15);
Counseling, Human Service and Human Development (5/3.08); Evaluation
and Assessment (6/3.00); Program Planning and Development (7/3.06);
First Aid and Safety (8/3.02); Environmental Awareness, Understanding
and Action (9/2.99); Professionalism (10/2.94); Outdoor Skills (11/2.86);
and Trends and Issues (12/2.69).
When comparing the responses of all three groups of respondents
the
survey revealed that leaders/instructors were slightly higher
in value
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rating than sducator/trainer and director/supervisor.
Th© thr66 top ranking compotoncios in tho Loadorship catogory woro
"anticipate problems and act to prevent situations that may be harmful
to participants" (1/3.96), "limit participant activities to caoabil-
ities of leader" (3/3.93), and "provide standard of care" (5/3.91).
There was little disagreement among respondents on the importance of
these top three competencies.
The survey ranked the following two competencies as the least
important: "convey a 'sense of wonder' and 'joy'" (163/2.88) and "pre-
pare behavioral objectives" (154/2.95).
The Leadership competency category contains a range of significant
content which should be mastered by the Outdoor Adventure Leader. The
central theme of the category is the strategies and procedures of
leadership which are designed to contribute to the accomplishment of
the pre-established goals and objectives.
The competency category of Administration and Supervision was the
second most popular grouping on the survey for this level. This finding
is consistent with the demand upon the experienced-level leader to serve
as an overall facilitator and supervisor, as well as a face-to-face
leader. The survey revealed that the top Administration and Supervi-
sion competency is the leader's ability to "assist less experienced
and less knowledgeable staff" (16/3.68). The relatively high value of
this competency is in direct contrast to the entry-level leader's value
of the same competency which is 139/2.55. This difference of opinion
definitely supports the findings of the study which state that entry-
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level leaders are not and should not assume supervisory roles over
other leaders. Time and maturation for training and experience should
be a prime characteristic of experienced-level Outdoor Adventure
Leaders.
Two other important competencies for this category are "function
as a supervisor" (17/3.67), and "understanding legal aspects of Out-
door Adventure programs and services" (32/3.62). The recent increased
pressure on the field by insurance companies, lending institutions,
legislatures and regulatory agencies to lessen lawsuits and increase
standardized performance criteria heightens the importance of the "legal
aspects" competency.
The total population of the respondents feel that "fundraisinn
(199/2.41) to support Adventure programs is only a DESIRABLE comoetency.
Seven of the nine (78 percent) of the Philosophical Foundations
category are valued as required competencies for experienced-level
leaders. The top competency in this category, the fifteenth competency
overall in the study, is a leader's ability to "understand and comnuni-
cate the rationale for using the outdoors as a medium for education,
recreation, and human service programs" (15/3.70). In this particular
competency, the survey revealed that the leader/instructor respondent
group held the highest value of the competency with a mean of 3.78,
compared to 3.70 for directors/supervisors and 3.63 for educators/
trainers.
There were three other competencies in this category which the
respondents classified as ESSENTIAL to the experienced-level of
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leadership. They are "know the limitations of the field, as well as
the strengths" (24/3.65), "recognize Outdoor Adventure as a orocess"
(31/3.63), and "develop and be able to articulate a personal and profes-
sional philosophy of Outdoor Adventure" (49/3.57).
The total population of respondents felt that "historical founda-
tions" (206/2.30) and "knowing key persons and movements in the Outdoor
Adventure field" (201/2.40) were classified as DESIRABLE competencies
for experienced-level leaders.
Consistent with the emerging field of Outdoor Adventure is the
identification of a set of specific philosophical foundations, alono
with specific content and methods. The identification of philosophical
foundations, as was done in this study, will contribute to the recogni-
tion of Outdoor Adventure as a separate professional endeavor recognized
by society.
The competency category of Facilities, Equipment and Supplies was
rated consistently high by survey respondents. The focus of the compe-
tencies in this category was primarily in the areas of selection, use
and maintenance of facilities and equipment. Consistent with the find-
ings of the entire study was the top rated competency in this category,
"execute a safety check of all facilities, equipment and supplies prior
to use in programs" (13/3.72). The 'leader/instructor group of respon-
dents expressed the highest value for this competency with a mean of
3.85, while educators/trainers were 3.73 and directors/supervisors were
3.58.
The other high ranking competency in this category is "research.
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select and purchase the most practical and safe equipment, supplies and
materials" (21/3.66).
Counseling and Human Services, which has not traditionally been a
focus of Outdoor Adventure training, had a consistently high rating for
the experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leader. This confirms the
present focus of many Outdoor Adventure programs which work in human
service organizations.
Survey respondents felt that the most important competency in this
category is the ability for leaders to "respect the differences between
counseling and therapy: recognize one's personal qualifications so as
not to endanger participants by exceeding his/her limits of training
and experience" (25/3.64). It is important for leaders to make such a
statement of limitation on what they can actually do in this competency
area. Therapy is a very specialized methodology and should be prac-
ticed by only highly trained and experienced individuals. Counseling
can be a recognized competency following proper training and experience.
Other high ranking competencies which are the very essence of good
counseling techniques are "develop a supportive and helping relation-
ship" (31/3.58) and "becoming involved in the processes of listening,
observing, questioning and acting" (75/3.42). With the increasing
number of Outdoor Adventure programs dealing with high support or
special needs populations, the competency of being able to "intervene
in the event of psychological crisis" (68/3.46) is important to see
rated as a minimum requirement.
All Evaluation and Assessment competencies, except the competency
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relative to "specific evaluation and assessment instruments such as the
Tennessee Self-Concept Test and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Test"
(216/2.12), were rated as IMPORTANT or ESSENTIAL for leaders. The top
competency of performing continual staff evaluation (50/3.53) is the
only ESSENTIAL competency in the category and is consistent with the
experienced- level leader's focus on supervision and staff facilitation.
The majority of the Program Planning and Development competencies
were accepted as important for experienced-level leaders. The primary
competency in the category is "select and implement the logistics
necessary to conduct a safe and successful program" (7/3.87). The
"logistics" competency, when combined with the third important one,
"precise policies and procedures in order to provide the participants
with a safe and successful program" (36/3.60) provide the essentials of
good program planning.
The respondents revealed that for the experienced-level leader,
the "backcountry wilderness" (108/3.24) environmental settings were the
place that "educational institution based programs" (81/3.38) could work
with "adolescents" (81/3.38) populations for "long-term resident pro-
grams (4 or more days)" (84/3.38) and most importantly conduct
"challenqe/adventure activities and experiences" (46/3.55).
Consistent with the focus of e;<perienced-level leader is the second
most important competency identified by the respondents was to carry-
out staff pre-planning" (9/3.81).
The survey also revealed for the experienced-level, as it
did for
the entry-level, that First Aid and Safety is a primary
competency in
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Outdoor Adventure. All of the competencies in this category, except
the group of special certifications, were accepted as ESSENTIAL or
IMPORTANT competencies to be possessed by an Outdoor Adventure Leader.
The top rated competency is the "ability to design and have avail-
able for immediate use a well equipped First Aid Kit appropriate to
the activity, the participants and the environmental conditions"
(2/3.95). This particular competency was rated highest by the educator/
trainer group of respondents with a mean of 3.98, followed by leaders/
instructors and directors/supervisors with means of 3.55 and 3.93,
respectively.
The other top competencies in the First Aid and Safety category
had to do with preventing accidents or situations from occurring, such
as the competency dealing with "appropriate safety systems and proce-
dures" (8/3.85) and acting properly when an accident has occurred
such as "certification in American National Red Cross Standard First
Aid and Personal Safety" (62/3.49).
In the debate over which Red Cross Certification should be possess-
ed by Adventure Leaders, the respondents to the competency survey en-
dorsed "The American National Red Cross Standard First Aid and Personal
Safety" (62/3.49) over "The American National Red Cross Advanced First
Aid and Emergency Treatment" (104/3:26). "Emergency Medical Techni-
cian (EMT)" (172/2.72) was rated as the third most important first aid
certification
.
In the area of water safety, "The American National Red Cross Ad-
vanced Life Saving" (141/3.03) was the primary certification recommended
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by the survey.
Considering the total population of respondents, we are told
through the survey that for both levels of Outdoor Adventure Leadership,
First Aid and Safety is a primary competency and should be a central
focus of any pre-service or in-service training.
An Outdoor Adventure Leader's ability to "know the environmental
impact of specific Outdoor Adventure activities and experiences" (14/
3.70) is the top Environmental Awareness competency. Educators/trainers
with a mean of 3.78 ranked this competency highest, followed by leaders/
instructors with a mean of 3.75 and directors/supervisors with a mean
of 3.58. The second most popular competency, "foster within partici-
pants an awareness of Planet Earth" (78/3.39) should be coupled with the
top competency so that environmental awareness understanding, specifi-
cally laws of ecology, can be possessed in order to develop the ration-
ale for judging environmental impact.
Strategies for "interpretation of the environment" (60/2.91) are
the primary methods and techniques of implementing the environmental
awareness competencies.
The remaining Environmental Awareness competencies focus upon per-
sonal environmental awareness skills and abilities, such as "examine
one's own environmental prejudices and misinformation" (97/3.29) and
participant environmental awareness, such as "utilize in programs the
activities and techniques of Environmental Education" (129/3.13).
The category of Professionalism is dominated by IMPORTANT classi-
fied competencies. The primary comoetencies focus upon maintaining
and
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sharing a perspective on the field, such as "keeping abreast of changes
in the field" (96/3.29), and the ability to "convey the philosophy,
content and methods of Outdoor Adventure" (69/3.45). The only unimpor-
tant competencies in the category, according to the survey, v/as the
preparation of articles for publication in professional journals and
make presentations at professional gatherings" (209/2.26).
All of the Outdoor Skill competencies were endorsed by the survey
respondents as necessary for both levels of Outdoor Adventure Leader-
ship. The top competency which is in agreement with the rest of the
survey is "First Aid and Personal /Group Safety" (4/3.91). "Water
safety procedures" (38/3.58) is the second most important competency
within the category. Respondents who were leaders/instructors ranked
this competency highest with a mean of 3.68, educators/trainers and
directors/supervisors followed with means of 3.55 and 3.53 respectively.
It is interesting to note that such important Outdoor Skills as "weather"
(107/3.24), "special mode of travel" (148/3.01) and "physiology and
nutrition" (118/3.01) rated lower within this grouping. These three
particular competencies are related to safety and welfare of partici-
pants, thus their value from the survey could be interpreted as inconsis-
tent with parts of the rest of the survey which places high emphasis
on First Aid and Safety.
Outing Sports and Modes of Travel are consistent with findings in
the field, which place activities like "backpacking" (48/3.54) and
"orienteering" (99/3.28) as popular activities.
While all of the Trends and Issues competencies are accepted as
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IMPORTANT for experienced-level leaders they didnot receive very high
rating in the overall survey. The top competency in the category
which is related to the category of Philosophical Foundations is a
leader s ability to "have a vision of the Outdoor Adventure profession
that is more than a projection of the trends" (170/3.18).
In summary, the 193 ESSENTIAL or IMPORTANT competencies for exper-
ienced-level of Outdoor Adventure Leadership reflect all 12 competency
categories, with special emphasis on categories of Leadership, Admin-
istration and Supervision, and First Aid and Safety. The findings of
the survey reassure the field that active professionals do want to see
high standards of leadership and program development and greater depth
of understanding of the participants with whom they work. Further dis-
cussion of the results of the study can be found in Chapter V in the
sections on conclusions and recommendations.
How did the three groups of respondents compare on their rankings of
the competencies? There were three groups of respondents involved in
the study, representing: 1) educators/trainers, 2) leaders/instructors,
and 3) directors/supervisors. The job responsibility of educator/
trainers is primarily with pre-service and in-service training of
leaders usually associated with college or university or a specialized
training facility. Leaders /instructors work on a face-to-face level
with participants conducting the Adventure activities and experiences.
The directors/supervisors, most generally, facilitate the operation of
Outdoor Adventure facilities and are usually involved in all aspects of
the programs and services from publicity to staff pre-planning.
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Close analysis of the raw data revealed that on certain compe-
tencies and in certain competency categories there was significant
differences among the three groups. Identification of these differ-
ences can give insight and information into three of the most important
personnel divisions in the field.
In the overall view the three respondent groups selected Leadership
and Instructorship as the top ranked competency category. Since lead-
ership is the single most critical item which affects the implementa-
tion of competencies it is proper that it was shown to be the highest
rated competency.
There is agreement by the three groups on rating the entry-level
competencies which were found to be Leadership, Counseling and Human
Services, and First Aid and Safety. These three competency cateaories
are top priority competencies are consistent with the objective of
having entry-level possess the most critical competencies. The
director/supervisor respondents rated Facilities, Equipment and Supplies
as one of its top competency categories which is consistent with
their work roles which are related to the staff support and overall
program facilitation.
The experienced-level responses were noticeably higher than those
of the entry-level and did represent some different categories. Cate-
gories of Leadership and Instructorship, Philosophical Foundations, and
Administration and Supervision were the highest ranked by the educator/
trainer group. The leaders/instructors rated Administration and Super-
vision above Philosophical Foundations. The directors/supervisors
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selected Administration and Supervision and Facilities, Equipment
and Supplies as their second and third categories.
The selection of Administration and Supervision as a high ranking
competency category for experienced-level leaders does help to indicate
the role of these leaders in the field. Thus, it can be interpreted
that once a leader has three years experience, as the respondents
suggest, they can become involved in administration and supervisory
responsibil ities.
Further analysis of the respondents responses to the survey can be
found in Table 9 and in Appendix D.
Chapter IV, Presentation of the Findings
,
identified the charac-
teristics of the respondents, described in the reliability tests, pre-
sented the results of the survey, and discussed the findings. Chapter
V, Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations, and Impressions will synthe-
size some of the findings, outline the conclusions and present the
recommendati ons.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND IMPRESSIONS
The first four chapters of this study contained the Introduction,
Review of Literature, Procedures, and Presentation of the Findings.
Chapter V will present: 1) a summary of the procedures and findings
and 2) conclusions drawn from the findings and recomnendations made
by this investigator.
Summary of the Findings
Leadership is the single most critical aspect of conducting Out-
door Adventure Programs and Services. There are certain pressures upon
the profession to develop performance standards and training criteria
related to leadership. The purpose of this study is to identify and
prioritize selected Outdoor Adventure Leadership knowledge, skill and
behavior competencies. Answers to two basic questions were sought as
base data on which future leadershio standards and performance criteria
might be built. These questions are:
1) What competencies should be possessed by entry-level
and experienced-level Outdoor Adventure Leaders working
in Outdoor Adventure Programs and Services?
2) How did the three groups of Outdoor Adventure professionals,
educators/trainers, leadersyinstructors , and directors/
supervisors compare on their ranking of importance of the
competencies?
Summary of the procedures . Selected print and non-print Outdoor Adven-
ture materials created between January 1 , 1970 and June 30, 1980 were
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content-analyzed to aid in formulatinq knowledae, skill and behavior
competency statements. Following elaborate pre-pilot and pilot surveys,
which were studied and revised by more than 60 present leaders in
Outdoor Adventure Education, the official OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
SURVEY was established with 235 competencies. Each of the 235 competen-
cies was developed from indicators identified in the content analysis
of the Outdoor Adventure materials.
The 4-response single choice survey was developed specifically for
use in this study. Definitions of the respondent's opinion regarding
the relative importance of an Outdoor Adventure Leader to be competent
to perform a specific competency is as follows:
1) ESSENTIAL . An absolutely indispensible competency that
each prudent professional should possess and demonstrate.
2) IMPORTANT . A substantially significant competency poten-
tially necessary for one to function as a prudent pro-
fesional
.
3) DESIRABLE . A recomnended, but not necessary, competency
in order for one to function as a prudent professional.
4) NOT IMPORTANT . Not significant and necessary for a
prudent professional.
The survey was distributed to 300 Outdoor Adventure professionals
randomly selected from: 1) the 1980 Association for Experiential Edu-
cation (AEE) membership list, 2) the American Camping Association (ACA)
Adventure programs listed in their 1980 Parent's Guide to Accredited
Camps
,
and 3) Outdoor Adventure personnel who expressed interest and
expertise in the area of Outdoor Adventure Leadership development.
There were 120 surveys returned, equally representing three
groups of
Outdoor Adventure professionals: 1) educators/trainers, 2)
leaders/
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instructors, and 3) directors/supervisors.
Sunmary of the results of the survey . From the analysis of the data
gathered for this study, highlights of the results are:
1) Demographic information
. Two-thirds of the 120 respondents were
male and were located in the New England, Midwest and Mi d-Atl antic
regions. Forty-five percent were in the age group 25-34 and 38.8 per-
cent had Baccalaureate and 44.2 percent had Master's as the terminal
degree.
2) Outdoor Adventure Experience . Slightly under one-half (44.5
percent) of the respondents had been in the Outdoor Adventure field for
6-10 years. Forty-five percent of the respondents had "advanced"
leadership skills and abilities; "considerable experience" in leader-
ship was held by 46.7 percent of the respondents. The majority of the
respondents (71.7 percent) served adolescent populations. Sixty-nine
and two tenth percents were located in wilderness program settings.
The largest nimber of respondents were involved with long-term residents
programs (4 or more days) (69.2 percent).
3) Essential Entry-level competencies . Eight competencies were
rated as absolutely indispensible or ESSENTIAL for entry-level person-
nel. These competencies, which had means above 3.50, included: 1)
"first aid kit," 2) "first aid and group safety," 3) "phyiscal fitness,"
4) "limit activities to capabilities of the leader" 5) "anticipate pro-
blems," 6) "provide a standard of care," 7) physical and emotional
first aid," and 8) "develop and communicate proper safety systems."
4 ) Essential Experienced-level competencies. Sixty
competencies
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rated ESSENTIAL for the experienced- level leaders. The competencies
were primarily from the categories of First Aid and Safety Leader-
ship with 15 and 10 competencies, respectively. Categories of Evalua-
tion and of Trends and Issues had no ESSENTIAL competencies.
5) General overview of the competencies . In the area of Outdoor
skills, which cut across most of the competency categories and which
are employed in most outings, it was indicated that "first aid and
safety," "phyiscal fitness," "personal and group equipment," "water
safety," and "hiking and trail techniques" were the most important entry-
level competencies. The only difference between the two levels of
leadership was "navigation" which was rated as fourth, while "physical
fitness" was eleventh for the experienced-level of leadership.
Ten distinct Outing Sport and Modes of Travel were identified in
the Survey. The top ranked sport, "backpacking," ranged in mean from
3.21 for the entry-level to 3.45 for the experienced-level. The tenth
ranked Outing Sport competency is "white water canoeing" with entry-
level mean of 2.67 and experienced-level mean of 2.99.
No current certification categories were viewed as
ESSENTIAL, the closest required certification revealed by the survey
was American National Red Cross First Aid and Personal Safety with a
mean of 3.49 for the experienced-level leader and 3.38 for the entry-
level leader. No special certifications, such as Nordic Ski
Patrol or
Maine Guide were identified as ESSENTIAL or IMPORTANT.
The most common environmental setting to conduct Outdoor
Adventure
programs was wilderness backcountry, followed by Mountain
and Flatwater
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areas. Least cormon settings were oceans, followed by urban and subur-
ban sites.
Educational institutions were the most cormon setting to conduct
Adventure programs, followed by Special Need Population settings by
entry-level (2.35) and "Coimunity Organization based programs" for
experienced-level (2.80).
The most prevalent age group revealed by the survey was adolescent
followed by college students.
6) Outdoor Adventure program categories . The six most important
Outdoor Adventure program categories were: 1) group building acti-
vities and experience, 2) challenge/adventure activities and experience,
3) Outdoor Education and Environmental Education activities, 4) Outing
sports and outdoor skills, 5) nature oriented activities, and 6) envir-
onmental interpretation.
7) Competencies by respondent groups . Respondents who work as
leaders or instructors placed a slightly higher value on entry-level
competencies than did the educators/trainers and directors/supervisors.
Respondents working as directors or supervisors were found to have
expressed a higher overall value for experienced- level competencies.
Several specific competencies were found to vary among the three re-
spondent groups.
Concl usions and Recormendations
Based on the analysis of the quantitative data and the input from
the respondents, the following conclusions are presented by this
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investigator. Conclusions are divided into: 1) specific conclusions
from each of the 12 competency categories and 2) general conclusions
from the overall study and its specific application to the field of
Outdoor Adventure Education.
The conclusions are inmediately followed by the recoimendations of
this author.
Conclusions and reconmendations for the 12 competency categories. The
following conclusions and recommendations are for the 12 competency
categories established specifically for this study.
1) Philosophical, historical and theoretical foundations . The
total population of respondents to the survey felt that each Outdoor
Adventure Leader should be able to understand and convey the philosophy,
content and methods of Outdoor Adventure Education to participants, pro-
gram clients and the public at large. They felt that both levels of
Leadership should be able to understand and conmunicate the rationale
for using the outdoors. Understanding the historical foundations of
the field was seen as only a desirable competency. The entire category
was held to be more important for the experienced-level leaders, than
those at the entry-level.
Recoimenda ti on . With Outdoor Adventure Education becoming an
identified professional field this author recoimends that all Outdoor
Adventure personnel be able to develop and articulate a personal
and
professional philosophy and rationale for Outdoor Adventure. This
general philosophical understanding should be based upon
what is gen-
erally accepted by the field and the leader's sponsoring
agency. This
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reconmendation is supported by the work of Wood and Gillis who discuss
the philosophy, history and theoretical foundations.^ Miles in his work
on "The Value of High Adventure Activities"^ offers further support for
the recomnendation.
2) Outdoor Leadership and Instructorship . Outdoor Adventure
Leadership, the ability to carry out individual, group and/or agency
identified objectives, is the top competency category in the survey for
both levels of leadership. The focus of the Leadership competency is
toward the safety and welfare of the participants. Respondents felt
strongly that Outdoor Adventure Leaders should possess the ability to
anticipate problems and act to prevent situations that may be harmful
to participants. Leaders should be able to provide the standard of care
necessary to supervise and lead the program activities. Both levels of
leadership should possess the necessary judgment and maturity to limit
adventure activities and involvement of participants to areas of the
leader's actual capabilities. The respondents assigned a higher rank
order value of physical fitness to effectively handle all safety and
activity aspects to the entry-level leader than to the experienced-level
leader. The survey identified only four essential or absolutely indis-
pensible competencies to the entry-level leader and nine to the exper-
ienced-level leader.
The preparation of behavioral objectives based upon participant,
agency and leader needs and interests was not considered a high priority
^Wood and Gillis, Adventure Education , p. 5.
^Miles, "The Value of Hioh Adventure Activities," p. 3.
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for either level of leadership.
Recomnendations
. This investigator agrees with the general priori-
ties identified by the respondents, but does recomnend that a higher
value be placed on selected competencies, particularly for the
entry-level leader. Specifically, it is reconmended that entry-level
leaders accept as essential competencies which allow leaders to recog-
nize the psychological, sociological, and physiological impact of high
adventure activities on participants, and the ability to allow parti-
cipants to gain an entry-level understanding of any high risk or stress-
ful activity prior to engaging in the actual activity. It is also
highly recommended that all leaders master a specific battery of tech-
nical skills and abilities associated with each adventure activity or
mode of travel. Rogers in Leading to Share and Sharing to Lead
,
con-
firms the importance of "social-psychological forces" by stating that:
...the nature of the experience (Adventure Education) makes
it appropriate for the leader to be familiar with basic con-
cepts of how and why people behave as they do in various
situations and how the leader can encourage specific modes
of behavior and interaction.
3
This author also recommends that written and/or stated behavioral
objectives be identified prior to a program. Objectives should be the
foundation and the focus of any Adventure program. Objectives are also
the basis of any Competency-based education program and must be indi-
cated in order to pursue a curriculum or education plan. This recom-
mendation is supported by McKean, et al .
,
in their work on Defining
^Rogers, Leading to Share, Sharing to Lead , p. 15.
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Measurable Objectives 1n the Affective Domain of Experiential Education
Programs .^
3) Counseli ng, Himan Service and Human Development
. The counsel-
ing and hunan service category, while not being classified as essential
to leadership, was declared by the respondents as a significantly im-
portant set of competencies. The study revealed that a leader should
know and respect the differences between counseling and therapy and
limit one's own practice to his/her training and experience. The re-
spondents highly endorsed the ability of a leader to develop a suppor-
tive and helping relationship with participants through the use of
listening, observing, questioning, and acting skills. A leader's abil-
ity to intervene in the event of a psychological crisis was considered
important for both levels of leaders.
Recomnendations . With the increasing number of Outdoor Adventure
programs serving Human Service agencies and organizations this author
recommends that a leader secure specific training and experience in
individual and group counseling. It is also recommended that leaders
understand and be able to apply normal and special (in the case of a
leaders working with Special Needs populations) human growth and devel-
opment patterns to participants involved in Outdoor Adventure activities
and experiences. In the comprehensive work by Shore, Outward Bound: A
Reference Volume ,^ numerous studies related to counseling and human ser-
vices are outlined. Berstein's work on "Wilderness as a Therapeutic
ScKean, et al
.
,
Defining Measurable Objectives , p. 6.
^Shore, Outward Bound: A Reference Volume , p. 69.
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Behavior Setting," demonstrates the use of counseling in an Adventure
setting.
4) Program Planning and Development
. The survey revealed that re-
spondents felt that Outdoor Adventure Leaders should be able to plan
programs with precise policies and procedures and be able to select
and implement the logistics necessary to. conduct safe and successful
programs. According to the survey the most popular program format in
which leaders should be able to select, organize, conduct and evaluate
are adolescent oriented challenge/adventure activities and group build-
ing experiences in educational institutions in backcountry wilderness
settings. The survey concluded that entry-level leaders should be
primarily conducting short-term resident (2-3 days) programs, while
the experienced-level leaders should be conducting long-term resident
(4 or more days) programs. One of the top competencies for experienced-'
level leaders is the ability to carry out comprehensive staff ore-
planning sessions.
Recomnendations . Pre-planning can determine the success or failure
of Outdoor Adventure programs. Thus, this author reconmends that pre-
program orientations with participants be a necessary component of any
program. In order to encourage a brea dth of experience and a depth of
understanding it is recommended that the six Outdoor Adventure program
categories identified in the survey be contained within each leader's
program repertoire. The six program categories include: 1) group
build-
ing activites, 2) challenge/adventure experiences, 3) Outdoor and En-
vironmental Education, 4) nature oriented acti vi ties , 5)
environmental
interpretation, and 6) outin^- snorts and outdoor skills. This author
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also recommends that because of time, expense, energy costs, and en-
vironmental impact, leaders select other settings than only backcountry
wilderness areas in which to conduct Adventure programs.
Richard Kraus in Recreation Today: Program Planning and Leadership
focuses upon the variety of aspects associated with program plannina.
The Camp Staff Training Series, Module 3: Camp Program Planning and
Leadership
,
a competency-based manual for camp staff trainino, which is
a joint project of Project REACH, University of Kentucky; the American
Camping Association; and the Hawkins and Associates, Inc. discusses
program planning from a competency-based education perspective.^
5) Outdoor Skills . The total population of respondents reconmended
as IMPORTANT or ESSENTIAL the knowledge, skill and behavior of the 19
Outdoor Skills identified in the survey. The Outdoor Skills area was
the only competency category which integrated a variety of skills and
abilities. This category focused primarily upon the safety and welfare
of the participants, but also included in-the-field practical skills
and abilities necessary to accomplish successful programs. Outdoor
Skills, listed in general order or priority, include: 1) First Aid &
Safety, 2) Physical Fitness, 3) Personal and Group Equipment, 4)
Water
Safety Procedures, 5) Hiking & Trail Techniques, 6) Campcraft, 7)
Exped-
ition Behavior, 8) Food Selection and Preparation, 9) Navigation
and
Route Planning, 10) On-the-Trail Activities, 11) Search and
Rescue,
^Krause, Recreation Today: Program Planning and Leadershi_p, pp.
129-156.
Senton and Farley, A Competency-based Manua l for Camp
Staff Trajji-
ing
,
pp. 1-142.
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12) Environmental Awareness, 13) Survival, 14) Ropecraft, 15) Weather,
16) Automobile and Van Use, 17) Physiology and Nutrition, 18) Special
Mode of Travel, and 19) Toolcraft.
Ten Outing Sports and/or Modes of Travel were classified by respon-
dents as important for Outdoor Adventure Leaders to possess as oart of
the necessary leadership and instructorship ability. They include:
1) Backpacking, 2) Hiking and Walking, 3) Orienteering, 4) Survival,
5) Rock Climbing and Rappelling, 6) Flat Water Canoeing, 7) Mountaineer-
ing, 8) Cross Country Skiing, Boul dering, and 10) White Water Canoeing.
Recommendations . Since it is recognized that mode of travel can be
a primary source of risk, thus potentially dangerous to the safety and
welfare of participants, this author recommends that head leaders pos-
sess advanced training and experience in the skill whenever modes of
travel such as canoeing, cross country skiing and bicycle touring trips
are used as a central focus of the program. Assistant leaders should
have experience and training beyond the entry-level. When modes of
travel play a minor part in the Adventure program, it is recommended
that the head leader possess considerable experience and training in the
sport.
It is also recommended that other safety and participant-welfare
oriented competencies be given a higfier priority in the Outdoor Skills
category. Specifically, it is recommended that mode of travel, survival,
weather and physiology and nutrition be given greater attention by
leaders at both levels.
Fornander in his master's paper, "Report of the Mitchell Senior
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Seminar," outlines the ranae of Outdoor Adventure-oriented program
possibilities.^ Rogers®, Langmuir^, Yosemite Institute^®, and Spears^\
whose opinions have been cited in this study's review of literature,
focus upon specific Outdoor Skills for Outdoor Adventure leaders.
6) Environmental Awareness, Understanding and Action . Respondents
of the survey agreed that the most critical environmental concern for
leaders is to know the environmental impact of specific Outdoor Adven-
ture activities and experiences and to be able to incorporate this
knowledge and understanding into the design and operation of programs.
The respondents also agreed that at both levels, leaders should foster
within participants an awareness of Planet Earth which can lead to ap-
preciation, understanding and action toward maintaining a quality envi-
ronment. The survey also expressed that it is important that leaders be
able to positvely affect participants' attitudes and values concerning
the environment, as well as employ environmental -oriented activities
and eco-action strategies during programs.
The skill of interpreting the environment by revealing meanings
and insights about the natural and cultural resources was found to be
only a desirable competency for the entry-level leader and at a very
low importance level for the experienced-level leader.
^Fornander, "Report of the Mitchell Senior Seminar."
^Rogers, Sharing to Lead, Leading to Share.
^Langmuir, Mountain Leadership .
^®Yosmite Institute, Training of Wilderness Leaders.
Spears, Nova Scotia Outdoor Leadership Plaji .
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Recomnendations
. Since environmental awareness is such a logical
and necessary objective for all Outdoor Adventure programs, this author
reconmends that environmental awareness, understanding and action com-
petencies become a more important focus of Outdoor Adventure Leader-
ship. It is further recommended that skills and abilities of natural
and cultural Environmental Interpretation be upgraded to a required com-
petency for the entry-level leader and increased in its importance for
the experienced-level leader.
12 13
Rogers and Schoenfeld are sources which focus upon the impor-
tance of environmental understanding in education. Rogers' work, sup-
ported by the Council of Outdoor Educators of Ontario, identifies an
"Environmental Force" building block as a component of Outdoor Adventure
Leadership training.
7) First Aid and Safety . Respondents to the survey classified
First Aid and Safety as one of the top competency categories. There was
agreement by respondents that all leaders should possess knowledge,
skill and ability to: 1) design and use a first aid kit appropriate
to the participants, the activity, and the environmental conditions,
2) apply with confidence and expertise proper physical and emotional
first aid, and 3) develop and communicate appropriate safety systems and
related procedures for each program conducted.
Although first aid and personal /group safety was the overall second-
rated competency category in both levels of leadership, the respondents
^
^Rogers, Leading to Share, Sharing to Lead , p. 15.
^^Schoenfeld
,
Interpreting Environmental Issues .
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did not feel that the specific American National Red Cross Standard
First Aid and Personal Safety certificate was an essential competency.
Red Cross Advanced First Aid and Emergency Care is considered by the
survey to be only moderately important. Emergency Medical Technician
(EMT) was a desired competency in both levels. No national or reaional
certification, such as Nordic Ski Patrol and the American National Red
Cross Flat Water Instructorship were rated high enough to be an impor-
tant leader competency.
A leader's ability to organize and carry-out Search and Rescue
plans, implement human survival methods and techniques, instruct the
most sanitary and ecological methods of personal and group sanitation,
and improvise first aid equipment and supplies are all important compe-
tencies for entry-level leadership and essential for experienced-level
leaders. Development and procurement of sound written safety proce-
dures and policies, and skill in collecting, recording and communicat-
ing health, safety and accident report information in the event of an
accident or injury are also high ranking competencies in the First Aid
and Safety category.
Recommendations . The emphasis by the respondents toward proper
first aid and safety is applauded by this investigator. This investi-
gator recommends that a leader receive specialized training in any
special activity or mode of travel involving high risk. Such training
could take place within an agency as in-service training and should
employ recognized content and techniques
This investigator does recommend that the possession of a current
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certification of Red Cross Standard First Aid and Personal Safety be a
requirement. It is also recomnended that specialized training in first
aid and safety be undertaken when progranming in special environmental
areas or in soecial activity formats.
This recoimendation is consistent with the American Camping Asso-
ciation's standards in camp program and personnel.
8) Administration and Supervision . The survey disclosed that ex-
perienced-level leaders should possess high competency in acini ni stra-
ti on and supervision skills and abilities. Specifically, experienced-
level leaders should be able to accept authority and responsibility for
assisting less experienced and less knowledgeable staff. When appro-
priate, such leaders should take over the function of supervisor and
accept or challenge, when appropriate, the policies, plans and pro-
grams delegated by top management.
The survey also acknowledged the importance of a leader's ability to
understand legal aspects of Outdoor Adventure programs and services,
particularly the experienced-level leader. The entire category was
shown to be a higher priority for the experienced-level leader whose role
consistently demands more administration and supervision activities.
Recommendation . This author supports the survey's classification
of administration and supervision skills and abilities. Since the leaal
liability aspect of Outdoor Adventure programs has become a central
issue in the field and affects literally every aspect of a program,
it
is recommended that experienced-level leaders have a thorough
under-
^^American Camoing Association, Camo Stan dards with Interpretation
s.
1
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standing of tho various dimonsions of tho topic. Entry-levol oorsonnol
should have an introductory understandinn of liability particularly as
it affects participant involvement in activities, van der Smissen^^,
Rogers And Cousineau^^, whose opinions have been cited in this study,
present further justification for understanding legal liability.
9) Facilities, Equipment and Supplies . The respondents to the
survey acknowledge the importance of the safety and welfare of parti-
cipants through selection and maintenance of facilities and equipment.
The three highest rated competencies in both leadership levels are:
1) execute a safety check of all facilities, equipment and supplies
prior to program use, 2) provide adequate maintenance of all equipment,
facilities, and supplies used in specific programs, and 3) research,
select and purchase the most practical and safe equioment, supplies and
materials available.
Recommendations . In line with the standard of care princiole out-
1
8
lined in van der Smissen's "Legal Aspects of Adventure Activities," it
is recommended that both levels of leadership be required to possess a
full knowledge of equipment and supplies in accordance with manufactur-
er's and/or professionally recommended standards. This author also
recommends that the experienced-level leader understand, and when
^^van der Smissen, "Legal Aspects of Adventure Activities."
^
^Rogers, Leading to Share. Sharing to Lead , p. 19.
^^Cousineau, "Certification of Outdoor Adventure Educators," p. 110.
^®van der Smissen, "Legal Aspects of Adventure Activities."
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appropriate, apply established site and facility standards and require-
ments to his/her program situation. It is also recommended that all
leaders who operate a motor vehicle in connection with an Adventure
program possess the necessary skills and abilities to safety operate
and, when necessary, maintain the vehicle.
10) Professionalism . The study does not specify professionalism
as a full prerequisite competency category, but it does acknowlege cer-
tain competencies as important for prudent Outdoor Adventure Leadership
functioning. The ability of a leader to convey the philosophy, content
and methods of Outdoor Adventure to program participants, oarents/
guardians, agency personnel, and the general public is the highest
ranking competency in this category for both levels of leadership.
Other high ranking competencies include, the ability of a leader to keep
abreast of the changes in the field and the ability to contribute to the
advancement of the profession by assisting others who are in, or enter-
ing, the field.
The ability of a leader to prepare written materials for presen-
tation or publication and the effort and ability to contribute to pro-
fessional oriented studies, commissions and investigations are not con-
sidered important for entry-level leaders, while they are for exper-
ienced-level leaders.
Reconmendations . It is recommended that formulating personal and
professional goals and objectives be a process in which entry-level
leaders are involved. In order to enhance Outdoor Adventure as
an
emerging field, it is also recommended that leaders make
specific
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contributions to the field's advancement in ways aopropriate to one's
position and interest.
Pooley's study on The Assessment of Men for Job Placement at Out-
ward Bound Schools
, contained in Shore's Outward Bound reference voliine,
identifies selected components of professionalism in the Adventure
field.
n) Evaluation and Assessment . The survey acknowledqes as impor-
tant, for both levels of leadership, methods of onqoinq and final evalu-
ation. The final or product format of evaluation is desiqned to focus
on the overall summary of the proqram as related to orioinally identi-
fied objectives. Onqoing or process evaluation is desiqned to focus on
specific issues and topics which can be related directly to the improve-
ment of the ongoing program. The ability of a leader to administer and
interpret standardized evaluation and assessment instruments, such as
the Tennessee Self-Concept test, is ranked low in both levels.
Recommendations . It is recommended that administering and inter-
preting inventories and assessments, as a method of gaining under-
standing of participants, be a higher comoetency for both levels. A
leader should possess a range of strategies and techniques for evaluat-
ing a program while in the field. Rogers supports the need for evalua-
tion, particularly as it is used in planning and preoaration of oro-
20
grams.
12) Trends and Issues . Trends and Issues are recognized as the
^^Shore, Outward Bound: Reference Volume , p. 138.
^^Roqers, Leading to Share, Sharing to Lead , p. 15.
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least important competency category in the study. The survey identified
no important competencies for the entry-level; at the experienced-level
the competencies were important. The most significant competency in
the category, according to the survey, is the leader's ability to have
vision of the field that is more than a projection of the trends.
Recommendations
. It is recommended that entry-level staff have
an introductory understanding of the Trends and Issues as they affect
the leader's personal and professional understanding of the field. It
is also recommended that the experienced-level leaders keep a perspec-
tive on research, societal expectations and changing personal needs
and interests as a means to broaden their perspective of the field.
The comprehensive nature of the 1975 conference on "Research and Camoinq
and Environmental Education" at Pennsylvania State University is one
example of professionals staying abreast of the field by attending
21
national conferences.
1 3) Respondent Groups: Educators/Trainers, Leaders/Instructors,
and Directors/Supervisors . One of the important aspects of this study
is the ability to analyze three distinct groups of Outdoor Adventure
professionals and to learn how they responded to the different compe-
tency statements. Understanding the responses can give insight into the
focus and perspective of the different groups.
In the entry-level component of the study there was much similarity
in the responses from the three different groups. Leaders/instructors
had a slightly higher response value overall, and was specifically
^^van der Smissen, "Research on Camping and Environmental Education.
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higher in the Evaluation and Assessment category.
In the experienced-level component of the study there was a wider
range of opinion among the three groups. The most significant differ-
ence was with the educator/trainer group who possessed a much higher
rating in the categories of Environmental Awareness and First Aid and
Safety than the leader/instructor group. The leader/instructor group
assigned a higher value to Program Planning and Counseling and Hunan
Services than the other groups.
Recommendati ons . This author agrees with the increased value
shown at the experienced-level and with the general agreement among the
groups. Based upon the needs within the field it is reconmended that
Counseling and Human Services and First Aid and Safety be given higher
priority by the educator/trainer group, responding at the entry-level.
At the experienced-level it is recommended that directors/supervisors
increase their Program Planning skills, and that the leader/instructors
increase their competency in Environmental Awareness and First Aid and
Safety.
14) Differences between entry-level leadership and experienced-
level leadership . The survey confirms the previously defined differ-
ence between the two levels of leadership. Entry-level leaders should
focus primarily on face-to-face leadership and be concerned with the
safety and welfare of the participants. This is confirmed by the survey
respondents who assign the competency categories of Leadership and First
Aid and Safety as top priorities.
The experienced-level of leadership was shown to have Leadershio
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and Administration and Supervision as their two top competency cate-
gories. This finding confirms the fact that after three years in the
field leaders will most likely take-up some aspect of administration
and supervision within their leadership roles.
Recommendations . This author recomnends that the entry-level be
given more competency work in the categories of Outdoor Skills and
Evaluation and Assessment than was reconmended by the study. It is
also reconmended that experienced-level leaders be given a higher value
classification of Program Planning than was reported in the survey.
15) Competency-based Education and the Outdoor Adventure Leadership
Survey . The positive response of the orofessionals involved in the
study and the information gleaned from the available literature confirm
that the design, construction and procedures of the survey are in-line
with Competency-based Education principles. Thus, the results of the
survey can serve as an inventory list of competencies for Outdoor
Adventure Leadership. The thoroughness with which the procedures of this
study were applied to the raw data assured that the findings of the
study are a true representation of the mass of information sampled.
One of the main conclusions, other than the specific identification
of competencies, is that since a priority list of Outdoor Adventure
Leadership competencies for entry-leVel and experienced-level leader-
ship has been developed it is appropriate to initiate a proaram of per-
formance levels and criteria standards for each of the highly ranked
competencies.
Reconmendations. It is reconmended that any leader, teacher.
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counselor, or other staff and interested oerson who facilitiates Outdoor
Adventure oriented activities use the OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
SURVEY as a guideline for proper leadership. It is also reconmended
that a close review of the literature identified in this study be taken
to increase one's understanding and skill ability.
Another recommendation is that Outdoor training programs, for both
staff and participants, start to incorporate the principles and prac-
tices of Competency-based Education. American Camping Association's
* Competency-based Manual for Camp Staff Training is one of the first
22large-scale efforts to initiate a competency-based program.
Recommendations for further study . The following study and projects
should be initiated as a result of the findings of this and other
studies.
1) Analyze more fully the characteristics of the respondents by
•
variables such as age, sex, geographic location, years in the field,
and perceived level of leadership. Such study would give the field in-
sight into the characteristics of its members and how such characteris-
tics might influence their thinking on competencies of leaders.
2) Select those important competency categories such as First Aid
and Safety, Leadership and/or Counseling, or further study. More in-
depth analysis of the imoortant competencies could give the field a
greater understanding of the content and its applications within the
field.
^^Venton and Farley, A Competency-based Manual for Camp Staff
Training, pp. 1-142.
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3) Develop guidelines for a staff self-rating instrunent. Practi-
tioners need to have a synthesized edition of this and other competency
inventories so that they can compare their training and exoerience
v/ith others in the field. A self-rating form will contribute much to
an individual's awareness of his/her strengths and weaknesses.
4) Devise research methodologies to identify performance criteria
for actual function of the competencies contained in this survey. The
next phase of a competency-based education program, following the iden-
tification of the competencies, is the identification of performance
levels and criteria for fulfillment.
5) Expand the method of evaluating practitioners based upon the
findings of this and other studies. As accountability becomes a more
central theme in conducting Outdoor Adventure Progams and services,
there is a need for more sophisticated measurement of the various as-
pects of the field, particularly leadership.
6) Conduct further content analysis on more print and non-print
resources in the field. Because the literature has increased in the
last several years, it is important for the field to keep abreast of
the new approaches and new findings.
7) Research more fully the concept of the "competent Outdoor
Adventure Leader." Identify the characteristics and qualities of this
model to give the field a vision of the "Renaissance Outdoor Leader."
8) Apply the findings of this and other studies to the development
of a competency-based Outdoor Adventure Leadership curriculum particu-
larly as it would apply to the entry-level professional . Now that a
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body of knowledge, skills and behaviors exists, there Is a demand to
develop effective training programs.
9) Study more thoroughly the various national and international
Outdoor Adventure Leadership training programs. Since other parts of
the world, mainly Great Britain, Australia and Canada, have done much
innovative work in Adventure Leadership development and program design,
it is important to share such findings.
10) Study the various dimensions of Outdoor Adventure Leadership
as it applies to participants, program activities, sponsorinn agencies,
individual leaders and other variables. There is a continued need to
view the numerous aspects of Outdoor Adventure Education from as many
perspectives as possible to give greater overall insight into the field.
11) Study the various techniques, strategies and styles of Outdoor
Adventure Leadership. Leadership is the single most critical aspect
of Outdoor Adventure Education and must be analyzed much more closely in
order to more effectively and efficiently employ the concept.
12) Analyze more closely the similarities and differences between
the entry-level leader and the experienced-level leader. This study
shov^ed a marked difference between the two levels of leadership. Each
must be examined more closely to see how to best serve the needs of each
level
.
13) Replicate this study to include a greater variety and number
of populations, settings, geographic locations and program formats.
Outdoor Adventure is composed of a greater diversity of people than
many of our studies show. There is a need to oain more data on the
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various groups in this field so that needs and interests can better be
met.
14) Use a Dephi-type questionnaire as a follow-up study to assure
greater reasoned input from the respondents. The Delphi approach is
a more reasoned technique and will produce more refined results on the
opinions relative to the value of the different competencies.
15) Conduct longitudinal studies to measure the effectiveness of
Outdoor Adventure Leadership training programs. There is a definite
need to see the effect of certain actions and inputs over a period of
time.
Impressions
The following discussion pertains to the impressions of this in-
vestigator and includes comments beyond the scope of the findings of
the study.
This study was initiated because of the increasing pressure to
improve the quality and safety of Outdoor Adventure programs and ser-
vices. In order to reach this end, certain standards of action and
criteria of performance must be identified and applied to the philoso-
phy, content and methods of the field.
Before such standards and criteria can be applied, there must be
some agreement on the items or concepts to which these expectancies
will be apolied. In other words, it is important to define the soecific
body of knowledge, skill and behavior to which this field wants to
apply quality and safety standards and criteria.
Throuqh the results of this study this investiqator sees three
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major contributions made to the field:
1) an identification of a body of knowledge, skills and be-
haviors, herein called competencies;
2) a value opinion placed on each item to determine its over-
all imoortance by a cross section of persons active in the
field; and
3) a priority listing of knowledges, skills, and behaviors
to which standards of action and criteria of performance
can be applied.
This investigator feels that this study is only a foundation for
the significant work that lies ahead in applying standards and criteria
to Outdoor Adventure oriented action, performance and understandings.
The value-classified competencies resulting from this study will serve
as prerequisites for quality programs and safe participants.
One process used to assure that leaders acquire the reconmended
competencies and performance criterias is competency-based education.
Once the competencies and the performance levels have been agreed uoon
by the field the use of Competency-based Education techniques and
methods will be appropriate.
Because Outdoor Adventure is such a comprehensive and varied field,
the next phase, the application of standards and criteria to the comoe-
tencies, will be controversial and challenging.
A byproduct of this next stage in the process may have to be some
form of identification system, such as certification, registration or
licensing. Such a system could become a reality if legislators, reg-
ulatory agencies and/or program clients demand assurance that personnel
can perform within acceptable performance levels. This investigator
agrees with the concl uding remarks of the Cousineau study: "certifica-
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tion is not a pleasant course of action to have to exercise, it is...
an inevitable phenomenon that one must face.''^^
It is logical that if "certification" is inevitable, we, the
Outdoor Adventure practitioners, must be the ones to identify the com-
petencies and create the criteria. If the orofessionals in the field
are not the ones primarily responsible for a certification scheme the
task could be taken over by an agency with little knowledge or under-
standing of the field.
Until the day when a national or regional identification system
(certification, registration or licensing) becomes a reality, this
investigator hopes that in some way this competency inventory can assist
individuals and organizations to become more prudent professionals.
It is hoped that checklists, inventory schemes and mean scores,
which are inevitable parts of such a study, will not impede personal
growth, group cooperation, environmental awareness and living and
learning skill acquisition which flow so naturally from true adventure
experiences
.
^^Cousineau, "Certification of Educators in Adventure Education,
p. 160.
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APPENDIX A
SELECTED GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
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The following 88 objectives were identified through a content
analysis of selected print and non-print Outdoor Adventure sources.
The specific objectives are grouped under four major goals of Outdoor
Adventure programs and services:
1) Individual Growth and Development;
2) Group Cooperation and Interdependence;
3) Acquisition of Living and Learning Skills and Abilities;
and
4) Awareness, Understanding and Positive Action Toward the
Natural and Cultural Environment.
Goal 1: Individual Growth and Development
1) Enhance sel f-concept in order to identify strengths and
weakness and to initiate improvement.
2) Heighten self-confidence by engaging in positive success-
ful experiences.
3) Provide an opportunity to clarify values often confused
by peers, family and society so that one can act upon
them and become responsible to them.
4) Provide self-awareness of one's needs, interests and
wants in order to approach full potential.
5) Provide a situation which offers learning in leadership
and fol lowership .
6) Encourage sel f-actual ization which allows one to take
control of one's life, to become assertive in one's
actions.
7) Place individuals in circumstances which help to increase
physical fitness and overall wel 1-being .
8) Provide opportunity to make sound judgments and meaningful
action in response to problem-solving situations.
9) Offer simulated and real-life situations which demand
survival skills and instincts.
10)
Encourage people to assume responsibility and action for
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their own living and learning.
11) Encourage situations which develop decision making ability.
12) Provide opportunities for personal enjoyment and fun .
13) Place people in situations which demand maturity and
specific patterns of growth.
14) Allow people to encounter experiences which enhance re-
flection and internalization .
15) Provide situations and circumstances where individuals
take initiative and follow-through with a plan, task
or action.
16) Provide an opportunity for individuals to act creatively
through the interrelationship of knowledge, experience
and resources.
17) Aesthetic appreciation by valuing harmony, order, and
beauty through the senses.
18) Place individuals in situations which heighten perception
and awareness and leads to personal understanding,
appreciation and action.
19) Provide individuals with a "sense of place" and an under-
standing of their interrelationship with that place.
20) Enhance the ability to be resourceful in ones use of
available resources.
21) Establish patterns of organization and planning which
assist individuals in ordering their lives, accomplishing
tasks, and completing processes.
22) Create situations in which effective and efficient communi
-
cation can be carried out among peers.
23) Encourage individuals to think beyond themselves into
areas of spirituality and aspects of one's intangible
being.
24) Provide an opportunity to enhance one' s positive self-
esteem which encourages action and fulfillment.
25) Create situations in which knowledge and wisdom are a pro-
duct of learning through cognitive, affective and psycho-
motor domains.
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26) Provide opportunities for people to sense fulfillment
and accomplishment by completing a task or process.
27) Encourage the acceptance of oneself as a full, function-
ing individual with infinite potential.
28) Place people in circumstances which demand critical and
evaluative thinking
.
29) Allow participants to recognize the skills, insights
and techniques necessary to lead a full and rich 1 ife .
30) Provide an opportunity for diversion and relaxation from
the normal everyday pattern of living.
31) Develop skills and procedures which enable an individual
to function with competence and safety in a variety of
situations.
32) Provide people with an opportunity to live out a commit-
ment to themselves, their group and their society.
33) Enhance the ability to view one's world from a "Hoi is tic
Perspective" where all things interrelate and interconnect
in an ecology of life.
34) Opportunity to understand and cope with stress and anxiety
in a creative and supportive atmosphere.
35) Allow individuals to develop a sense of motivation to ini-
tiate and follow-through on actions and tasks.
36) Allow an integration and balance among all levels of exper -
ience and learning ; cognitive (fact-oriented), affective
(emotional -oriented), and psycho-motor (physical-oriented).
37) Participate in formal and informal learning experiences
that encourage responsible and caring action within indi-
viduals capable of making environmentally literate deci-
sions based upon knowledge and understanding.
Goal 2: Group Cooperation and Interdependence
38) Increase sensitivity and humanness toward members of a
group through understanding, trust and appreciation
gained through participating in a common experience.
39) Develop social relationships based upon mutual trust,
dependence and respect of one another in the group.
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40) Understand the human community as an integral part of the
total ecological community .
41) Provide the opportunity for a group to continue to grow
and develop after an experience is completed.
42) Gain a sense of contribution and service through the
accomplishment of socially enhancing objectives.
43) Participation in group problem solving enhances social
interaction, interrelationship and interdependence.
44) Develop a sense of dependabil i tv among individuals in a
group because of the need for common support and aid.
45) Provide the opportunity for separate individuals to de-
velop a sense of community with other individuals by
focusing upon an agreed task and/or process.
46) Allow open and effective communication among members of a
group because of the necessary interchange of thoughts
and ideas.
47) Provide an opportunity for individuals to make a commit -
ment to a group that will demand individual accountabil i ty
to that group.
48) Develop a total group living situation where basic indi-
vidual needs and interests are met by members of the group.
49) Provide an opportunity for individuals to develop an
awareness of the needs of others and to identify methods,
techniques and strategies to meet their needs.
50) Create a sense of personal security by belonging to a
group that respects and cares for the individual.
51 ) Through new experiences initiate new friendships that
will continue to grow and strengthen.
52) Provide opportunities to experience leadership and follow-
ership as it relates to perpetuating the life and objective
of the group.
53) Provide a commonality of experience upon which the indi-
vidual and the group will continue to grow.
54) Allow individuals to express altruism which manifests
itself as concern for the welfare of others and a sense
of selflessness.
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55) Present a situation where members of a group must get
along with one another and accept others as they are .
56) Provide opportunities for individuals to learn trust
and support from a group.
57) Create a situation where democratic action can be en-
acted through group planning and sharing.
58) Develop a friendly and informal atmosphere of fellowship
for a group of individuals sharing similar interests and
experiences.
59) Enhance the opportunity for members of a group to have
civic responsibility to their group in order to contri-
bute to its growth both internally and externally.
Goal 3: Acquisition and Use of Living and Learning Skills and Techni-
ques
60) Secure competency based skills and methodologies necessary
to accomplish a task, process or experience.
61) Develop living and learning skills necessary to reach
one's potential
.
62) Identify work opportunities and experiences which may have
practical career potential
.
63) Develop skills, strategies and styles of leadership and
foil owership .
64) Become involved in practical work experiences and skill
development which may apply to one's regular life-style.
65) Establish skills for solving problems (individual, social
and environmental) by identifying solutions and having
the necessary motivation and skill to work toward their
solution.
66) Develop skills in verbal and non-verbal communication
which contributes to increased understanding and aware-
ness.
67) Provide the processes and insights necessary to view
things from a "Holistic Perspective."
68) An opportunity to sophisticate the skills of
decision
making which will help to accomplish objectives and
sol ve problems.
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69) Provide an opportunity for individuals and groups to learn
organizational and planning techniques in a situation where
their success can be immediately reinforced
.
70) Learn personal and group survival skills for urban, subur-
ban, rural and wilderness environments.
71 ) Encourage the use of First Aid and Safety procedures for
the well-being of the individual and the group.
72) Develop within individuals, skills and techniques for
leisure time activities, educational opportunities and
personal growth and development experiences.
73) Recognize the interaction of leadership, facilities, equip -
ment and the environment in an experiential oriented
activity.
74) Understand the effect of one's actions or lack of actions
upon the individual, the group and the environment.
75) Learn skills and techniques of travel in backlands, as
well as developed areas.
76) Encourage the use of appropriate technology in the materials,
equipment and facilities; particularly alternative sources
of energy, such as: wind, sun, water, and biomass.
77) Understand the basic laws of Ecology and how they are applied
to the intricate balance of humankind and nature.
78) Grasp an appreciation, understanding and action orientation
of the values, content and methods inherent in outdoor/
experiential learning and living.
79) Develop a "sense of freedom" and confidence in reference to
experiencing and understanding the natural and cultural
environments.
80) Identify interpretation techniques and skills which aid in
revealing meanings and relationships of the natural and
cultural world.
Goal 4: Awareness, Understanding and Positive Action Toward the
Natural and Cultural Environment
81)
Develop an ethical and value system that includes the total
environment, natural and cultural.
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82) Stimulate environmental awareness
,
that leads to under-
standing, appreciation and personal action for a greater
quality of life.
83) Provide an opportunity for a relationship with the environ-
ment on several levels, including, intellectual, physical,
social, spiritual, psychological, cultural and educational.
84) Establish a "Holistic View" of the environment and planet
Earth and encourage an understanding of the humankinds
interconnection with. the delicate balanced ecosystem.
85) Develop a relationship with the world that is based upon
stewardship, conservation and preservation .
86) Recognize the interrelationship and interdependence of
humankind and the environment.
87) Realize the interconnectedness of all human endeavors ,
the natural sciences, the social sciences, the language
arts and the creative arts.
88) Identify the "Basic Laws of Ecology" by which all living
organisms must live.
APPENDIX B
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY SURVEY
WITH MEAN AND RANK SCORES
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Outdoor Adventure Leadership Competency Survey
Cepfnft^l9t0
Spoatorcd by
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS. INC.
P.O. Box 821
Greenfield. Muuchiuetts 01301
In Coopermtion with the OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, Greenfield Community College. Greenfield. MA and the
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP DIVISION, University of Maiaachusetts,
Amherst, MA
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CO»IPCTfL\CT-IL\SED
OlTDOOR LE^VDERSHIP PKtVIECT
The Institute for Environmental Awareness, Inc. In cooperation with araenfiaid
Community College and the University of Massachusetts/Amherst, is directing a
North American research project to aid in the Improvement of Outdoor Leadersnip.
The study addresses two important questions associated with Outdoor Leadership
and Outdoor Adventure programs.
1.
) HOM SHOULD COMPETENC Y-aA5ID EDUCATION BE USED
IN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP?
2.
) WHAT COMPETENCIES SHOULD BE POSSESSED BY OUTDOOR
LEADERS WORKING IN OUTDOOR ADVENTURE PROGRA.HS?
Specifically, the study will survey; 1.) leaders and instructors of groups.
2.) educators and trainers of Outdoor Leaders, 3.1 administrators and directors
of Outdoor Adventure programs, and 4.1 the general public who have had limited
exposure to Outdoor Adventure activities. The study will identify the degree
of importance of selected Knowledge, sKill and behavior competencies found in
Outdoor Adventure Leadership. The survey will compare the responses of the
four different groups surveyed. The prioritized list of competencies will be
distributed throughout North America and serve as the basis for the next phase
of the Project which will establish appropriate performance criteria for the
competencies. The findings will also serve as a professional check-list and
as the basis for a new Competency-Based Outdoor Leadership Training Program
at Greenfield Community College, Greenfield, Massachusetts.
DEFINinoniS
GK.VEKAL I>r.FL\Tn(»XKt
COMPETENCY-BASED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
. Leadership based upon
emperTcal demonstration and accomplishment of Che required knowledge, skills
and behaviors for a prudent professional functioning in Outdoor Adventure
programs and services.
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE EDUCATION . The process Of encountering and solving,
in an out-of-doors or simulated out-of-doors setting, exciting and daring
physiological, psychological and sociological challenges which lead to
personal and group awareness and growth. The process includes individual and
group initiative and action; living and learning skill acquisition; and
environmental awareness, understanding and action.
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHI P. The process wnich assists an individual
and/or group to identify goals and objectives and to achieve chose ends
through Outdoor Advent .'re activities and experiences.
iM-:Fi.vrn«»\M umi tiie <’«Mi»*rrE.\«T jinmiV:
The following definitions are for Che four categories which reflect
your opinion regarding the relative importance of an
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADER TO BE COMPETENT TO:
ESSENTIAL . An absolutely indispensable competency that each pr’Jdent
professional should possess and demonstrate.
IMPORTANT . A substantially significant competency potentially necessary
for one to function as a prudent professional.
DES IRABLE . A recommended competency but not necessary in order for one
to function as a prudent professional.
NOT IMPORTANT . Not Chat significant and necessary for a prudent
professional
.
r.hii foiiO-ing definitions are for the two Outdoor Adventure Leader
e.xperience categories found on the answer sheet.
ENTRY-LEVEL OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADER . Specifically trained person whose
Outdoor .Adventure knowledge, skills and benaviors are developed to the
degree that the leader can assume responsibility for program leadersnip
in an agency or organization. It is assumed chat Che Entry-Level professional
will most often perform his/her leadership functions .nder the guidance and
direction ot ot.ner professionals with higner levels of competency and
experience
EXPERIENCED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE-LEADER . A person wno possesses a high level
of competency and experience in the program areas he/she leads. A thorough
background of training in the skills and knowledge demanded and act’cai experience
in face-co-face leadershio. Tne ability to integrate skill, knowledge and
experience as a basis for' good judgement and sensitive leadership. For purposes
of tnis study, this person should have three years .of full-time equivalent
experience
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DUtECnONS
The following directions eure for the
Competency-Based Outdoor Adventure
Leadership Survey and Respondent
Profile.
PART 1 COJIPETEA’Crr SLTtVEY
1.
) Lineup the left corresponding column
of the colored answer sheet with the
right side of the competency statement
located in the booklet.
2.
) For each competency statement please
circle the rating (4, 3, 2,1) which best
indicates your opinion about the
necessity of an Entry-Level and
Experienced Outdoor Adventure Leader
to be competent to demonstrate and/or
perform the identified knowledge,
skill or behavior.
REMEMBER TO IDENTIFY THE DEGREE
ADVENTURE LEADER COMPETENCY FROM
YOUR PRESENT JOB RESPONSIBILITY.
RESPOND FROM A UTOPIAN SITUATION
OF IMPORTANCE OF THE
THE PERSPECTIVE OF
THAT IS, DO NOT
,
BUT RATHER TO THE
COMPETENCIES WHICH YOU FEEL ARE NECESSARY FOR YOUR
PRESENT ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP REQUIREMENTS,
Do not take too much time in thinking about any particular item.
Please do not leave out any item: there are no right or wrong
answers . We are primarily concerned with your opinion about the
competencies needed by Outdoor Adventure Leaders,
P.\RT II KESP<K\DfL\T PROFILE
Complete the respondent profile by filling in the appropriate
blank or checking the space that most applies to your situation.
The study needs the background and experience of all respondents.
lUmilA DIRECnOiWS
Return both the answer sheet and the respondent profile in the
self-addressed stamped envelope within two weeks. You may
keep the booklet of competencies for your personal use. Please
do not reprint the copyrighted material without written
permission of the project director.
For further information contact:
Larry Buell. E.xecutive Director
Institute for Environmental Awareness. Inc.
P O. Box 821
Greenfield. MA 01301
Tel. H4I3) 772-6752
Outdoor Adventure Leatlership Competency Survey
RESPORTDEOT PROFILE
DIRECTIONS
AGE
SEX
0 Male
0 Female
Please answer the following questions bv filling in
appropriate blank or by ch.cki:|
appllea to your Situation. RETURH WITH^HE AHSWER SHEET,
GEOGRAPHIC .\REA
0 New England
0 Mid-Atl antic
0 Mid-West
0 West
0 Southwest
0 Southeast
0 Canada
YEARS IN
OUTDOOR ADVENTUBF
LEADERSHIP TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE
PROFILE
(Check appropriate box)
1
ADVANCED
EXPER.
|
CONSIDERABLE
EXI>ER
|
SOME
KNOWLEDGE
|
NO
KNOWI.EDGE
|
Leadership Skills & Abilities
First Aid, Safety & Emergency Care
Group Development
_L
Outdoor Living and Learning
! |
Environmental & Outdoor Education
j
\
Outing Sports:
; 1
‘
Rock Climbing i i
Hiking and Backpacking
Bicycle Touring
,
'
White Water Canoeing & Kayking 1 i .
Winter Camping I 1
Mount aineering
Caving 1 ! 1
Other
:
! ; !
'
l..i .1—
k
EDUCATION
LEVEL
0 B.S./B.A.
0 M.S./M .A.
0 PhD/EdD
Concentration at
the highest level:
POPULATIOXS
SER\TD
Pre-Adolescent
Adolescent
College Students
Young Adults
Adult
Special Pop.
ie:
0 Other
:
SETTINGS
Urban
Rural
Suburban
Wilderness
Other
YOLU PRLMARY RESPONSIBILITY IN OUTDOOR .YDVENTLTIE IS:
0 Leadership and Instructorship with groups
0 Education and Training Leaders
0 Directing and Supervising Programs
0 Participant in programs and experiences
DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PRESENT POSITION OR THE POSITION WTHCH BEST
REPRESENTS YOtTR FRAME OF REFERENCE IVHEN T.VKING THIS INITNTORY:
0
TIME PERIOD
Class Period
Day
Short-Term
Resident
1-3 days
Long-Term
Resident
4 & above
Other
:
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VALUE ; 4aeSSENTIAL, }> IMPORTANT, ZaOESIRABLE, LaNOT IMPORTANT
»*!»»»«*•• P*«« «*•*••»• •<«««inSIlUCTIOnS « tmmm akMk nRaaa raw
-f—
i
Uf aiat ikt tMMt l»^nMll a4 m
30CUS ITEM : USED IN TRIS STUDY AS A RELIASILITY TEST.
UtrrooOH <U»VEamnil£ L£.UtKUTU IIK CO>U»liTli.VT TUt
ovuall Lank and hcan
S-23S
EHTtY-LCVIL
U«23S
UPCA«ilVCl
COMPETENCY CATEGORY I
Th« {ollowinq nina (») CONpatatwy St»eam«nt» ara raiacad to
philosophical HUTOMCAL AND THCOBCflCAL FOUNDATIONS
Oaaonatrata an undaracandlno aE tha of Outdoor
Advantura actxvlcias and axpanancaa tnat aarva aa tha baaxa for prasant
proqraaa and larvicaa.
126
2 .
IdantAfy tha triaoratjx^i_^^£oundatAona_ of aodarn Outdoor Advantura that
vara davaiopad tn tha natural and aocLal scxancaa*
.07
.81
3 .
Traca tha haatoricai found.''jiona of praaant Outdoor Advantura proqraaa
and aarvicaa. 226
4 .
Know tha accoapiishaanta and atruqqlaa of |cA^_jgarsona_and^jBovaaianta
in tha davalopaant of Outdoor Advantura proqraaa and aarvicaa.
.75
S.
Davaiop and ba abia to artlculata a paraonal and orofaaaionai philoaoohv
of Outdoor Advantura which la eoapatlbia with tha philosophy qanarally
accaptad by tha fiaid and tha sponsorInq aqanoy. 78 3.57
Undarstand and coaaumcaca tha r2t^onaia_{o£_u2ln2_iha_outteo££ aa a
aadiuB far adueatlon, raeraatlon and huaan aarvicaa. 3.15 3.70
KnoM tna l^n4t^tiona_2£_^Jjjj_2utd22E_£3v2!i*Ji£SJE4liSw
atranatha.
j£jw5jll_aa_i^
a
.
Undarstand tna philosophy and oracticaa of Expariantiai Education
,
which
usaa axparianca aa th% asm nods of inquiry in tha aducation procaas. 2.74
Racogniza Outdoor Advantura Education aa a procaas of ancountarinq and
solving, in an out-o^-doors or slaulatad out-of-doors satting, axciting
and daring physiological, paycholoqical and sociological challanqaa which
laad to paraonal and group awaranass and growth.
COMPETENCY CATEGORY II
Tha following cuontv-savon (27) Coapacancy Statamants ara ralatad to
OUTDOOa AOVENTUEC LIAOEUHIP AND INSTRUCTORSHIP
10 .
11 .
Racogniza that Outdoor Advantura Laadarship is a procaas which assists an
an individual and/or group to idantify goals and obiactivaa and achisva
thosa ands through Advantura actlvitiaa and axpariancaa.
AcKnowladga that laadarship is tied to tha laadar' s parsonality
charactariaiics . Tollowar' a exoaetations . progran circuastancas
3.1
3.00
3.63
and tha naads and goals of tha group .
12 .
Possass ^udgaaant and maturity nacassary to limit tha activities and
tha participant's involvemant to araaa of tha laadar* s actual capabilltli
or assign araaa of waaknaaa to somaona with tha requirad abllltiaa.
13 .
14
.
IS.
Antici pate problems and act to prevent situations that may be harmful
to the participants, tha program, and/or tha sponsoring institution
or agancy.
Provida a standard of care nacassary to supervise and lead the program
activities, as well aa employ proper safety equipment and procedures.
Secure a Human Relations Group Leadership Degree from one of the
Ivy League schools pri'^ Vo leading a group.
65
3.63 3.93
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a
z
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1
im-uvci
It.
organize, conduct and avaiuata Outdoor Advontura activitiaa and
•*P^^i®^^coa wnicb wiXi allow participant* • to aeguira and uaa anvironnai
round living and laarnino aKllla and tacnniouaa. 4( 2.93 11 ,171
17.
Conv*y • dyn^tff of Won4«r- Md "J©v- roa^rdiiui tiu .v.c.rv .«/i
•*citanant of tna world in wliicft ona livaa and tna paopla with wnoo
ona aharaa axpariancaa* 123 2.13 111 i.ul
la.
Approprlotaly aaploy tn« propar atyla of laadarinio-autocratie
.
daaafr.i
ot lalaaaz-f aira for tho iodividual(a)
,
tha group, and tha aituation* 17 2.11 12 i.lll
i«.
y*l^^** princlplaa of foliowarahio. which aliowa aroua SMbara ca «.
la a daoocratle rola, thua ratalniaq cha capacity to auqqaat, crltlza,
aad avaiuata tha laadara. 74 2.81 101 1.21
(.aad partlelpantf who ooaaaaa dlvarsa PacKorounda and dlffarant fraaaa i
20. rafaranca. aueh aa. atluile. racial, aaaaraniiie aofiai and
109 2.72 111 }. 2o|
21.
Acknowladqa tha naad and poaaaaa tha ability to dlploaatlcally aaalan
apaclfic laadarahlo raaponaioilltlaa to aaobara of tha arouo.
112 2.71 109 1.21
1
22.
and aocratle quaatlonino oathod.
112 2,10 91 i.u
1
21.
lolaet, orqaalza, conduct and avaiuata Outdoor Advontura activitiaa and
that will anhaoca individual orowth and davaloooant of a aivan orouo of
proorao partlelpanta.
11 2.13 44 l.H 1
24.
tropara bahavorlal oeiacttvaa baaod uoon idantlf leation of oartlcioant.
agancy and iaadar naada and intoraata. lit 2.38 in 2.91 1
2S.
Kacocniza tha potantlal oaycholodical
.
•oclolodicai and onyaioioaleal
lapact of high advontura activitiaa and axporiancaa upon particlpaat.
lazr and agancy.
72 2.90 31 1.12
26.
follow an aducationally affactlva ttao-bv-atao orooroaaisn whan Introdu
and loading Advontura activitiaa and axporiancaa.
1 M 2.81 94 i.n
27.
Maatar a aoaclflc battarv of tachnical aKllla and aoilitiaa aaaociatad
with Outdoor Advontura activitiaa and tha ralatad aodaa of traval
nacaaaary to carry out aach activity.
3i l.U 31 3.12
28.
Allow partlelpanta to angaga In activitiaa and axporiancaa that include
pnyaical and/or paycnologieal riaK and atraaa only aftar thay nava
oainad aufflclant antrv-laval undaratandlng of '.no activity or
1
22 3.21 1 10 1.51 1
29.
Know that aodaling la a aigniflcant aapact of laadaranip and that a
Iaadar afould not only hava abova avaraga axilla but aiao xnowladga
of ita affaet upon partlelpanta.
33 3.11 : i: i.38
10,
Salact, organiza, conduct and avaiuata Outdoor Advontura activitiaa an
axboriancaa that will ancouraga orouo coooaration and intordaoandanca.
d
55 2.99 *0 3,15
11
!1 anaaa oivcnoiscical and ohya lolagieal atraaa in partlelpanta aa an
,
axpactaC occurranca in cartain ducdcor Advancura activitiaa and
axpariancaa*
iO Z.V 3.58
12
taolav tna croclan-foivir.a aboroacn in ordar to oaxiaiza paraonal
' growth and group cooparacion. 73 ^ ^ • i,: 113 3.::
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3. Ci
Instruction s 1!^
•m
at
m
ll«llUwll0^9 o« tiM amwm tiMM wMcb rtAten yoitf opiaMM
HMraat la* laaiN* iaaantan a( ovc&au Sank asd nun
2
3
Z oim>ouu.\u\xvnjiu2 l£.\oeiito uk cu^ipltuvttoi EMm-
Rsni
uvelI
N««n
1
1
cxru- LCVCL
H««a
33.
P^sonal aopaaranc* and bahavior aonroDriata to tha nronraa
clcumatancas, ch« proqraa qoaia, ch« sarvlca population, and tha
prograsi sponsors • 50 3.03 90
3.33
34.
Poaaaaa tha nacasaary physical fltnasa to affactlvalv handla tha aafaru
and activity aspacts of tha proqraa. 3 3.6S 11 3.74
35.
Ajsura that participants dsvolop shills in a proqrassion or saausntial
fallura, thus providing aotlvatlon for contlnuad Involvomont in tha
activity.
a
3.06 77 3.40
36.
Salact, organiza, conduct and avaluata Outdoor Advantura activitiaa and
axparlancas which davalop within individuala and groups awarsnass.
undarstanding and positive action toward tha natural and cultural
snvlronnsnxsa
64 2.94 « 3.32
COKPrrtNCY CATEGORY III
Th« following twalvo (12) Conpotoncy Statraants ara ralatad to
COUNSnUIC, HUMAN SUVICC AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
37.
laplaaant salactad counsaling and personal davalopraant stratsaias which
ara affactlva and appropriata in Outdoor Advantura programs. 148 2.52 123 3 .18
38.
Apply normal and soacial human growth and davaloonant oattarns. includii
psychological, sociological and physiological characteristics of the
participants, and ba able to modify or adjust laadarship oathodology
and/or program activities accordingly.
153 2.50 133 .08
39.
Understand tha cognitive(rational ) . affectiva( feelings ) . and osvcho-mot<
142 2.55 US ).191 physical 1 domains of learning and ba able to make full use of thasa
domains in conducting activitias and expariancss.
40.
Davalop a supportive and helping relationship with participants by impaj
such qualities as qanuinanass, acceptance, empathy, trust and clarity. 20 3.30 39 3.58
41.
Practlca participant or client-centered counseling which assists tha
individual to maka salf-dataminad and responsible choices as a
realization of hls/har potantial.
138 2.56 149 3.01
42.
Practice group counsaling or guidance as a vehicle for group cooperatior
and individual davelopoant. 147 •2.53 145 3.03
43.
Aoolv principles of small group dynamics, particularly as related to aga
sex; cultural background; and individual psychological, sociological,
physiological, and spiritual needs.
123 2.65 134 3.06
44a
AddIv theories ot hvonosis dreama anaivsis chat interpret probXema
of human growth and persr. 'v.'ity development* 134
1.13 234 1.26
:.73 131 3.10
45.
Serve as a cataivst for positive chanoe in the values, attitudes and
actions of both individuals and groups.
99
46.
unrir ui rh individuals bv becoming involved in the orocesses of listenin
ooservina. auestioninq and actinoa J. 3.15
1 75 3.42
47.
Intervene in the event of psvcholoqical crisis on the part of the progr
participant
•
" 5 :.98
1
3.-6
48.
Aesoect Che difcarences between counseling and theraov; recognize one's
personal qualifications so as not to endanger participants by exceedi.ng
his/her limits of training and experience.
-
- 3.3
I:
3 . 6-
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COMPrTTOCY CATEOOKY IV
Tha follOHlnq aavantaan (171 Conpatancy Seataaants ara ralatad
rMCBAM PLANNING AND OCyCLOPMENT
Offar participants braadth at axoariancas by providing savaral Outdoor
Advantura actlvitias and/or sxpariancaa in a glvan rasidant prograa
unlaaa said program is dasignad to ba spaclallzad. :.7j 100
50.
Aalact, orgapiza, conduct and avaiuata programs that raflact tha
qualltlas of varlatv. eraativitv and ehailanaa .
2.73
51,
Employ prlnclplas of "Clusear Programming ". In which actlvitias and
•*pariancas that damano similar slcllis and intarasts ara combinad
togathar
,
such as bouldaring, roch climbing and rlvar/spaca crossings.
182
.70
52,
Salact and davalop programs that can ba both tasic and davalopmantal
oriantad dapandlng upon tha agancy, tha participants, and tha
program eircumstancas. 114 03
53
Eaaliza that program planning raqulraa pracisa pollclaa and orocaduras
in ordar to provida tha participants with a safa and succassful prograt 3.11
54
Salact, organlza, conduct and avaiuata Outdoor Advantura programs whici
**7^ 4^* charactarizad by
containing alamants of risK, strass, challanga and advantura.
2.57 3.15
55.
Salact, organlza, conduct and avaiuata programs which raflact tha
spaciftc psychological, physiological and sociologicai neada and 152 119 3.18
inta£aata of tha participants.
56
Apply tha usa of as many human sansas as poaslbla to ansura intagratioi
of both awaranass and laarnlng. 2.77 130
57.
58
59
Oasign programs that usa indigenous (local) resourcas and raspact and
raflact the local culture and anvironmant. 3.04
Allow participants to share in salactad aspects of selecting, organizii
conducting the program
.
Encourage activities and experiences whicn develop sicills and abiliti(
which can be utilized throughout one's lifetime .
Assess each program activity and experience in terms of its individual
social and environmental impact .
Select, organize, conduct and avaiuata resident and multi-dav programs
in Che following environmental settings ;
151
80
aaciccouncry Wilderness areas n :.9o
'
108 3.:i 1
.Mountain areas 131 :.59 133 :.?* 1
Ocean areas 191 Call 198
Wild river areas 1:3 134 :.6a 1
White water areas :.30 i 190
flat water areas lil :.55 ! 13: l:.?9 1
Aural areas ‘.*0
i
1-9 '
’3 1
Suburban areas
Urban areas :.i3 1 1^1 !:.52 1
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62.
"'<1 •wkluktk lalkctkd Outdoor Advantur* proqraaain th« following aociotal sotcinqa and aoonciaa! ^ ’
Educational Institution basad oroqraoi no 2.56 139 3.04
Coiuunity Organization basad prograa 184 2.23 171 2.80
Programs with Spaeial Naada populations 167 2.35 169 2.82
f^dcrestion Agency based programs
184 2.16 190 2.35
Human Service Agency based program
173 2.30 173 2.80
63.
S«l«ct, organiza, conduct and avaiuata saiactad Outdoor Advantura
activitiaa and axpariancaa with tha following aga arouoa:
Pra-adolascant 180 2.27 183 2.63
Adolascant 82 2.84 81 3.38 i
Collaga studants
.
124 2.63 122 3.18 1
Young adults 143 2.54 138 3.03
1
Adult 159 2.41 161 2.91 1
Sanior citlzans 200 2.03 202 2.35
Special populations 162 2.40 174 2.80
64.
Soloct, orqanizo, conduct and •valuato solocttd Outdoor Advonturo prograa
in tho following tirao oeriods:
1
Short-tarm resident (2-4 days! 88 2.80 39 3.33 i
Long-term resident (5 or more days) 104 2.73 84 3.38 i
Single day programs 111 2.71 114 3.19 1
ona-half (^) day programs 156 2.44 1 167 2.34 1
ona class period (40-60 minutes) 168 2.34 1 179 2.76
65.
Soloct* orqanizo, conduct and evaluata spaclfic activities and experienc
from the following Outdoor .\dventure orogram categories:
s
1
i
Grouo building activities and exoeriences 10 3.o: 1 37 |3.5?
Challenqe/Advanture activities and exoariances 61 2.961 -6 1 2. 55
Outdoor Education and Environmental Education " 2.371 r3 1 3.43
Mature Oriented activities 13. 2.331 13713.05
Environmental Interpretation ’.3 2.561 U3 1 3.03
Outing Sports and outdoor skills
i
" 5 2.7 ::6 1 3.13
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66
.
pra-plannina which focuaas upon participanta, progruobjactlvaa, aciivitiaa, aquipoant, progran aita, logiatiea, la^arahip
and otnar laportant conponanca ot proqran davalopmanc
•
70 2.91 9 3.61
67
.
Plan, organlza and praaant a thorough oriantation for tha oartlcioanta
69 2.92 30 3.63
68 .
l«pla«ant tha logistics nacassarv to conduct > .nd
succassful prograa. Logistics ara tha program, participant, and laada
supports nacassary to carry-out tha prograa, such as traval Itlnarary
and aqulpaant supply strataglas.
31 3.15 7 3.67
69 .
Davalop, conduct, Intarprat, and affactlvaly utiliia tha raaults of
prograa davaiopaanc. 175 2.29 136 3.05
70.
Davalop a rasourca filing svstan for tha colloctinn —a ....
laportant profaaaionai and prograa aatarlaita 159 2.33 142 3.03
71.
Maintain a journal or log to racord parsonal insights and faalings
aa an aid to prograa organization and ovarail docuBantation. U6 2.53 177 2.71
72.
Synthasiza and utiliza axisting rasaarch and oroaraa idaas as a aaana
Of ifflproving prograaaa 137 2.56 102 3.27
COMPETEXCY CATEGORY V
Th« following two (2) Coopocancy SCatanants ara ralatad to
OUTDOOa SULLS AND AUUTIES:
73.
Possaas tha nacassary knowladga, skill and bahavior in tha following
Outdoor Skill cataoorias:
Automobila/Van logistics 96 2. *4 »? ?•}»
C amper af t 37 3.13 58 3.51
Cnvironoiantai Awaranazs and Intarpratatiof 54 Z. ?9 67 3.46
First Aid and Parsonai/Group Safaty 2 3.65 4 3.91
rood salaction and preparation
-1 3.1? 52 3.53
Hiking and Trail cacHniquas
;? }i;; 49 3.54
Navigation and salaction of of f-tha-trail
>1.04 3.55
On-tha-trail activitias and axpariancaa 3.03 57 3.51
Personal and group equipment selection 3 . IZ 3.63
Physical fitnass 13 3.36 63 3.48
aa 1 . *3 118 3.19
Prograa Bahavior (Expadition Bahavior) :o 3. 11 51
Ropacr af
t
34 :.33 SB 3.33
Search and Rescue cechniaues ind srccedur «: :
.
:•? 3.51
ipacial aoda of traval 119 :.67 IIS 3.01
Survival 5' 1.99 "9 3.39
Tooicr aft -5 :.J3 1:3 :.93
Mater Safety procedures 3.:: 'S 3.55
•Veather 1?*
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74.
Possess the necessary leadershio and instructorshio abilitv in the
Outing Sports and/or modes of Travel:
1
BsckpacIcing
{7 3.21 48 3.54I
Bicycle Touring' 171 2.51 195 2.49|
Boating 183 2.24 197 2.4f|
Bouldering 151 2.50 162 2.881
Canoeing, White Water 161 2.40 166 2.34I
Canoeing, flat Water 108 2.67 150 2.99
Casting and Pishing
:o5 1.96 213 2.19
Cross Country Skiing ( Nordic 1 lU 2.53 165 2.86
Dog Sledding 229 1.41 229 1.55
Field Archerv 230 1.38 !3r l.-j
Hang Gliding 227 1.54 227 1.65
Hiking and Walking 58 2.98 113 3.19
Ice Climbing 221 1.74 223 1.91
Kayaking, Ocean 1.71 224 1.98
Kayaking, White Water 1.93 211 2.22
Mount ai.n««rinq 121 2.66 1 147 3.01
1
Orienteering 62 2.96 99 3.28 1
Rafting, White Water 197 2.08 204 2.33
Rock Climbing and Rappelling 107 2.72 132 2.09
Sailing 209 1.36 214 2.14
Skating iice) '22 ’.22 225 1.79
Snowshoaing ISfi 2.20 294 2.4®
Sport Parachuting 228 1.51 228 1.57 1
Spelunking (Caving) 202 2.03 205 2.33 1
Survival ’9 2.35 110 3.23 1
Trail Riding with Animals 210 1.84 220 1.97
1
1
•
!
COMPETENCY CATEGORY VI
The followinq fourteen 1x4) Competency Statements are related to
ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS. t'NDEHSTANOINC AND ACTION:
75.
Poster within participants an awareness of Planet Earth which leads to
appreciation, understanding and action toward maintaining a quality
environment
•
76.
Oemonstrate a basic Icnowledge and field application of the dynMics of
natural and cultural environmental systems ; including the tundamental
concepts of Ecology.
Understand the history of the environmenfal movement and be able to share
highlights of the movement with participants.
78
,
5erve as an environmental xnteroretor duri.ng programs by revealing
meanings and insights aoout c.-.e natural and cultural environments.
Exoiain to participants appropriate local, state, r^ional national
and international environmental problems and possible
jolutioi^ .
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Aaoiot in tho oltorinq or chonoinq of porticipont* i »tt_i^udo*__v»luM
ond bohoviora toward tho onvironaont by oncouroging oni/i .1
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81 2.81
82.
Exaaino hia/hor own onvironmontol oroludlcoa ond oiainforootion ond
•obo concartod offort to chonqo if nocoaaory. 1.03 1.28
83.
Bocoao conatructlvoly involvod in onytronantol eoneorna ond aolutiona
by donating tino, anorgy ond/or raaoureaa to at laoat ona local, atota,
tagionol, national ond/or intarnotionol anvixonaontol organization or
•iforv. 19! 2.09 203 2.31
84
Davolop within portlciponta 0 variaty of anvironaantolly coaeotibla
l^iaura_£i^^^ and coapotoncioa for poraonoi racraation purauita. l!0 2.30 171 2.80
85.
'7*ili*4 10 prograaa tha act^vi£ijea_ond_tachni3uas_of_^nviron«ant^Education
,
which la an intagratad aducational procaaa daaling with
huaankind' a intarraiationahip with natural and cultural factora. 127 2.62 129 3.13
86 .
87
Know tha anviron«ental_iaoact_of_soacificOutdoor_Advantura_activi_tiM
^nd^_ax£arianca^ and incorporata thia Knowladga and undaratanding into
tha daaign and oporation of prograaa; uaa no-traco, low lapact
Raduca conauaption and pollution by ancouraging tha uaa of raeyelad
.
.renawabla_and_biode2ra£^a_groducta_and_«ateriaJ^.
3.70
3.17
88
89.
90.
91.
92
93.
94
.
95 .
Whan poaaibla, and not at tha axpanaa of aafaty, purchaaa and/or aaKa
Outdoor Advantura aquipaant and suppllaa that affactivaly utillza
renawabla raaoureaa. 2.66 1S6
COMPETENCY CATEGORY VII
Tha following eighteen (18) Coapetency Stateaenta are related to
naST AlO AND SAFETY
Analyze and apply with confldance and expartiae the proper physical and
emotional first aid and impleeent tha necessary action plans to insure
tha healtn and safety of all members of tha group.
Apply basic onvsioloqical and osvcnoloqieal understandings of the human
bo^ to insure not only participant safety, but their involvement in the
activities and experiences as wall.
3.53
Oasign and have availabla for immediate use a well equiped First Aid Kit
appropriate to the activity, the participants, and the environmental
conditions.
3.12
Develop and communicate, for each program, appropriate Safety Systems
and related procedures which will become operational in tne event of
of an accident and/or rescue situation.
Organize and carry-out a comprehensive search and rescue plan appropriatt
to tha program, the participants, and the environmental conditions.
9 3.50
Implement, snould a survival situation occur, the basic tec.nnioues and
methods of human survival i.n a given setting and/or situation.
Develop or ootai.". sound or accepted written safec. oroceoures ana colicie
wnicn are accessaoie to staff and selected participants; such procedures
and understandings shall be developed for each adventure activity and
modified .hen .necessary to acccmodate other crccram .ari^olys.
3.20 I 19
3. 33
3.54
3.95
3. 95
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.
Earn and maintain currant cartiflcation In thn foilowlnq Firat Aid
and Salaty araaai
Rad Cross Standard Firat Aid & Parsonai Safatv
Rad Cross Advancad First Aid 6 Emarqancy Cara
Enarqancy Madicai Tachnieian (E.M.T.)
Rad Cross Cardiopulmonary Raausitation (C.P.R.)
HaiffllicR Hanauvar or Rad Cross Abdominal Thrust
Rad Cross Advancad LlEa Saving, or YMCA Lilaaav
or Boy Scout Lifa Guard or chair aquivalant
Rad Cross Watar Safaty Instructor IW.S.I) or
its aquivalant
177
103
179
2.»g
27 172
3.32 29
3.30
2.27 186
3.13
3.03
2.62
97.
Maintain u£2datad_certi£ication_and^or_^raininq in spaclal activitlss or
program typologias whan such cartiflcation and/or training axists at a
national or ragional laval in cha following:
98.
99.
100 .
101 .
102 ,
Nordic SIci Patrol (National Ski Patrol)
Nordic Ski Instructor (Eastarn Profassional Ski
Touring Inatructor(EPSTI) or aquivalant
Rad Cross Flat Watar Canoaing Instructor
Amar. Canoa Assoc. Whits Water Canoe Instructor
Amar. Canoa Assoc. Kayaking Instructor
Amar. Camping Assoc. Outdoor Leadership Skills
Junior Maine Guide
National Outward Bound School Instructor
National Outdoor Leadership School Instructor
Wilderness Users Education Association
217 1.77 222
21J
207 1.90
: i3 1.78 1212
198 2.08 1208
1.61 1226
1.75 1221
212 1.83 217
213 1.79 3219
1.93
2.13
2.10
2.29
1.68
1.94
Know and instruct the mos,t sanitary and ecologically sound methods
of personal and group sanitation .
Understand the nature of and the implications and uses of personal health
records, participant contracts and written permission statements.
3.34
2.93
Convey the rationale for and tha implementation of a non-druq-use policy
and the resulting actions in the event of violation.
Understand and convey the preventive aspects of personal and
group health and safety .
t.morovise equipment , supplies and materials for first aid, safety, and
rescue when normal support, equipment and materials are not available.
Operate E..<.3. neart moni top v’l^'equipment and assist in setting up an
i.ntr avenous reeding system .js a hospital emergency rpom.
.<eep aoreast of rurrent practices and new i.hforT.ation in health and safet
by attending training sessions, refresher courses, reading professional
publications, and continuing in-service practice.
30 3.16
3.61
2.73
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105.
Collact, racord and cowaunlcata tha nacaaaarv accidant. haalth and aafatv
10 1.39 10 1.71raoort Information In tha avant of an accidant or iniurv.
106.
Implaaant a rlalt manaqamant olan that coordlnataa all oaraonnal
proqram actlvitiaa, and loqiatieal oparatlona In ordar to pravant
and/or laaaan tna savarlty of accldanta and injurlaa. 75 2.S7 55 1.53
CQMPrrENCY CATEGORY VT I
I
Tha followinq tavan (7> Compatancy Stacanants ara raiacad to
ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
107.
Acespt tho authority and rasponslbiiltv' of aasiatino laaa axoariancad and
laaa knowladqaabia staff In saiactina. oraanizina and conduecino prnnranii
U9 2.55 16 3.6t
108.
Accapt, or challanqa, whan approprlata. tha oollciaa. olana and oroorama
dalaqatad bv too manaaamant and ba aola to iiBoionont cKam with tko
program staff and othar availabia raaourcaa. 89 2.78 40 1.51
109.
Function aa a luoarvisor bv accaotlna raaoonaibilitv for taachino
ancouraging and anabiing ail Individuals Involvad in tha program to maka
tna bast usa of thair abilitias and availabia raaourcaa. lOI 2.71 17 3.67
110.
Und.ratand th. laoal aap.cta of Outdoor Advantura orooraas and sarvicaa.
particularly tha olmansiona of laqal liability and inauranca. 94 2.75 12 1.62
111. Salact. orqaniza and conduct fund ralaina actlvitiaa for ona‘
a
aqancy or orqanlzatlon. 2U 1.83 199 2.41
112
Raaaarch. wrlta and eraaant fund raiainq oroDoiala and qrant raouaata
to proapactiva public and privata financial support orqanizationa.
218 1.76 191 2.54
113
Davalop and dafand raallatlc budqats and oparata within tha
lloltatlona lapoaad by aaid budqata. 165 2.18 85 3.37
CQMPETEMCY CATSgQRY IX
Tha followinq twalva (12) Compatancy Statamants aro ralated to
FACIUTIES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES :
114.
Raaaarch. salact and ourchaaa tha most oractical and safe equipmant,
suppliss, and .satsrials uasd in ths outdoor programa 95 2.74 21 1.66
115.
Diacriminats bstwssn environmentallv and sociallv comoatibia tacilitisa.
113 :.7o 87 3.31•auiDRisnt and suppliss. and thoss that ars not.
116.
Asaambla, oparata and provida adaquata maintenance of all equipment
.nH aiippiia* in accordance with manufacturer's and/or orof essionally
rscommsndsd standardSe
3.93 “ 3..!
117.
.9^
Qnarata and maintain s?" IBM comouter and bo able to design and Ray puncr
an Outdoor Program .9^'^sds Aassssmsne Surveya
;i3 i;:3 233 1.15
:si :,:5 164 :.ijIIS.
Annlv whan aonrooriate sl.ta and facility standards and requirements
davalooed by local governing ooardt and/or regional and national organi.
such as Boards of Haalth, Building Inspectors, O.S.H.A., Sat'L. Youtn C.
n3 2. ?4 5- i.i*119.
Secure tne necessary licenses, oermits. and written cermissions from
landowners or land managers on wnose property tne program is to be
conductede
211
11 .
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120.
Provlda adaquac* nalntananca of all aaulpraant. facxlitios. and
suDDliaa uaad In soaclflc oroarama.
42 3.08 33 1.32
121.
Undarstand tha principlaa of dasiqn and construction of facilitiaa utiich
Incorporata not only tha appropnata tacKnoloqy but also tha undaratandii
of salactad bahavorial aciancas, such as huaan psycholoqy and socioloqy. :o3 2.02 196 2.48
122.
Aasaabla, oparata and maintain prograa aqulpraant and suppllas
In accordanca with manufacturar ‘ s and/or prof assionallv
raeoausandad standards. 43 1.03 72 3.44
123.
Know tha naads of spacial populations and tha modified facllitias
and/or aquipmant raauirad to raaat thasa naari«. 149 2.31 113 1.03
124.
Posaass a currant motor vahicla operator's license and be able to
oporato and baaicaily oaintaxn a motor vohxciOa 43 l.OS 86 1.13
12S.
CxacutO a safatv chock of ail facilitios. oauiomont and auDnIiaa
prior to use in proqraaa. 9 3.43 11 3.72
COMPETENCY CATEGORY X
TtiP folXoMing thlrtppn (ii) Compptpncy St«tpa«nts atp r«X«t*d to
PKOFCSSIONALISM:
126.
Oovoiop iOAOdiato and ionq ranqo porsonai and Drofossional aoaia and
obioctLvoa conaiatont with tho loodor'a incoroscs nood« and AXDArcia*. 16 .68 117 3 .18
127.
Convoy tho ohiloaoDhv. content and nothods of Outdoor Advontxiro to orocr;
participants, paronts/guardians, agency personnel, and che general public 91 .78 69 .43
128.
Become active in at least one national and/or regional professional
oraaniiation. L70 !.31 176 !.79 1
129.
Contribute to studies, commissions and i nvest iqations sponsored by
professional and/or public/private organizations and agencies involved
in Outdoor Adventure.
198 2.08 189 2.58
130.
Keep abreast of chances in the field by readme, observinc and discussmc
as wail as attandinq pra-sarvica and m-service training programs. 100 2.73 96 3.29
131.
Prepare articles for oublication in professional journals and mua
oresencacions at orocessional oatherinas.
L-6
^i6
1
L.77 [209 2.26
132.
Develop and maintain an updated oortfolio containing a documentation
of professional related experience and training. 164 :.38 |l87 2.60
133.
.Haintain hich standards of cualitv in written materials produced in
association with ons's program and agency. 111 2.69 Ui:! 3. IS
134
Understand the orofession by becoming familiar with the range of
proiessionai resources including people, places, and print/non-print
maceriais.
134 :.:3
I‘=-
3.13
135
utilize when appropriate . the services of 'ederal. State and local
icencies and orcaniiaticns responsible for education, recreation,
human services and environmental afrairs.
163 2.39
212
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136. Attend a ona-day regional national school, clinic or workshop in order
to bteamt a gtrtlfied 0>.\6.oor Adventure Leader.
:o4 2.01 212 2.19
137.
Und^rstwd Federal, Stats and Local ladislacion. rsouiationa and oolicxaa
affecting the Outdoor Adventure field. U2 2.6J 101 3.27
138.
Contributs to ths advancamsnt of ths orofssaxon bv wlllinalv conAunicacina
and assisting others who are in, or entering the field, information on
one's professional sxparlancas and understandings. 117 2.68 106 3.23
1
139.
COMPETENCY CATEGORY XI 1
The following six (6) Competency Statements are related to 1
evaluation and ASSESSMENT; I
conduct and intororst final or oroduct evaluation focuaina unon th.
overall success of tne program in line with the originally stated ob^ectxv
in order to identify, what went well and what needs improvement. 128 2.61 61
3.49
140.
O^sld^t conduct and interpret on^aoxna or orocess evaluation durina the
program as a means to improve the program and more clearly meet the needs
and expectations of the participants and the sponsoring agency. 90 2.78 66 3.47
141.
Perform continual staff evaluation which focuses unon oersonsi and near
lesdersbip effectiveness and performsnes. 130 2.59 so 3.33
142.
Conduct needs assessment on the oarticiosnts . the communities served, and
the sponsoring agency in order to select and implement programs to meet
thm identified needs and interests. 170 2.28 123 3.16
143.
i^scord imagss. imprsssions and feslinqs in a qroup loq and/or oersonal
3ournsl as an evaluation aid. 137 2.42 181 2.73
144.
Sslsct, conduct and interpret recoqnized standard evaluation and assessmen
instruments, such as the Tennessee Self-Conceot Scale. Coonersmith Seif-£s
Inventories, and Sociometric Ouestionnaires.
t
' 225 1.68 216 2.12
COMPETENCY CATEGORY XII
Tha following six (61 Compacancy Statements are related to
thenos'and issl'ES
145.
Identify selected kev issues confronting the Outdoor Adventure field and
implement solutions to those issues appropriate to one's wor< setting* 190 .14 153 1 ;
146.
Identify selected confronting the Outdoor Adventure field and be
able CO incorporate, when appropriate, their meaning into program design
and operation.
188 2.17 157 2 . 92
147.
Keeo .> oersoective on new research oresent societal exoect ations . ar.d
chanaina oersonal needs and interests as keys to identifying future
trends and issues.
137 2.19 159 2.91
148.
View all National Geoaraohic Teievisv^^'^ Soeciais as a means of
perceiving national environmental^.:, '.nds and issues. 231 1.33 230 1. . -5
149
Understand the pro and con debate over regional and/or national
Outdoor Leadershio Certification. 1-2 :.
-c
1
ISO Z.71
ISO
Hav# 9 V* aion of the Outdoor .id*. e.nture orofession that is more than a
projection os tne crenas. Know wnac one wants to create and wnere one
wants CO lead the procession.
:53 2.-1 120 -Mi
213
<twt«l4M»r .UIvciilurv l^utlttrwliip < 4im|M:<cn«>' 5iMrv»ry A\5!kWEU SHEET
214
215
OuUluor
.Ul««..u.r« A>..rv«y AXSMl If SIWliTr
APPENDIX C
RANK ORDER OF ALL COMPETENCIES IN THE
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP COMPETENCY SURVEY
BY LEVEL OF LEADERSHIP
216
217
J
1.
OuUloor Adventure Leudervliip Coiui>etency Survey
VM.UE 1 4aCSStaTIJU., lalHfORTIUIT, laOISIRABU, IsHOT IMrORTMIT
RANK ORDER BY MEANS OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
»Qcc» iTBi : u«» i» wu mwr as a ULUtiLirr hit.
UtmUMMI AUVeynme LEAUKRTU lUi C«*Nrt3VNTTUi
IU])J
oni-ustL
2M
91
'713
•VAil«bi« for i— ua* a wail aquiaad First Aid mt
apprepriata to tha activity, tha parti^ipaata. aad tba aDVironaaatai
coAditiona*
"I^FTxTt Aid and Paraoaai/Oroup Safety
34
Faaaaaa tha nacaaaary physicai fltnaaa to affaetivaiy hafidia tha aafaty
and activity aapaeta of tha propraa.
""
12
^aaaaa Judqaaaot and aaturity nacaaaary to Halt tha activttiaa and
tha participant* a Involvaaant to araaa of tha loadar*a actual cap^liltia
or aaaign araaa of vaahoaaa to aoaaono with tha raquirad ahiiitiaa.
13
Anticioata prohlaaa and act to pravant oituationa that nay ha harmful
to tha participanta. tha program, and/or tha aponaoriog Inatitution
or agancy.
14
Frovida a standard of cars nacaaaary to sx^rviaa and load tho program
aetivitiaa. aa wall as employ propar aafaty aquipaant and procaduraa.
89
Analyxa and apply with eonfldonco and axpartiaa tha propar physical and
amotional first aid and inplomant tha nacaaaary action plana to inaura
tho health and safety of ail aamhara of tha group.
92
Develop and communicata. for each program, appropriate Safety Svstoms
^0^ PToceduree which will baeoaa operational in tha event of
accident and/or "raaeua situation.
125
Kaacuta a safety checlt of all facilltiaa. equipment and supplies
prior to uao in progrMS.
10 iOS
Collect, record and communicata tha nacaaaary accident, health and safety
report Information in the event of an accident or injury. 10 3.jf 10
96a had Cross Standard First Aid 4 Personal Safety :i 3.3S 62 3. 49
3.:12 94
Implement, should a survival situation occur, the basic techniques and
methods of human survival in a given sotting and/or situation.
m pphyaieal fitness
48
Respect tha differences between counseling and therapy : recognise one*s
P*Fsonal qualifications so as not to endanger participants by exceeding
his/her limits of training and experience.
15 98
Know and instruct tha oor^ sanitary and ecologically sound aethoda
of personal and group sanitation.
16 lOO
Convey the rationale for and the implementation of a non»druq«use policy
and the resulting actions in the event of violation.
17 96d Red Cross 'Cardiopulmonary Resusitation tC.P.R.)
101
Understand and convey the preventive aspects of personal and
group health and safety .
96e Heimlick Haneuver or Red Cross Abdominal Thrust | 19
40
Develop a support ive and helping re lationship with participants by lapaj
such qualities as qenuineness. acceptance, empathy, trust and clarity
218
3£
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Outdoor Adventure Lea«ler»lui* Conn»eteiie\’ Sur\'ev
RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
^
OimtUOH ^U}vuvniis LCADCII TI> UE CO.MI*ErE.VT TOt
Know tno onyironoontol laptct at loocific Ouedeor Kdvtnturo Aetivit-...
Knowlodqo 4i»d onOwKt ondi 0, intoop«r.,xon Of pro„».; o,. „o-.r«.. Xow x.p.«’
iitfi Mil rM-
tMTlT^Uni Tum^uvii
!««« M««*
).70
'22
28
TTT
TJT
Allow pArtxeipAOts to •n909 « m oct^vitioo *a4 •xporioneot thot ineludo
physicfti Aod/or pxycholo^icAl risk snd strsss only sftor thoy h«vo
9sinod suffieiont ontry^lovl undTstindino of tho sctivity or
•xnor t »««»»
.
23
•24
A ftockpockina
Porsonoi and group oquipunt •oiaction.
‘25 93
Irganiz* and carry-out a coapranonaivo aaaren and raaeua elan appropriate
Eo tha prograa. tno participants
,
and the anvironoont al conditions.
TSri"26
27
I
r Water seety procedures
^Knowledge that leadership is tied to the leader's personality
-L characteristics, follower's expectations, proqr ae circuost ancea
and the needs and goals of tne gro^l
• iSL
29
73f ’ HiKinq *nd Trsxl tocnniquos
30
Qc 0*“ ootsir. sour.d or scesptod wrxtttn ssfotv oroc»o»ros sr.d coliciswhich ATO scctssAOls to stsff AAd soi^ctso pATCicipshcs; such procodaros
And undor St AOdings shall bo dovolopod for oach advonturc activity and
wodifiod ».hor. necossArv to accswodace orno orhfir
,np •qui
roscuo whon no
pwor.t. supplios and matorials for first Aid, safety, and
e raal support, equipnont and materials are not avaiiafiAOe
31
32
b8 Select and implement the looist ics necessary to conduct a safe andsuccessful prograAe Logistics are the program, participant, and lead#
supports necessary to carry-out the program, such as travel itinerary
and eouionent suoolv strateaiese
46 W'Ork with indiviouals by becoming involved in the £roces^^^o^f__^i^t_efu^oDaerving. questioning and acting.
33 29
Know that modeling is a significant aspect of leadership and that a
leader should not only nave above average saills but also bhowledge
of Its effect upon participants
34
35
3f
37
58
Uhoerstar.g and communicate the rit»sna*e tor
medium tor education.
53
27
recreation and numan services.
ising the outdoors as a
Realize that program planning requires precise poiicies and procedures
in order to provide the participants with a sate and successtul prograt
Master a specific battery of technical. i<i.ls and abilities associated
«ith Outdoor Adventure activities and tne related modes ot travel
necessary to carry out each activity.
7 3b (bcaaocracc
40
90
73i
T7e
Apply basic cnysioxogical and psycnoiocical -nderst anoir.qs of the nuc.ar.
cccy to insure not or.iy participant saiety, but their invoivenent in tne
activities and experiences as well.
Recognize Outdoor Adventure Education as a process of encountering and
solving, m an out-ot-doors or simulated out-ot-ooors setting, exciting
ana daring pnysiologicai
.
psychological and sociological challenges wnich
lead to personal and gro-p awareness and growth
I* Program Behavior (Expedition Behaviorl
jgFood selection and preparation
3.6:im
l3.:3
I
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2 Outtlooi* A*lvciitui*v Lciulcrshiii Coiui»cl«;n«rv Sitrvcv
3
. •a
1
«W
RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
OkUaLl, laiia M nun
<
06
a
a
z
OITUUOM .\U\XXTllUi LiLlDCIt TO UC CU>U*CrEVr TUi jim-uvEk
laea
1
ElRU-LCVti
Ians Haen
42 120
rrovida *dagu«t* n^ntcnanct of >11 >QulDa>nt
.
facilities and
suDDii«« u««d in ao«cifie oroarama.
42 3.01 33 1.32
43 124
Poaaaas a currant motor vahicla oparator'i licanaa and be >bia m
opaxata and basically maintain a motor vakiela. 4) 3.00 •6 ] .35
44 35
Azaur* chat partieipantz davaigp aJcillz in a oroorazaion or ••auantial
BAttilfla a eontroilad anvironaant which will foatar aora auceaaa thai
failura. thua providing aotivation for eontlnuad Invoivaaant in tha
activity*
44 3.05 • 2 3.40
45 122
AajanhXa. oparata and naintain prograa aqulpmant and auppllaa
in aceerdanca with aanuf acturar* a and/or srof aaaionallv
rscommandad atandar'3a7~~~~~~~^~‘^'^“~"~~~‘‘ 45 3.05 72 3.44
46 |g Navigation and aalaction of off-tha^craii ' 46 3.04 45 3.35
47 <MGO
examina his/her own environmental oreiudicoa and misinformation and
make concerted effort to change if necessary. ~
' 47 3.03 97 3.29
48 1 73h I^On-tha-trail activitiaa and airpanancaa
-« 3.03 57 3.51
49 1 65a l^roup building activitiaa and axoariancaa 49 3.03 37 3. if
30
1
. 33 Oiaplay parsonal aocaaranca and bahavior aeoraoriata to tha aroaraacicumaeaneaa
.
tna program goaxa. tha aarvica population, and tha
prograA aponaora*
50 3.03 ,0 3.33
51 , 7 Know tna linitaciona of tha Outdoor Advantura fiald aa wall aa ita
SI 3.03 3.65
32 73n ' Saarch and Raacua tachniauaa and orocadur sr 3.3: 56 3.s;
53 75
Foster witnin participants an awareness of Planet Earth which leads to
appreciation, understanding and action toward aaintaining a quality
environment
.
tT 6 3.39
34 / JC Environaancal Awaranaaa and Intarpracatio 54 .:.99 67 3.46
55 30
Select, organize, conduct jwid evaluate Outdoor Adventure activities and
expariencas that will encourage irouo cooperation and interdaoandance. 55 m QO TO 3.45
>6 10
1 Recognize that Outdoor Adventure Leadership la a orocess which assists an
1
an individual ana/or group to identity goals and oO]ectives and achieve
' those ends through Adventure activities and experiences. 56 65 3.46
57 73p 1 P Survival 1 *9 3.39
38“ 741 [iHiKing and walking :8 :.9fl U3 3.19
47 X.ntervene i.n the event of csvchOiza: c j* crisis on tha Dart of tha oroorparticipant >
a «, 68 3..D
'50 31
hanaoe os vths Icci
c
il and onvsioiooicai stress in participants as an
expected occurrence in certain Outdoor Adventure activities and
experiences
.
eC : : =
'65b I^^Chailenge/Advanture activities and experiences! ^ !• 4« 1 3.::
6 2 74q 1 q Orienteering 1 6: :.96 •« 3.:? 1
63
. 119
1
' Aacure tne necessary licenses oermits and written permissions from
1
landowners or land managers or. unose property tne program is to be
1
conducted.
"5 2. ?• !- 3.::
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64 36
RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
MLTIMIOU AU^UVnilC 1X.U>FJ(TU UE CU.tirt.TE.VT TUt
organxz*, conduct *nd ovoluoto Outdoor Advonturo octivitioo ond
•*P*^^**'*** d«v«iop within individUAia «nd groups swTonoss
undTStsnding snd posit ivf_ sction towsrd tho natural #nd tur si
•nvironmants, ' ' * Tta.
oygiLL kAHt nLtm
tNTtT'UVtt
I«Ak H««A
uru-tmi
t*AB PI«Mt
65 59
Encouraqo actrvitio* and oxportoncao whicn davoloo ikillr and abilitia
wnieh can ba utiiitad throuahout on#' a lifatiaa.
66 !1X6
AssoAolo, oporsco and provido sdoquoto osinttnAnco of ail oquipAont
and auppliaa in accordanca with manuf acturar* a and/or arof aaaionaiXv
racomaandad standardsa
Undarstand tha natura of and tha laplieationa and uaaa of paraonal haalth
67
,
i facorda, participant contracts and wri ttan oarwiaaion atatamanta a
68 16
Saiact, organiia. conduct and avaiuata Outdoor Advantura activitiaa and
axpariancaa which will allow participant's to acquira and uaa anvironaai
sound living and laarninq skills and tachniquaso
69 67
Plan, organiia and prasant a thorough orientation for tha oarticioants
prior to thair actual program involvamant
70
71
|72
I
73
i 74
Carry-out staff pre-planning whicn focuses upon participants, program
objectives, activities, equipment, program site, logistics, iaadarship'
and other important components of program development.
61a l^.aacxcouncry wiidarnass areas
25
Recognize the potential psychologica l
.
sociological and physiological
impact of high adventure activities and experiences upon particiD«nt.
St att and agency*
96b Red Cross Advanced First Aid A Emergency Care
19
Utilize the principles of followershis
.
which allows group memoers to s*
in a democratic role, thus retaining tne capacity to suggest, cricize
and evaluate the leaders.
75 L06
37
Implement a risx mar.ocement clan that coordinates all personnel,
program activities, and logistical operations in order to prevent
and/or lesser, tne seventy of accidents and injuries.
Reduce consumption and pollution by encouraging tne use of recycled .
renewaple and biodegriple products and maceriais.
]c Outdoor Education and Environmental Education
develop a.'io oe aoie to «rticuiate • personal and professiona. onilosoony
or Qjtoocf Aaventure wnich la co-mpatiole witn the pnixosopny ger.era**y
accepted by tne cieia and tne sponsoring agency.
» 79
= 0
74v
26
Fo.low ar. educationally ettective step- cv- step progression -nen introdu<
and icadi.'.q Adventure ac
1
1 vi ti es '’anc experiences.
Assist in tne altering or changing of participant’s at t ituoe^
31
TT
nd oenaviofs toward the environment by encouraging environmental
awareness ana reintorcing positive oenavior.
1
c Adolescent
221
i
5.
OnUluor AdvcuUu-c Lcudcrsliip Coni|»«t«uc>- S.w-ircy
a
•
KAWK. order of all entry-level competencies
0>IRi IM*
a
z uiniMioK .lutuvniu: uiuieu tu iik rufutrEvr-nM 1CMtlV- UVtL
Ha an
um-uvu
83 60
2.84 so 3.39
64 / jm {'- Ropaeraft
84 2.88 81 3.33
85
"Tag
23 JITir'-,'
">4 •vRiuatR Outdoor Advonturo acTlvitioA uid
pr;jr»“ 4.v.lop,.nt or . oxv.n ,roup"? 8S 2.13 64 3.48
73s
1
* H«ath«r H :.8: 107 3.24
87 18 Appropriitoly omploy tno propor «tyl. or l.«lor jhio-.utoor.r.
^******"^*^*^* in^vidu»i t * )
,
th« qroup^ 4nd th« situftcion. 87 2.11 82 3.38
88 64a
1
ftShort-c«ra r«»d«nt (2-4 days)
_
*8 2.80 89 3.33
108 Aceopt, or ch*llon<jo. whtn Appropriato. tho policioi. olans and oroaranij89
89 2.78 3. SIprOQrAn staff and otnar avaxiabia raaourcaa. 40
90 140
1
Dasiqn, conduct and intarprat on^ooxno or orocass avaluation durina eh«
program as a maans to improva tha program and mora ciaariy maat tha naads
and axpactations of tha participants and tha sponsoring agancy. 90 2.78 66 3.47
91 127
Coiw«2 .tn« pftilojopnv. contont tnd m«thod« ot Outdoor Advonturo to orooriporticjFon.o. poront j/guordiono, ogoncy porionnol, ind tno gonoral puBiK 91 :.78 69 3. 43
92 32
Employ cna erooia'^-soivino acoroach in ordar to maximiza aarsonai
growth and group cooparationo 92 11 ; 3.22
93 56
Apply tna usa of as many human sansas as ooasibla to anaura incaoraeiai
of both awaranass and laarmng. 93 130 3.11
94 Understand tha laaai asoacts of Outdoor Adventure oroorams and services.IXU particularly tna dimensions of legal liability and insurance. 9i 32 3.6:
95 114 1
.‘^esaaren. select and curcnasa the most oractical and safe aouipmant.
' supplies, and matarials used in tha outdoor program. 95 3. S'!
96 / Ja
1
A Autofflobila/Van logistics 96 2. *- «} 3.:5
97 8
Understand tna pniiosoonv and oractices of Experiential Education wnich
1
uses experience as tn% mam mode of inquiry in tne education process.
i
=- 3.-3
08
L -- - -
7 3k Physiology and Nutrition IC ;.‘3 3.19
00 45 actions of botn ir.oividuais ano groups. 19 :.‘3 131 3.10
^90 130
—
r
f-
Keep abreast of cnar.oes in the field by readino observino and discussino
** we*i as attending pre-service and in-service training programs. |;oo :.*3 96 . 7
'0
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RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
<
d;
2
a ULTIMJOK .U>\llVn'll£ IX-VOUI TU UL CO>lPI.TtAT Tl»i xnv-unk
a ana n« aa
1
uru>um
]
101 i 109
•neourigimj ana anabiinq «li indivxduaia involved iii the pioqraa'^ca oaKo
tft« b*4t uj# of thtir AbiXitivs And AvulAbl* tAsoarcAAd 101 2. 73 17 s.t
T KAAp AbrtAAt a< currtnt 9rACt;c«s ir.d haw infornacion in htAlth And102 ' 104 oy Actcnaing trAxnin<3 AAsaionA. rtfrAAn«r ceursAS, rtAdin^ profAtAionAipubliCACionj, And contjinuinq in-A#rv&cA pTACCicA. lo: 2.7) 103 3.:i
103 ' 96£ i RAd CroAd AdvAncAd LKa Savxa^, or YNCA t^fASAv 10) :.7j 1-1 3 03
104 i 96a or toy Scout Lifo Quord or cbAir oquiVAiAAC
105 1 64c IbLonq-tora roAidont (S or ooro doya) loa 2.7i 14 J.M
-
-1
in
bAAian progrAoa that uao indioonoua (iocai) roaourcAa and rooDoct and
rAfioct thA loCAi cuicuTA Anii onvironaont. 10) 2.7) uo 3.04
10 49 1
OffAr DATticxoAnta brAAdth or AXDAriAncaa bv providinq aovorAl Outdoor
AdvontuTA ACtivitiAA and/or AxporiAncAa in a qivAn raaidAnt proqraa
unloAA aa&d proqrAA x» dAaxqnod to bo spocxaiirAdd 106 2,7) 100 3.21
"TUB"" 72rrt Rocit Cliabing and RappAliinq 107 2.7* 132 2.00
109
Oin
SAlACt, orqanixA. conduct and Avaluato proqraoa chat rAflACt tho
auAlitXAA of variAtv. croacivity and challAnaA. 100 :.'R 01 3.33
'
Load Darticioantt '•bo ooasoaa divorso bactarounds and diffarant fravoa
110 20 rAfArancA. auen aa . Acnnxc. raciai. qAograpbic. aociai and rAiiqxoua« u* 2.-: 116 3.20
111 65f Outing Sporta and outdoor sicilla lie 2.71 126 3.1)
frrz 64c IcSingio day programa 2.-1 lla 3.10
1 113
j
21
AcRnowlAOgA thA naad and posaoaa thA ability to diplonatically aaaign
scACific .AadArshiD rAaDonaibi li ti Aa to naiabara of tna group.
1
;i: 100 3.:i
' 114
1
1
Oiacrinir.atA batwaon Anviror.mAnci.lv »nd aociall> comoacibia facilicioa
115 Aouiamort ar.o suceiiaa. and thosa c.nat ara not. 113 :.'c S'
H
3.3^
ins
1
1
133
Maintain nion stansarda of ouaiitv in wriccAn macariaii sroducaa in
aaa&ciation ^itn ona's program and agancy. 11- :.69 !.;s
1 116
1
126
Davaiop immadiaca and long ranga paraonal and trctasaional ooala and
3C>A;t;vAa conaistant with tha laadar's incaraata naaaa ar.o axeartisa. llO ;.6S i;: 3.18
!i17
i
138
Iconcribuco to tha advancamant of tr.a orofaiaior bv «rfillingly oom«unicacin<
land aaaiating othars wno ara ^n. or ancari.ng tha fiaid, inrormation on
or.a's profasaional axpariancas and andar at andinga
.
)
:.66 ICft 3.:;
TTB
'4f j tCanoaing. f.at «atar i -.IT 1 1
11?
-3o ) I"' Spacia* moda ot traval 1 1
2C
i
68
l«r.an pcaaiola, and not at tha axpanaa or aaiacy. purenasa and/or maxa
Outdoor Advantura aquipmant and suppiias that affactivaly utilita
1
2. 5B 156 2. ?5
^
--
74p j 1 p Mount ainaar
ing i " i ..St 3.::
i i. 21
122
<ir.«.r.r»nn F.ii.ril st*t€ enfl Locil ;»a;il»ci3n r»3uliticns »r.d poiiciet
2 . t)
. 137 aftaccing tha Outdoor Advantura fiaid. ...
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RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
3 • avUAU. Am. mum
X i9
C UITIMJOK .WiXaTlTIIC LE.\UMt TO Ui: CUDU^TIAT TWi ciinr um
HesA
Om-LKVU
123 43 123 2.6S 134 3.06
124 63c |'CoH«g« icudant*
.
124 2.63 3.11
125
Conv.y
. d^Mie^-S«ni. of Mond.r- .nd
-Jov- rMudioo -
US 2.63 63 2.18
126 1
Cmentcrac* an undaratandinq of tha phUoaooBxcal foundation, of n..,doo,
-S-. aa tn. oaa.a for pr.a."
126 2.63 76 3.41
127 85
^*^^^** pro^raff* tha accivxciaa and tachniauas of environmental
Ounanaind'a intarralationahip with natural and cultural factora. 127 2.62 129 3.13
^
>
139
1.
Oaaiqn, conduct and intarprat final or croduct avaluation focuamo uoon to
ovaraii succaas of tna program in lina with tha originally atatad obiactivin ordar to idantify what want wall and what naada inprovaiaant« 128 :.6i 61 3.49
! 58
Allow p»rtieio*nts to snaro in soloctod arpocts of laloetinc oraaniiii
129
.
129 2.61 151 2.98
13'J 141 l^adarahip af f activanaaa and parformancta 130 2.59 50 2.5;
131 61b jb Mountain araaa 131 ..!9 153 ;.?6
13 > 22
ialaet arcrepriata aocroacnaa and strateoias of Outdoor Adventure
and aocracic guaationing method*
u: 2. 93 3.31
13J 65d I^Natura Oriantad activitiaa 13!' :.sj 137 3.35
-r.oarst^nd tne crcrvssior. by bacomina famiiiir witn th# rann. rtf
! : ^4
1
134 ?
m
***iijna* resources including people, places, and princ/non^crint
•cerials.
:.:9 3.15
: 1 . j 65e Environmantal Interpretation 125 2.56 1-3 3.:;-
i~' Select, organize, conduct and evaluate Outdoor Adventure Droarama whict
136 • 54
are not tound in the normal course ot life and are char acterized bv
containing elements of riax, stress, cnailenge and adventure*
136 128
'
3.15
;
137
1
72
Svnthesize and utilise existino research and crooram ideas aa a meana
ox improving programa. lit 2. 56 :o: 3.::
i 41
fractice carticisant cr c * i ent - rent ered counseAino wnich assists the
individual to maxe self-determined and responsio*e choices as a
realization of nis/her potential.
138 2. 56 3.32
p Ic-ept the authoritv and resoonsibi-it v of assiatino .ess exoeriencec ar.s
' 13" 107 less xr.owiedoeaD.e staff in selecting, organizing ana conducting programs
-ir.
”7'”T
o2a |a Educational Institution based program i 1-C
141 61r r 1^ flat water areas
!i1 1
. 11 l:.==
— t—
1 Understand tne cooni t i ve i r at icnal ) , ar : ect ive ' f eel i nos ) ano psycno-mot
1h2 39 ohvsical! domains of .earnina and oe atie to maxe tuii use of these 142 2.55 115 } .
I
domains in ccr.aucting activities and experiences.
22
4>utduur Advcu(a«rc Lcudcr»lii|» Coui|»vU:ucy Sur\'cy
RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
OLTDOOK .\utx.vniu: LUVUCltTU UC CO.>U>LTtAT‘n>i
ivT niff
UTlT-UVtl ci»n.ixvti
l«nk M«
1^3 63d 'Younq iduits
1«U 74h ‘Cro«» Country (Nordic)
H ToolcroYt145 130.
146 71
to roeerd p.r.onoi in.Kjht. «,d fooling,on Old CO progroa orgoniiotion ond ovoroll docuaontotion. ’
147 42
eounoolina or quidoneo oo o vohielo for group eooporotiof
*nd xndividu*4 development.
148 37
IiBpI«ni«nt s«l«cc*d cauniaiinq and pT«onal d«vloprBTH nr>fqx«8 which4r« •ffcctiv* ind «ppropri«t* in Outdoor Adventure pro^rMs.
149
I
123
Know cho n««ds ot spociAl populations snd ch« modifiod ficilitisind/or equiomont r«duir«d to most thoso noods.
150 84
Oovslop within psrtieipants « vsrioty ot onvironmonfily cowpstibio
ind conpottncios for porsonol rocrostion pursuics.
151 74d |d douldorinq
I
Soioct, orqsnizo. conduct *nd •valuot* proqraws which rofloct tho
152 I 55 !>B-*Cj,fAC psychological, phvaioloqicsl snd sociological noods <f.dintefst3 of tho participsntjo
153 1 38
^PP*y spociil human growth and dovloomon t osttorni
. includii
psychological, sociological and pnyaidlogicai char acton sties of tha
participants
,
.and b« abla to nodify or adjust leadership ncthodology
and/or program activities accordingly.
13?
154 ! 52
Select and develop programs that can be both task and developmental
Of ; anted depending upon the agency, the participants, and the
program circumstances.
•ivifonmenta .ntersr tor during programs by revealing
155 I 78 i^eanings ano .nsignts aoo«t tr.e natural and cultural environments.
-f
64d l^cne-half (Hi day programs
.57
143
rtecord images, impressions and feelings in a arouo ioo and/or cersonai
:ouf na* as an evaluation aid. ' ^e;
tr.e Outdoor
.58 150
bi
rojection c: tne trends. Know
«n
1
5 to lead tne pr o x e s s i o r.
.
e s £ : 1 r. t.'-.at is more than a
o.ne uar.ta to create ana where one
59 63e
L
—f.SJu.
-M
1.61
ura.fc areas
l! I:.
|e Canoeing, White Water
I
[Special populations
.63 135
. 132
. 04
t.-.se, wnen appropriate, t.-ie servi
_l_TrT;es ir.d org ar.i rat i ons responsic-e icr eaucacion.
un an services anc environment aftairs.
:: federal State and Local
recreation
,
2
,
upd.t.d portfciij containing a document atio
j
s.f protessionji related experience ana training.
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i OuUlour Advcutaif**; Lcudcnlup Coiui»ct4;u«:y Survey
9 *
m
ur Ai.d- fcNTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
<
X :
:
uirruouic .lu^iivixiu: LC.u>tj( tu uc cu.tiit.'njvTTUi 1CMTIT-
lens
UVKL
Mesa
a*tt-ixvti
laaa Haaa
L6S 113
Davalop and datand raaliicae Budqata and oparata witiun chaiapos«d by a&id budq^ts*
US l.H IS 3.37
1.66 24
Pr«p«r« bth4vorial obTctiva b«««d uoon idcntif Leaeian at
•9«ney and laadar naada 2.31 134 2.95
ib 7 6 3c |e Proqrana uxth Spaeial blaada papulatlona u: 2.35 U9 :.I2
168 64e |a ona cl ana pariod (40-«0 ainutaa) u« 2.34 179 :.7«
Oavalop a rajourea filinq lytcain for tha eoilaccian and
169 70 uia o( important prota.alonii' and proqrai. aatariall. 2.33 142 3.03
170 128
1
Bacoma activa in at Xaaat
oraanization.
one national and/or regional profeeaionai
STO 2.2. 179 2. T9
171
j
74b pBicyela Touring' in 2.31 193 2.49
172
1
149
•J.-.darjtar.d tha pro ana eon daoata ovar raqional and/or national
Outdoor LaadarsiMD Cart 1 1 icit ion . 1
1 * • :.3o ;fo I.TS
173
:
62e 1
1
le Human Service Agency based program 2.30' 175 2.10
1
174 ' 61e 1 pwhite water areas Ki 2.30 1 l»0 2.92 1
175 169 1
Oavalop, conduct, intarprat, and affactivaly utiliza tha raaulta>of
naad irivantorxaa and oartieibant aurvavs aa an inoortant raaourca for
i
I program davaiopmanta
176 1 142
Conduct naada assaas-Ti^nt on tha oarticioAncs tho ronunum r i •«
1
tha aponaorxng agancy in ordar to aaiact and implamant prograna to maat
j
tha idantifiad naada and intaraataa i'6 125 3.U
177 '96c Emergency Hedieal Technician (E.n.T.) I" i;: 2.72
178 I61d IdWild river areas •.-S ;.2' 19^ :.9e
179 R.a Cro.s w.t.r S.tety In.tructor ivi.s.l) or 1'9 2.:' 189 2.62
nr? 96g
“CTa"
Its equivalent
1^30 1 aPre* adolescent ISO 1950
2.65
131 118
Aooiv wner. ascrooriata aica and facilitv standards and raouiramanta
oave^oped oy local governing coards and/or regional and national organi
$ucn a» Boards of Haalth. cuilding Inspectors O.S.H.A., Nacl. Youtn C
Saletv Act lecislatior and American Camoir.o Aaaociacion stanoarda.
:=; le* ;.s;
—
Enoiov orinciplas of “ Cluster Proaramming*’ . in which activities and
l'J2 51
experiences that demand similar atcills and interests are comoinao
togatner. such as bouldaring, rocic ciinibing and rivar/spaca crossings*
IS. 2. .6 193 2.70
[
1 133 ',74c Ic Boating ;a3
10“
:.-f|
;
134 b2b 'p Community Organisation based program :.io 1
!
' 0
Know and Pa able to employ in Outaoor Adventure programs appropriate
r-nmenral related ruciic and srivate oroarams. services ana
1
j
r esour ces
.
••
1
74v * 1 ** Snowshoeing
4 Of i 29-
1&7
'
•
-ax#»r*-- "resent societal expectations, and
1
,147 Ichancino oersonai need* ana irrerests aS «ieys to identifying future - *0 • **o • 1* !
J jtrenos aoo issues.
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4,1 mIh a«1 Wa.
1
2
a
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OLTuouii Au^tivniu: lc.\deic tu lie cuMi'cruvr Tut
--
1
tunu
teoo
LIVtL
naaa
1
•
om-LXvu
lAao na«A
*
138 146
Id«nci<y confronting tho Outdoor Advonturo fioid ond bo
obio to ineorporoto. whon opproprioto. tboir aooning into progroa dooign
ond oporotion. lie a. 17 15T 2.93
139 6 2d Itocrootion Agoncy boood progroaa m Ml 190 2.33
190 145
Identify t«i*et*d it«y issu.i confrontina th« Outdoor Advonturo rioid .nd
impXoBont ooiutiona to thoao ioauoa opproprioto to ono'o work totting. L90 ..U 133 :.93
191 61i 1 Urbon oroot 111 :.i3 192 2.33
132 61h ‘^Suburban orooa I 2.1) 1 2.30
1 33 79
Cxploin to porticipontt opproprioto locol, ttoto, rogionoi. notional
ord intornotionol onvironmoncoi. orobiont ond oottiblo solutiono* 19) Ul 2.60
1 34 61c IcOcoon oroot 191 :.ii 191 2.46
1 35 83
Socono conttructivoly invoivod in onvironmontoi eoncornt ond tolutiont
by donating timo, onorgy ond/or rotourcot to at loott ono locoXo ttoto,
rogionoi, notional ond/or intornotionol onvironoontoi orgonixotien or
19S :.09 203 2.34
1 79f 1 Amor. Comping Aotoe. Outdoor Loodorohio Skillt 2.08 :oe :.:8
l'.)7 74r |ritofting. whito Wotor 197 :.o8 204 2.33
I'ta 129
Contributo to studios, commissions ond invostiootions soontorod bv
protossionol ond/or public/privoco orgonizotiont ond ogonciot invoivod
in Outdoor Advonturo.
198 :.08 189 2.31
199 2
Idontity tno cnooroticol Soundotior.s of oodorn Outdoor Advonturo that
woro dovoiopod in tno nocurol ond sociol seioncot. 199 :.o; 172 2.81
2C0 63f I^Sonior citizona :oo :.03 202 2.33
2il 97c 1 Rod Cross Plot Wotor Conooing Instructor :oi :.o3 200 :..o
202 74x (x Spolunking (Coving) :o: :.03 203 2.33
203 U1
tha Drinciaias of dosion ond construction or fscilitios which
incorporoto not only tho opproprioto tocnnology but olso tno undorstondK
of soloctod Dohovorioi scioncos, such os human psychology ond sociology. :o3 :.c: 196 2.48
204 136 [
Attond 0 ono-doy rogionoi notional school, clinic or workshop in ordor
1 to bacamo*, :erti:H.d O’ -r.oor Advanturo Loadtr. 204 ;.oi 2.19
“Tsr 74q |g Costing ond Pishing ;o) 1.91 213 2.19
206 74o 1 I^KoyoAing, Whito Wotor :o6 1.93 211
207 07d 1 1 Amor. Conoo Assoc, whits Woctr Conoo Instructor :c"
•
^
or
208 77
•wfiOar .. t <nj tht nisisr'- ut \T\m anvironmort il movament ina bo oblo to ihors
i
highlights at :ns mavomer.c with participants. I-' :.:6
~inT lAz 1 ^ Soiling :oo
.
; 31 ;i4
-JIT 74z 1 ! Tr.ii Riding uitn Anim.lj :;o 1.84 220 ;.5-
211 ill j Salact. orooniro ond
conduct fund roisir.o activities for ona's
agency or organization. 1.33 199 :.i;
212 J7i , 1 Il.tion.i Outdoor L.*d*r«Bip Senooi Injtruotor
: .3] :
21 j 97. 1 1 Wildornass Users Education Association ::: . 219 2.21
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RANK ORDER OF ALL ENTRY-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
JOCKS ITDI: USIO IN THIS STUDY H A ULIA.ILITY t.«t
UtmMMIIt .UI^XVIVUE ULVUIJt TU lit: CU.YU'LTUVT Itli
^IUaU IaW AH* WtMl
X 1Ot7ty*UVIL
laAk H«an
1
apo^ixvti
214 ^7a Nordic Ski In.cructor II.«t.rn Prot.a.ianal Ski :u I.7I :i5 2.13
1
Tourinq Inttructardf STI 1 01 aquivUcnc
215 97e 1 1 Aa«r. Cznoe Assoc* Kayaking Instructor :i3 1.78 212 2.04
216
1
131 presentations at processional datherinas. u L.:7 209 2.26
217 97a 1 1 Nordic Ski Patrol (National Ski Patrol) :n 1.77 222 1.93
218
Kosoarch. unto and orasant fund raislnc oroposala and grant raauaata
to proapactiva public and privata financial aupport organisationa*
218 1.76 191 2.54
219 97h 1 National Outward Bound School Instructor 219 1.75 221 1.94
220 4
Know tha acconplishmants and strugglaa of kav oarsons and movamants
in tha davalopaant of Outdoor Advanturo programs and sarvicas* 230 1.75 201 2.40
221 74m |m tea Climbing ::i 1.74 223 1.91
222 V4iP 1 u Skating \ ica
)
::: 1.72 225 1.79
223. {'^Kayaking. Ocaan 223 1.71 ::4 1.98
2241 3 Traca tha historical foundations of orasant Outdoor Advantura oroorams
and sarvicas. 1.71 :o6 2.30
225 144
Salact, conduct and intarpret racognizad standard avaluotion and assessment
::5 1.68 216 2.12Inventories, and Sociometric Questionnaires*
2 >r, 97a 1 Junior Maine Guide ::6 1.61 :;6 1.66
227 74k i jkHang Gliding ::: 1.51 227 l.o5
228 1 1'* Sport Parachuting '2S 1.51 228 1.57
229 741 1 1 1 Dog Sledding 229 1.41 229 1.55
2 50 ^4] I 3 Field Archery 130
..1 4^. -3
2U 148
View all Satior.ai Geccrachic Televisv^."'' Specials as a means of
perceiving national environmental
.
.nds and issues.
1
1.33
23;
23
Oner^ce ^ . K . D . reart xcr.i c sri \ '^equipment and assist in setting up an
' 103 ' feeding Sj stetr.,.,-? a hoipital emergency r:om.
1.30 232
:32
-
, Operate and maintain ISM computer and be aoie to design and ney puncr
3 ' an Outdoor Program .s.“«ds Assessment Survey.
n. 1.26Acciv •.rveories Sv^ncsis drea.i's aralvsis that interpret proolems
2':4 ot nunan growtn anc pers'“^ -.ity aeveicpment.
ic-'-re a h-xar. ?cia:;i“.s j.'Owc LcaOersr.io Decree from one of the
735 2 Ivy Leaque acnooi» pfi'- .eaainq a qroup.
“
.
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‘ OHtdoor Advcatarw LMd«r«Up i
vjugi 4aCssiimM., kutroKTxaT, 2_d(«xiiabu, imam iK»o«tA*r**'
RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
local iitit! oste in nii iraaT it a ullaiilitt tiit.UVIUOOH <lU%'Eyn]ltB LCAUCRTO lUC CUMFeiKaiTTUi
13
IU2»
am-UNtt
Anticipif pro61««« And act to pravant lAtuatlona that nay ba hanful
or ^ancy***^*^^*"**'
'"** ““l/or tha aponaoriog inatltutiaa
>21S
a>is
t««k Mmm
91
Oaal«n and hava availabla for Innadlato uaa a wall aoulood flrat Aid nt
*RP^®P5^*** actiaity, tha partieipanta, and tha anwtmiffi»»i **COAa&tiOAA*
12
3udqM«nc And •Aturity n«c«sc*ry to lioit tho octivttioo owd
tho D4rtieiDont*» involvont to oroM tho loo^or*t octuoi capabiiitio
*ro4o of oookdooote ooooono with tho roquirod obiiitioo.
jortrat Aid and Paraonai/Oroup Safaty
14
Provida a atandard of eara nacaaaary to auparvtaa and load tha proqrM
octivitioo^ oo woll oo oapioy propor oofoty oquipoont ood procoduroo*
89
Anolyso and apply with eonfidoaco aad oicportioo tho propor phvaical and
first aid and ioploaont tho aocoosary aetioa piano to inouro
tho'hoalth and aafoty of all oonboro of tho group*
68
Soloet and iaploooat tho loqiotica aoeoooary to eoaduct a aofo aad
aueeoooful prograo* Logiocieo aro tho progrvi, partieipaat, aad loodo
aupporto aoeoooary to earry^out tho progrMa ouch ao trawoX itiaorary
aad oQuipoont aupply otratogioo*
•
.
92
Dovolop and conauiueato, for oaeh prograo, appropriato Safotv fytooo
and roiatod procodt^oo which will bocooo eporational ia tho ^ont of
of an aceidont aad/or rooeuo oituatioo*
S.M
66
Carryout staff oro^planniad which focuooo upon participaato, prograo
otojoetiwoo, octivitioo, oquipooat, prograo oito, logiotico, loadorohip
and othor iaportaat eoopoaoato of prograo dowolopooat*
10 105
Colloct, roeord and eooouaieato tho nocoooary aceidont. hoaith and aafotv
roport inforoatioa ia tho ovoat of an aceidont or injury*
11 34
Poooooo tho nocoooary phvaical fltnoao to offoetivoly haadlo tho aafoty
and activity aopocto of tho prograo*
12 94
Iaploooat. should a survival situation occur, tho basic tochniquoa and
aothods of human survival in a givon sotting and/or situation*
13 125
14 86
15
16 107
Exocuto a safotv chock of all facilitioo, oquipoont aad supplioo
prior to uoo in prograoo*
Know cho onvironoontal inpact of spociflc Outdoor Xdvont\iro activitios
and axporioneoa and ineorporato this Knowlodqo aad undarstandinq into
tho doaign and oporation of prograoo; uoo no-traco, low lapact
aothodolooioo.
Undorstand and coaaunieato tho rationaio for using tho outdoors as a
aodiua for oducation, rocroation and huaan sorvieoa*
Accopt tno authority and rosponsibility of assisting loss oicporioncad and
loss knowloddoabXo staff in solocting, organising and conducting program
229
oucuoor ^v«aaar« i^«eua«ntaip <:uHap«C4eiM*y survey
RANK ORDER OP Ar.I. EXPPnTPNrirn_r rtrvr
1 at 1
nif-iML ofo-imi
17 1109*
tu bMt usm ot tl>«lr ** 101 1.7S 17 3.87
18 93
Orqanii* wul carryout a eoaprahanalva laarch and raaeua olan .n«ro..r> ...la tha progroA, tha p«rticlp«ata, aod iK* anvironaantai conJitiona. u 1.20 u 3.68
19
101 r"*!’'.*'**
«»''»'<« tva aaoacti ot paradnai and
It S.IO 19 3.87
20 98 Know and Inatruet tha aoa^ aaaltary and aaolodieally aouad aathadaof parianal and aroMO tanitatlon.
IS 1.S4 20 3.68
21 114
Kaaaweh, aaiaat and purehaaa tha aoat pyacttcai and aafa aQUioaant.
• uppliaa. and aatari&ia uaod la tha outdoor oroQrm» PS 2.74 21 3.66
•— ,- —
102
IhBraviaa aaw4Daont. lUDDllaa and aatarlala for f^at aid. ftmty. and
22 j[_2I£M1 noraoi support, oquipaont and aatsrials aro not availabio. 10 3.16 22 3.M
23
Dovoiop or obtain sound or aocoptod wrltton safotv oroesduros and ooiieisi
95 Which aro accossabio to staff and solocts^ partleippots; such procodurss
and undorstandings shall bo dovolopod for oach advonturo activity and
^oo^lfiod whon nocossary, to accomodato othor orooran variablsso
29 3.17 23 3.66
24 7 omdeor hdvaotura fuld. «a wall aa ita 31 1.03 24 3. 65
25 48
haaotcc tha dlftarancaa batwaon eounaailna and tharaav; raeoonlaa ona-a
porsonal qualifications so as not to andangor participants by oscoodlng
his/hor Holts of training and ssporisncoa
14 3.13 as 3.64
26 11
Acknowlodgo chat loadorshio is txsd to tho Isador* s oarsonalicv
Charactoriscics. foliowor’t sxDoct ations
.
orocrao circuo^c^osa
and cho nosds and coals of tho qroup. 3.:o 26 3.64
27 731 |i Porsonal and group oquipoont soloctlona. 24 1.22 27 3.63
28 99
Hjndorstand tho nacuro of and tho loplicatlons and usos of oorsonal hoalth
racords. oarticioant contracts and written Domisslon atacsoontf. 67 2.93 28 3.63
29 96d ^ ^ Rsd Cross CardiopulBonary Rosusitstlon (C.P.It. ) 17 3.32 29 3.13
30 67
Plan, organiso and prosont a thorouah oriontation for tho Dartlclpanti1
prior to thoir actual prograo involvonont.
63 2.92 30 1.63
31 9
Kococniio outdoor Advonturo Education as a oroesaa of sncountarinc and
lOlving, in an out-of-doors or siouiacod out-of-doors sstting, sMCiting
ind daring pnyaioiogical
.
psychological and sociological enaliangoa which
Load to personal and group awarsnoas and growth. 39 1.12 31 3.63
32 110
Undoratand tho legal aaooets of Outdoor Advonturo orooraos and sorvices.
particularly tho oloonsiona of logai liability and insuranca. 94 2.7 32 3.62
33
1
Hastor a spocifie battorv of tachnical skills and abilities sssocisced
with Outdoor Advonturo actlvitios and tho rolatod oodos of cravol
nocossary to carry out each activity.
36 -3.14 31 3.62
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RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
1
mt-iML 1
ta«a lUaa •aao Maaa
1
06
a
a
X
otnnann»Aiirovmi»ig.\iiMTO ii«f«i»«M-ifl»l |i^ i
34
tacegnlM ta* pet*ntl«i piycholoaleal
. *0010100101 ino ohvsloloaic*!
25 Of o&gB atfvonturo octivifioo ood oxporioocoo upoa partieipaat.JfafI tad ofoaey* 72 2.10 34 3.ft2
35 100
Convoy tbo rotioaaio for aad tbo lapiodoacotioa of a non^dnio*uao ooliev
and tho roaultlaq actloao la tb* ovoat of vtelatloa. 11 1.32 33 S.ftl
36 53
•oallsa that proqraa plaaalag raquiros aroel** aollclo* and arocoduroala ordar ta provldo tha partlelpaata with a aafo aad auceaaa?^ progr« 3S 3.U M l.ftO
IT 65a [aroup bulldlBO actlvltlaa aad oaBorloacoa 1 41 3.03 37 3.59
38 73r
jriiatar Safoty procoduroo 2ft 3.20 38 3.38
39
Dovolop a aupDortlvo and holplaa rolatlonahla with aartlelaaata bv laaai
40 •oeb quaiitioo ao qoauiaoaooop aeeopcaaco. odpatby, truot aad eiarlty* 20 3.30 39 3.38
tecopt, or ehalloaqo, whoa approprlata. tho aollclat. olana and aroaraaa
140 108
doloqatod by top oaoagoaont aad bo aaio to (Tim «dUli
2.78| to 1.31proqraa otaff and otbor avaaiabio roooureoo* If
Naaodo payeholoolcal and phvaloloalcal atraaa la partlelpaata aa aa
41 31 oxpocto^ occurroneo in cortain Outdoor Advoaturo actlvltloo and
oxporioneoo.
60 2.9ft 41 3.38
42 29
Know that oodoXinq lo a olonlfieaat aaooet of immAmrmhip mmA »»b«* •
Xoador ahouXd not only bavo abovo avoraqo akiXXo but aioo baowXodgo
of ito offoet upon partieipanco. 13 3.13 3.38
43 16
Soloctp ordoAiso, conduct aad ovaiuato Outdoor Advoaturo aetivitioo and
ojcporloacoo wbieb wlXX allow partieipaat* « to aequlro aad uoo oavlroaMi
aouad Xlviod aad loarnlno aklila aad toebalouoo. ft! 2.92 43 3.37
•
44
Dovolop and bo abXo to articuXato a ooroonai and orofaaaionaX ohiioaoohv
o( Outdoor Advantur* which la coapatibla with tha ohiiotoohv oanarailv
5 accoptod by tho fiaXd and tho aponaorioq aconey. 78 2.87 44 3.57
45 fig |d davidatlon and aoioetlon of off*tho»trail 46 3.04 .45 3.33
46 I^ChailonQo/Advoaturo actlvitloo and axporloACOo 611 2.96 4ft J.35
Apply baole Dhvaioioaieai and Davcholoclcal undoratandlnoa of tho huaan
38 3.1247 90 body to inouro not only participant aafoty, but choir involvoaont in tho
actlvitloo and oxporloneoo ao woil.
3.34
48 74a laiKhpacklnd 3.21 4ft j).54
49 73f
jiHikind and Trail cochniquoo
—2B J.ie .-.*9 3.54
50 141
^orform continual staff ovaiuation which foeuooo UDon ooroonai aad ooor
Loadorohlp offoctlvonooo and porforaaneo. 130 2.39 50 3.53
51 731 ^ Proqraa Sohavlor (Expodltion Bohavior) 40 JJi. 51 3.53
sr 73e • Pood aoioction and proparation 41 3-IC. 52 1.53
53
Provido adoauato aaintonanco of ail oaulpaont. facilicioo. and
120 suDDlioo uood in apocifie prograao* 42 3.08 53 3.52
1 loeuro tho nocaoaarv liconaoa. Dormitt. and wriccon ooroiaaiona froa
54 119 r landownoro or land oanagoro
1 eonductodo
on whooo proporty tho proqraa lo to bo 61 2.94 54 3 . 5 :
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RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
opioooMAPViafniwE leapoito uk coMygim m>
>0*oi
2Q^iUiJl 1
ftf.imi
Seen rnmm
i
om-imi
taea iteMi
55 106
» ri«li uasMut D
program aetlvitiaa, 4Ad Xogi«
aa4/or Xm»«b aa« s««Brlcy of
Lm that coordlnatea all peraonnal,
lieal operatiena la ordar to provoat
oeeldoata and iajurloa. rs 2.17 ss i.j;
JS.. 73l ,
^ Snatch and Roecuo tochnlquoa and proc“**'ri S2 3.02 5s a .32
57 73h M IiH ft ji
58 73b ^Caaperoft V s.u SS I.Sl 1
59 96« ^HoiAllclLJlMoiLV«ur..Aa^Cr4oo AMouaoi Thruo_t| IS J.JO >1-.iJl
60 GO
Allow partlclpoBta to oagago in octivitioo aad oMporioMoo that iaol^
phyaieal aa4/or paycbologieal rlak aod atroaa oaly aftar tboy bavo
un4«rft«itd4iM 9( «»• •ctlvlty or 22 3.23 so ] .31
61
r
138
conduct lotarprat fiml or product ovnluntion roeuotn« upon tn
ovarall aueeooa of tao prograa la liao with tbo originally atato4 abioetiw
la ordar to Idoatify what waat wall aad what nooda laprrnraaant
.
lU 2. SI SI 3.4S
§2 96a ^bod Creaa Standard flrac Aid 4 Soraoaal Safoty u IilL S2 i.M
63 l^rhyaleal fltnooo IS 3.3S S3 3.4S
64 23
Soloct. orgaolao, conduat aad owaluaco Outdoor Adwoaturo aetlvltlaa aad
that will oahaaeo Individual growth and dovolooaont of a olvoa oroua of
proprod pnrtlctpanta. '
•s 2.B3 S4 3.
a
65 10
bocogniao that Outdoor Advontura Uaadorahio la a orocoaa which aaalata an
an individual and/or group to Identify goala and objoctivoa and aehlovo
thoao onda through Advontura activitiaa and anparioneaa. S4 3.00 45 3.4S
66 140
Doaloa. conduct aad Intararat on-<olna or orocaaa evaluation durlaa the
prograd ao a aoana to laprovo the prograa an^ aora eiaarly aoot tho nooda
and aapoetatloaa of tho partlelpaata and tbo apoaaoring agoney* SO 2.7S
SS S.47
67 73c |c ttivirooBoatal Awaroaoaa and Zntorprotatioi 54 2.SS S7 3.4S
68 47
Zntarvono in tho avont of oavcholooieal crlaia on the oart of tbo nroori
participant. >« 2.9S M 3.4S
69 127
participanta. paranta/guardiano. agency poraonnal, and the general pudll SI 2.71 SS 3.45
70 30
Select, organiaa, conduct
axparlancao that will aneo«
ind evaluate Outdoor Adventure activltloe ant
iraoo orouD eooDoratlon and intordoDondance. 55 3.9S 70 3.45
71
8
Undaratand tna ohiloaoohv and oracticaa of Cxoariantial tdueation. which
uaaa aaparianco aa thg oain node of inquiry in the education procnaa. 97 2.74 71 3.45
72
122
Aaaoabla. operate and oaintain prograd oqulpoent and auppllea
in accordance with aanuf acturer* a and/or orof eaaionaily
rocoooandod atandarda.
45 3.0. 72 3.44
73
“ 65c [Co utdonr Education and Cnvironoontal Idueacien
77 :.9 rl 75 3.43
74 116
Aaaeoble, operate and provide adequate oaintenance of all equipdont
recoanended atandarda
o
4^ 2.9 74 3.4
75 46 obaervino. auaationina and act^n^.
3 3.i3 75 3.42
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Outdoor Adventure Leadersldp Competeney Survey
RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
otmMMMi^iuvEnnvuE leaueuto ue coMivicarTTOi
W>U|>U. U » UUtHtH
inii>a«tL
leak na««i
am*ixvu
iMtfl H«MI
76 75 foster vithin participants an awaranaaa of Hanat tarth wnich laOn to
appraciation, undarstandlng ana action toward naintaininq a quality
anvlrunnant.. 7«
77 1
OMOAdtrat* an uodaracandinq of tho philoaophicaA foundatlono of Outdoor
Advonturo actxvltioo and oxporxoocoo tnat a^vo ao tho bajia for proaont
prograoa and aorvicoa.
78 73£ P Survival L31
79 60
80 63b
aaeb proqran activity and axporlanea In toxas of Its Individual
social and anvlronnantal inoaet . '
Ad^aacant l.U
81 35
Aoauro that participants davalop skills la a proqraaalon or aaauontial
AmuAt la a coatrollad aavlroanont which will foatar aora auccaaa thaj
(allura, thus provldlnq aotlvatloa (or eoatlauad iavolvaooat la tho
activity.
82 18
Approprlataly aaploy tho propar atylaa(_laadarshl£-autocratlc, daaoers'
1 ... . ... .
''uai(sl, tho qroup, aad tho altuatloa.or laiaoos-falca (or tho ladlvld
83 7^ I a Autoaobllo/Vaa loqlstlcs
84 64b
85 113
bLonq-toxa rasldant (S or aora days)
Oavplop aad dofond raallstlc budeata and oporato within tho
Ilnltatloao lapoaod by said budqata.
86 124
87 115
88 73m
Poasosa a currant actor vahlcla aparatar' a llcanaa and ba abla to
aparata and basically aalatain a Mtor vahlcla.
Olscriainata batwaan anvironaantallv and aocially eoapatlbla tacilitlaa
aquipoant and aupallaT. and ehoaa that ara not
° Ropacraft
64a aShort-tara raaldsnt (2-4 days) U 2. sol t9 3.33
33
Display £arsonai__s££aaranca__snd__bahavlor approprloca to tho proqra
clcuaatancaa
,
tna proqran qoala, tba sarvlca papulation, and tho
proqran sponsors.
91 50
Salact, orqaniso, conduct and avaluato proqraaa that radact tho
qualltloa o( varlat2^^_craatlvltj^_snd__chsllanga.
92
93
36
22
94 26
Salact, orqanixa, conduct and avaluata Outdoor Advontura sctlvitloo and
aaporiancas which davalop within individuals and qroups awaranass.
undarstandinq and positlva action toward tha natural and cultural
anvironiaants.
Salact appropriata approachas and strataqias of Outdoor Advantura
Laadarship
.
such as, discovsry approach, siaulatian loarninq situations
and socratic quaatloninq aathod.
Pollow an aducatlonally affactiva ttap-bv-stap prograssion whan Introdui
and laadlnq Advantura actlvltlaa and axparloncaa.
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Oiildooi' Advcntiuv
l»aa
RANK OKOER OF ALL EXPERIENCBI^LEVEL COMPETENCIES OVBaU Ba t MJM
a3
S OCTDOOWAPViamjMg IF.M>faiTD in' COWPKllJtl Ta« rnniTouni .uyiAoiim
95 59 «s 93 3.30
96 130
MP y.Mt of ehfiiq.» tn th« tl.ld by roodlag. oboorvlop tad dlaeuooiag
• wail oa ottandinq pra-oorvtco ond lu-oarvleo traiuag preprMO. 100 2.73 M 1.29
97 82
o«m •fivirona«ntaX Dr«1udi.e«s wid idlafonAeioii moA
•ko eeaeortad offort to ekoaqo if aacaoao^. 47 3.03 97 3.29
98 81
f.Vf*. »r ehaaqlad of partlclbant* a atttcudaa. valuaa
aaranaaa and ralafereing poaitlva bahavtoa.
«a-aaa»ai
» 2.84 M 3.28
99 Jla. |q Orlaataarlcig Lli. 2.96 99 3.28
100 49
Otfw partieiDWta br««dth of •xDorioneoo bv orovldina oovorol ouc^^r
Advoaturo oetivltioo and/or ojcporioocoo in a ^ivon roaidoat ^o^tmi
uAloaa aald proqraa la doaigaod to ba apaclaiisod. 10* 2.73 100 3.28
101 137
Undaratand fadaral, Stata aad Local laclalatlon. raoulatlona and oollelaa
122 2.63 101 3.27Af^actla^ tha Outdoor Advantura flald«
'
102 72 jyithadtaa and atlllaa aalatina raaaareh aad prooraa tdaaa aa a aaaaaat iapcoviaq proqraaa* 137 2.56 102 3.27
103 104
ap abraaat of currant oractlcaa and now tnforaacian In health and aafat'
to, 2.73 103 3.26
* attandinq training floaaiona, rafroahor couraoa, raadiog profoaaionai
iblicationao and continuing in«aarv&ea praeticoa
104 96e ^Rod Croaa Advancad flrat Aid A Baargaocy Cara 73 2.81
1
104 3.26
105 19
Aba prlneiDioa of followorahln
. wbleb rrrnun m,
io a daaaeratie rola, thua ratainxng tha capacity to auggoat. eritita
aad avaiuata tha laadara* 74
a J 109 3.26
106 138
Contribute to tha advancaaont of tha orofaaalon bv willinalv rnaaiinl r ir Inn
chd aaaiating othara who ara in, or aataring tha fioid. Informatioa on
ona*o profaaaionai ajcparlancaa and uadaratandinga. 117 2.68 106 3.23
107 733 I > uoathor 86 2.3: 107 3.24
108 61a jaoBcckcountry wiidarnaaa araaa 71 2.90 108 3.24
109 21
Ackaoviadgo tha naad and poaaaaa tha ability to dipioaatically aaaion
specific laadarahiD raaoonaibilltlaa to aaabara of tha araua.
112 2.71 109 3.24
110 73y ( y iurvlvai 79 2.85 lip . 3.23
111 76
Daaonatrata a baaic knowladga and fiald application of tha dynMica of
natural and ciiitural anvironaantal avataaa? including tha fundAaantAl
115 rrr 3.02concapta of Ecology.
112 32
bolov tha oroblaa-tolvina aoDToach io ordar to aaxiaiza oaraonal
growth and group cooparation. 92 2.76 112 3.22
113 741 1 1 Hiking and Walking 58 2.98 lU 3.19
114 64c (cSlnqla day proqraaa 111 2.71
114 3.19
115 39
Undaratand tha eogniti^a<rational 1 . af f actlva( faallnoa 1 . and oavcho-aott
142 2.55 115 3.19(Dhvaical) doaaina of i.aarnina and ba abla to aaka full uaa of thaaa
doaaina in conducting activttlaa and axparlaacaa« *
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Outdoor A4iT«atMr« Leadorslilp Coip*trooy Swrvof
•
m
RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL CQMPETEIICIBS
•
2
a
X
ociPoo«APVEarroiiE laADmxo ue cowFcmrrTOi jmi.i
tana M
dm Kim»i
t«M R
dVtl
116 20
ptftleioaata who Dosaoaa dlvorao boekorouadp %tkA dittmrmz frMoa •
JO* 2.72 ua 3.20
117 126
laMdlbto and long raaao DorMfiaX and orafaaaiMal Mala aa^
ok)«ett«.. coaai.tMt .itk th. i.glr
•
U« I.U U7 3.1A
118 731c |k myslelofy tnd autrltloa 9t 2.73 UA 3.1A
119 55 ip«ei<lc p»yel>ol«>ale»i. phY«toloqic»l iSf tociolooicd r--il| ifirlnt«r*ata of tha Dartleiaiata. '
U2 2.30 U9 S.U
120 150 projaetloe of tha tranda# Know what ooa wanta to craata and whara ooa
wanta to load tha profaaaion. L5« Z.*l 120 3.11
121 133
Maintain aiqh atandarda of duality la writton natarlala nroduesd la
aaaoeiatioa with ona*a program and agaacy* 114 3.a9 “ “
122 63c Iccoiloga atudaata . 12* 2 . as m 1.1,
123 37
Zaplasaat aalaetad eeunaalina and paraonai dawaXooaant atratoalaa which
ara affaetiva and appropriata in Owtdoor Mwaatura prograsa* la 2.32 123 3.U
124 87
Raduca eonnuaptlon and pollution by oneouraaina tbo uao of roevelod.
tnnawabla and biodaorabio orodueta and aatariala. 7a 2.17 12* 1.17
125 142
tha aponaoring agaoey in ordar to aaiact and inpiMaot oroorMa ta aaattha idaotiflad naada and iataraata. 170 1.2S 123 3.1,
126 65f (touting Sporta and outdoor akilla 110 2.71 126 3.U
127 134
prefaaaional raaourcaa including paopla, plaeaa, and priot/neo-print
aatariala.
11* 2.31 127 3.U
^blaet, organiia, conduct and awaluata outdoor Adwantura oroorana whie
128 54
ara not found in tha nonal couraa of Ufa and ara eharaetariaad bv
eontaifung aiananta of riah. atraaa, ehallango and adwantura.
ua ,2.37 121 3.13
129 05
iJ^lZixa in pregrana tha actlvltiaa and tachniouaa of Snvlronnantal
education, which la an intaaratad aducational orocaaa daalina with
Miaanaind* a intarralatlonahxp with natural and cultural factora. 127 2.62 129 3.13
130 56
Apply tha uaa of aa aanv huaao aanaaa aa Doaaibla to anaura Intaoratio
of both awaranaaa and laaming. 93 2.77 UO S.U
131 45
Sorvo u * tatnlyat for oooitlvo enutoo in tha vnluao. ittlcudoa uio
actiona of both individuala and groupa. 99 2.73 131 3.10
132 74 c; 1
* Xock Clinbing and Rappalling 132 2.09
133 38 .
aocioiogical and phyaioioqieal char actariatica of tha
participanta
,
and ba abla to oodify or ad^uat laadarahip aatbodology
and/or progran aetivitiaa accordingly.
153 2.50 133 3. OS
134 43
Apply princiDlaa of aaall orouo dvnaaica. oarticularlv aa ralatad to ao
aox: cultural background; and individual paychological
,
aocioiogical,
phyaiological
,
and apiritual naada.
123 2.65 13* 3.06
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OH<4loor Ailvcatur* Lcadmrviilp Coip^to—y Sw«y
•
RANK PROER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES ovnaLL asM
1 OiniMMMI ADVEMTVRB LCADOITO BC COMPenOrrTO* mfolees LdVIL om*rm
135 123
IBM tha at ••Mlal populatiaaa aaB tha aadlflad <>ellltlaa
u4/er aauioaant raauixad to aaat thaaa aaaa-.’^"” Ut 2.U 133 3.05
136
69
Davaiop, caaduat, lataaprat, aad af(aettval.y utlUaa tka raaulta af
naad Invantoriaa v>4 Darticlsaat aurvav* aa aa laaartaat raaauaea to*
pro^raa dav^lgpamt* ITS 2.29 134 3.09
137 bsa |4«atura Oriantad actlvitlaa 133 2.91 137 2JL
138 63d 1
a Yeung adulta 143 2.54 131 3.05
139 62a |a Idueatteaal laatitutlen baaad pregraa 140 2.54 U9 1.04
140 57
Oaaign prograaa that uaa Indleaneua decal) raaeureaa aad reaaeet aad
th« local culture aad aovironoont* tos 2.73 UO 3.04
141 97f Chad Cxaaa Advancad bite favtng, or YMCA blfaaav 103 2.73 141 3.03
or Boy Scout Life Ouard or tbolr oquivaloat
142 70
Oavalep a raaaurca (Ulna ayataa fer the eallactlen aad affaatlva
uoo of ioportaot profoooiooai and proqrao oatoriaia* L3f 2.33 142 3.03
143 65«
1* tnvlrenaant al latarpratatlea 1 us 2.54 143 3.03
144 52
*alaet aad davalep proaraaa that can ha bath tank and dnvaloeaantal
orlantad dapaadlna ueea the aaanev. tha aaatleiBaaaa .aa rk.
proqrao eireuootaDCoa. 154 2.
a
U4 1.03
145 42 and iodlv&dual dovoiopoont* 147 2.33 145 9.03
146 135
Utlllia, whan approprlata. tha aarvlcaa o( Padaral
. Itata and Local
huoan aorvicos and onvlronoontal affa&ra. 143 2.39 144 3.02
147 74p 1 p Haunt unaarlng 2.64 147 3.01
148 73o
1° Special aada ot travel US 2.47 US 3.01
149
41 individual to aako aoif^dotorainod and roapooaiOio eholeoa aa a
roaiitatioa of liia/hor potontiai* 131 2.34 149 3.01
150 74f
|<Canooin9 « fiat Water 101 2.47 130 2.99
151 58
Allow pfTtttiB^tf to lhare In aalactod taeacta o( aalactlno. oraanlti
2.41 151 2.98conductana tha oroorao:
w Tiw t , ^
129
152 61f N Plat vatar araaa HI 2.JJ 132 2.98
153 61b
|b Mountain araaa 131 2.39 133 2.94
154
24
Prapara bahavorlal obiacttvaa baaad uaon Idaatlflcatlon ot aartleiaant
oBoncy and loader neoda and interaotad 164 2.38 IS4 2.99
155 145
Identify aelected key laauea eonfrontino the Outdoor Adventure field end
iMplooont aoiutiona to chose laauea appropriate to one's eork setting* 190 Mi 133 2.99
15£ 88
When poaaibie, and not at the erpenae of safety, purchase and/or eako
Outdoor Adventure equipoent and suppliea chat effectively utiliio
renewable resourcesa 120 2.44 134 2.99
15 7
Identify aelected trends confrontinq the Outdoor Adventure field and be
3 Kble to incorporate, when appropriate, their oaaninq into prograa deaiqn
and ooerstiona 188 2.17
137 2.93
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OmUIoot Advaatar* L—daiahlp Co—pataaay Bi^ay
•1
i
RANK ORDER OR ALL EXPERIEMCED-LBVCL C0MPETEIICIE8
oviiMMMi ADvwrnnta LBADOi TO OS coNrarreirr TOi
—npA fca
mr-uoii
•mM IMm
— S4i
••i* N«M
1S8 73., '
[l TMiMUt tf 1.1) IM t.f)
1S9 147
** n— i;«—oeh. .l.t.l «a
IIT l.lf 114
1ir«M0 l.ll 1
160 78 irJInT. “4>?MH‘4ifcWTO l» t.u 14# l.ll
161 63a 1 Uf l.ll 141 l.ll
lfi2
7^4 |a aatoa—i— 111 I.M Ul I.W
163 17
CM*«y 4ypwii/ignia aiirttf; sd/Joy <- .y...nr -a
iA4 •Ml«aa«n« mi khs in wlki«h vm ilv«a 9b4 tHa with wtaa
••• Bharaa wiipwrl •!!••• # ifi l.ll M I.W
164 118
4«valapa4 by kaaal ^bvarnina febarbi uid/ar r«bi«n*i a— natloaal arfMli
auah aa bauda af HaaitR, butiaina Inaaaaiaaa, O.a.H.A., aat'l. yavta Ci
lafaiy Aa« laatalMian,. ina Wwiean Caraln AaiMlitlan itandaraa.
111 1.14 144 t.l]
169 74h jl^crata Cauntay ttlln* .aaiatal 1“ l.ll, Ul t.u
166 7a> |a Canaaina, Mitta bataa 1*1 I.M >•* I.M
167
4 ana-half .HI bay praaraaa 1)4 1.44 IIT I.U
166 80
RMw An4 h« ihiw t« Mfloy in Owttewr MvMtur*
aaviranaantal ralata4 aiiaiic Mi aityata aiaatiaa. ia»ytnaa mb
iiMiifBia. in I.U IM l.ll
16^ 63c |a fraara— with l—atal aaaaa —latlana UT l.ll aiiL
170 A\m l*vva«« watwr ar«aa r* JA ^>0 l.ll 1
171 62b |hCMflttiiity or^MatatiwA huwh prwfrM 11* 111) in I.M
172 2
Idantify th« tntottticii founditiani af Mdwrn Oytdawr AdvwfituvA that
MArs d«v«i«p«d krt th« n«ty#ti aiU Mi«iMdd« Iff l.Ot in l.ll
173 84 ?!!!!.!!
•* BfiTlMnaantaily eoaBatian
1)0 l.)0 IT) 1.10
174 fiJci t papuiatioaa lit a. 40 IT. 1.10
175 62a 1*
Muaan (aavtoa kaanay baaa4 ivaarM in I.W l»l l.io'
176 128
•aaaaa aattva kn •• laaat ana naltanal ana/ar raalaaal ^afaaatanal
tfainUHUB- no l.ll 174 l.TI
177 71
MtAnttin A lournai or ioa «• rMord MraonAl inaiaht* atmI fwwilMA
•• <Mi Aid to prodrad ordAnlAotion and ovotaII doouaont Atioa. 144 1.)) ITT I.TI
176 61a Nur Ai aroAA uo ;.4i 174 J.ri
17S 64« {a ono dlAOA poriod (40-40 alnutoAl 144 1.34 ITI 1.74
18C 149
Undorotand tho pro and eon dobato ovor rodionai and/or national
OVtaobt Laia<t|htp c«utic«tion. PJ a. JO ISO 1.7)
18J 143
Ilooord iBAdao, iaproaaiona and faolAnaa la a oroun ioa and/or oaraonai
Journal aa an avaluatlan aid.
.........
111 1.41 111 1.7)
19^
laordonry Nodical Toohnielan (I.MaT«t ITT 2.1T l.TI 1
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Onitloor A«tr«Btnr«i Laad«rshlp fniprtMMai Sua-r^y
1RANK
3
1
i
RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCED-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
OtniMMlB ADVEOmniB LEADERTO BB OOMPKmrrTOi bmy-imi
•ak naan
1 al^wtad
om-uvu
8aaa
183 51
toploy priaelpiaa e( "CluptA rrearualna* . in which aativitian aan
•JiptflMM** that d«a«nd •isilM •kill* «nd lat«r«ats ar« eMtolaatf
tagatter, auea aa bauidarla^, rack cliabiaf aad rivar/afaaa eraaaiafa.
III 2.24 It) 1 .70
184 61d |4Wlld rlvar araaa 1’* 2.27 1 lia la.M 1
las OJA
1
atra*atfolaaeaat IM 2.27| Its 2.8)
186 96g tVPad Croaa Matar «a«a«y Inatrhetac (P.I.XI a< 17» 2.27 lt4 2.82
187 132
Oavalop and aaintain an updacad nnrtfolin eantainina a.
o< prafaaaianai raiatad axparlaaea and traiaiag* IM l.U lt7 2.40
188 79
(nplaln tn parcicipanta appropriata local, acata, rational, national
and intarnational anvixonnantal nroblona and ncaalbla aolutiena. If) 2.U Itt 2.40
189 129
ContribMta to ati^iaa. connlaatona and Invaatiaationa apaaaorod by
profaaaiaaai and/ar public/pr&vaca or^anaaatiooa and Maaeiaa iaaoivad
outdaer Advaatura*
IM 2.04 IM a. St
190 b2(3 |4 aaeraation acaney baaad proqraaa
—ill
-i.it L2L
191
19i
112 Raiaareh. writa and ocaaant fund raiaina oroDOaala and orant ranuaatata proapactxva public and private financial aupport organiaaciona. Ul 1.74 Ifl 2.34
“Sir i Urban araaa Ifl 1.11 IM L5J_
193 “5IE h Suburban araaa l»2, 1.13 If) j.sol
194 74v 1 ^ Snawahaaino I8f 2.20 Ifl V‘*
"n5" 74b |kbieyela Tauring' 17X 2.)1 IfS 2.if
196 121
Undaratand tha ariaeiDlaa af daa&on and eanatruetian of facilitiaa wbieb
inearparaca oat aaly tha appropriata tachoaiagy but alao tha underat aodil
of aalactad bahavorial aeiaacaa, auch aa hunan payehalogy and aacialagy. 20) 2.02 IM 2.a
147 611 |c baating 113 2.21 lf7
198 61c |c Ocoan araaa in 2.11 Ift 2.14
199 111 Sbiact. organiaa and conduct fund ralaino aetivitiaa for ana’
a
nponey ot ordnniantion. 2U 1.4) IM 2.11
200 97c jcRag Croaa Plat Watar Canoaing Inatructor 201 2.03 200 2.10
201 4
Knov cha accoapiiahaanta and atruqglaa of toy oaraena and aovananta
in cha davaiopaant of Outdoor Advantura prograna and aarvicaao 220 1.75 201 2.40
202 63f I^Sanior eitixana 200 2.03 202 2.35
20 3 83
Sacoao conatruetivoly involved in •nvironaantai ooncorna and lelutionn
by donating tiaa, anargy and/or raaourcaa to at iaaat ona ioeni, atata,
ragional, •national and/or intarnational anvixonaantal organiaation or
offort. IfS 2.09 . 203 2.31TW 6fr r haftlng. vhlta Watar lf7 2.08 201 2.33
205 61x a Spalunking (Caving) 202 . 105 1.33
206 3 Traca cha hiatoricai foundry lona of oraaant Ouedoor Advantura orooranaand aarvicaa. 224 1.71 206 2.30
20 7 97d dAncTo Canoa AaaoCo Whlta Watar Canoa Xnatructor 207 1.90 207 2.29
JLM.-Mi f Anar* Caaping Aaaoc* Outdoor Laadarahip Skilla 198 2.08 208 2.21
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11. CKiUloor Adyntur* L^iidwldy Co—pt«—y Swrircy
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1
RANK ORDER OF ALL EXPERIENCE-LEVEL COMPETENCIES
ovnMMMtAuvnmnts LBADUTo Bs cofiPKnarTTOi
1
vTiVdimk
Ba^ Itoaa
unMimi
•mo Hsaa
209 131 trWM* M<tcl«t for public Klon in prntMUannl Journnla k4 mak»JftlWlCian* It praf»»ion«l anharlnai. IS .77 209 It. 20
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APPENDIX D
STATISTICS AND RANKING OF ESSENTIAL COMPETENCIES FOR
ENTRY-LEVEL AND EXPERIENCED-LEVEL OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
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APPENDIX E
CORRESPONDENCE WITH SURVEY RESPONDENTS
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CO^IPSnXr^CY-BASED
OUIDOOR I t B* INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS, INC.
P.O. Box 821
Greenfield, MA 01302
November 8, 1979 Tel. I -(4 1 3) 772-6732
TO: Selected Outdoor Adventure Leaders from North America
FROM: Larry Buell, Project Director
RE: REQUEST FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE COMPETENCY-BASED
OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP PROJECT
Dear OUTDOOR ADVENTURE COLLEAGUE;
As an active professional in Outdoor Adventure, you are
aware of the growing demand to develop the necessary skill, know-
ledge and behavior competencies in Outdoor Leaders, It is the
responsibility of leaders, like ourselves, to contribute to the
identification of the competencies and performance levels demanded
by the profession.
Because of your expertise in the field of Outdoor Adventure
and your interest in the issue of quality leadership, your help is
needed to achieve the goal of a project designed to improve and
expand the quality of Outdoor Adventure Leadership, The COMPETENCY-
BASED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP PROJECT has identified a series
of specific competencies through a review of pertinent literattre,
survey of service needs and selected expert opinion. The items have
been collected into the Competency Outdoor Adventure Leadership
Inventory and will be distributed to Outdoor Adventure leaders,
educators and directors, like yourself, who will be asked to rate
the overall importance of each competency and the best method to
develop that competency.
To date the COMPETENCY-BASED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP
PROJECT has been presented to over 125 professionals throughout the
nation who enthusiastically endorse the concept of the study and
feel that the results can contribute to improving leadership. The
results of the study will be used as a self-rating evaluation
instrument and as the bausis for severail Outdoor Leadership
training ciurriculums.
Since the identification of professional coiiipetencies
will have national implications, I do hope that you will be able
to participate in the Project, Participation in the Project will
assure you a copy of the findings. If you cannot become involved
yourself, please give the opportunity to someone else in your
organization. Please return the enclosed postcard indicating yovur
ability to participate in the Project , Your assistance as a
leader in the field will be greatly appreci at ed
.
Sincerely yours, Larry Buell, Project Director
Uay BuelL
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, Greenfield Community College. Greenfield
MA and the
TcHOOL S^EDUCA^^^ LEADERSHIP DIVISION.
University of Massachusetts.
Amherst, MA
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C01!^lPErris^€T-BASED
OiniHHIR LEADERSHIP
PROJECT
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS, INC
P.O. Box 821
GreenTieUL MA 01302
Td. 1-(413) 772-6752
April 7, 1980
TO: Competency-Based Outdoor Adventure Leadership Survey
Respondents. ^
FROM: Larry Buell, Project Director
Competency-Based Outdoor Adventure Leadership Surveydirections and answer sheets.
Dear Outdoor Advent\ire Colleague;
Thanh you for participating in the COMPETENCY-BASED OUTDOORADVENTURE LEADERSHIP SURVEY conducted by tne Institute forEnvironmental Awareness, Inc. in cooperation with GreenfieldCommunity College and the University of Massachusetts/Amherst.
One of the primary goals of the Project is to identify tne
more essential and important Outdoor Adventure Leadership
competencies. The competency statements found in the survey
are the results of analysis of selected Outdoor Adventure
literature, a review of program and service needs, and opinions
of experienced Outdoor Leaders. The survey does reflect a
wide range of Outdoor Adventure knowledge, shills and behaviors.
Your contribution to this study will help identify the basic
"core knowledge, shills and behaviors of Outdoor Adventure
Leaders'.'. The results of the survey will be used as a self-rating
evaluation instrument and as the basis of Outdoor Leadership
training curriculums.
Enclosed with this letter you will find the survey, one colored
answer sheet packet and one stamped-adressed envelope. The
questionnaire will require about 45 minutes of your time.
Thanh you for reading the instructions attached to tne answer
sheet before marking any answers.
I'm certain you agree that, with the pressure upon our field to
improve standards of practice and to enhance the quality of
leadersnip, this type of project must be one of our highest
professional prorities. We cannot stress enough the importance
of your involvement in this Project.
THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY AND RETURNING THE ANSWER
SHEET AND THE RESPONDENT PROFILE WITHIN THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
Larry Buell Project Direaor
In Cooperation with the Ol'TDOOR l.EADERSHIP PROGRAM. Greenfield Community College, Greenfield. MA and the
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP DIVISION. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, MA
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COMPSTTEMCY-BASED
OITTDOOR LEADERSHIP
PROtlECT
INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
AWARENESS. INC.
P.O. Box 821
GreenfieUl. MA 01302
Tel. 1-(413) 772-«752May 27, 1980
TO; COMPETENCY-BASED OUTDOOR ADVENTURE LEADERSHIP PROJECT
peurticipants.
PROM: Larry Buali, Projact Diractor
RE: Raquaat for compiatad Survay natariais.
Daar Projact Participant;
The Compatency-Baaed Outdoor Adventure Leadership Survay has
received very positive response. As you can see by the enclosed
sheet of selected OPINIONS about the Survey, many people see
the value and potential use of the Survey.
In order to maJce a contribution to our profession with the results
of this Survey, it is necessary to get a wide range of responses.
Your completion of the Survey is very important to the success
of the Study.
I realize how busy you are during this season; yet, I do hope
that you caci take the time to complete the Survey and return
the answer sheet and respondent profile at your earliest convenien(
Thanic you again for your contribution of time and thought toward
this Project. Your involvement in the Study will assure you a
copy of the results which will be sent to you in the Pall. Please
disregard this letter if you have already returned the requested
materials.
Inst/itute for Environmental Awareness, Inc.
P .0 . Box 821
Greenfield, MA 01302
PS. If for some reason you do not still have the materials sent
to you last month, please c^ll or write so that we can send
you a new set of materials directly.
Larry BuelL Project Director
In Cooperation with the OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP PROGRAM, Greenfield Community College. Greenfield. .MA and ihe
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP DIVISION, Univeriity of Maiiachuietu.
Amherst, MA
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Mary Doe
West Street
Greenfield, MA ol301
COMPETENCY-BASED OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
PROJECT
Institute for Environmental Awareness, Inc.
P.O. Box 821
Greenfield, MA 01302
I will be glad to participate in the COMPETENCY-
BASED OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP Project.
/ will not be able to participate in theCOMPETENCY-
BASED OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP Projea.
YOUR PRIMARY RESPONSiniUTY IN OUTDOOR AD\TNT1JR£ IS:
Leadership and Instructorship of groups
- ,
0n60jC
Education and Training of Leaders only one.)
Administrator/Director/Supervisor of Programs
Signature
.Zip
Address:
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CX)MPErEXCT - BASED
OUroOOR LEADERSHIP PROJECT
OPINION
The following questions are optional and are not part of the official
St udy-however
,
as we plan for the next step of the Project we do wish
to have your input. If you have the time and interest please answer the
following two questions and return them with the answer sheet.
1 . ) WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE SURVEY?
OPTIONAL
Q'JESTIONNAIRE
2 . ) HOW DO YOU FEEL THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE SURVEY AND THE
RESLXTS CAN BEST 3E USED BY OUR PROFESSION?
(Use other side for additional space)
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